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At the core of choosing what features and level 
of quality to realize, and thus offer a market or 
customer, rests on the ability to take decisions. 
Decision-making is complicated by heterogeneous 
understanding of issues such as priority, implica-
tion of realization, and interpretations of strategy 
as pertaining to the short- and long-term deve-
lopment of software intensive systems. The com-
plexity is further compounded by the amount of 
decision support material that has to be taken into 
account and the sheer volume of possible alterna-
tives that have to be triaged and prioritized, thou-
sands, or even tens of thousands of requirements 
can be the reality facing industry. There is a need 
to develop the functionality that is strategically 
most important while satisfying customers and 
being competitive, cost effi cient, and minimizing 
risk. In order to achieve a balance between these 
factors, it is important that within an organization, 
all stakeholders agree on the strategic aspects to 
be considered and their corresponding relative 
importance.

The objective of this thesis is to provide strate-
gic decision-making support for software product 
management.

A number of empirical studies, set in both aca-
demia and industry have been performed. The 
research methods used span from systematic re-
views, case studies to experiments, all aligned to 
identify possibilities for improvement, devise solu-
tions, and validate these solutions in several steps.

The methods presented in this thesis can be used 
to evaluate strategic alignment and identify pos-
sible root causes for misalignments. To strengthen 
strategic alignment, the methods and results in 
the thesis can be used by product managers for 
making effective and effi cient strategic decisions 
regarding portfolios and products, following a sys-
tematic and aligned process.

The area of software product management in the 
context of market-driven software intensive pro-
duct development is a fi eld with unique challenges. 
The specifi cs of the solutions are based on industry 
case studies performed to gauge state of the art 
as well as map the main challenges. The decision-
making support developed takes the form of mo-
dels and methods that support software product 
management in strategic alignment, requirements 
triage and portfolio level decisions.
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ABSTRACT 

 
Context: At the core of choosing what features and level of quality to realize, and thus offer a market or 

customer, rests on the ability to take decisions. Decision-making is complicated by heterogeneous 

understanding of issues such as priority, implication of realization, and interpretations of strategy as 

pertaining to the short- and long-term development of software intensive systems. The complexity is further 

compounded by the amount of decision support material that has to be taken into account and the sheer 

volume of possible alternatives that have to be triaged and prioritized, thousands, or even tens of thousands 

of requirements can be the reality facing industry. There is a need to develop the functionality that is 

strategically most important while satisfying customers and being competitive, cost efficient, and 

minimizing risk. In order to achieve a balance between these factors, it is important that within an 

organization, all stakeholders agree on the strategic aspects to be considered and their corresponding 

relative importance. 

 

Objective: The objective of this thesis is to provide strategic decision-making support for product 

management of software intensive products.  

 

Method: A number of empirical studies, set in both academia and industry have been performed. The 

research methods used span from systematic reviews, case studies to experiments, all aligned to identify 

possibilities for improvement, devise solutions, and validate these solutions in several steps. 

 

Result: The methods presented in this thesis can be used to evaluate strategic alignment and identify 

possible root causes for misalignments. To strengthen strategic alignment, the methods and results in the 

thesis can be used by product managers for making effective and efficient strategic decisions regarding 

portfolios and products, following a systematic and aligned process. 

 

Conclusions: The area of product management in the context of market-driven software intensive product 

development is a field with unique challenges. The specifics of the solutions are based on industry case 

studies performed to gauge state of the art as well as map the main challenges. The decision-making support 

developed takes the form of models and methods that support software product management in strategic 

alignment, requirements triage and portfolio level decisions. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 

“Nothing is more difficult, and therefore more precious, than to be able to decide.” 
 Napoleon Bonaparte 

 

 

Everyone has to take decisions in his/her daily life; decisions involving simple everyday routines 

such as what clothes to wear given the weather conditions, which television set to buy, what food 

to eat at  lunch as well as complex decisions such as the selection of which stocks to invest in.  

Decision making means that an individual has to choose an action from a finite set of actions {a1, 

a2, …….., an} where each action can result is a state out of finite set of mutually exclusive states 

{s1, s2, ……, sm}. Usually, there are no more than a couple of choices to consider in every day 

decision-making, such as the selection of a restaurant to go to for lunch or which dress to wear. 

However, even with limited choices decision making can become difficult when more than one 

individual are involved, because individual interests/tastes tend to vary, and may even be 

conflicting.  

 

Furthermore, in case of a variety of choices particularly with reference to a major purchase 

involving more than one aspect, it becomes difficult to ascertain with confidence, the reliability 

of the choice made.  For example, when buying a new house, it is relatively easy to make a 

choice based on price alone (one only needs to evaluate which house is the cheapest). However, 

besides the price, other important considerations such as comfort, locality, and resale options 

obviously make the choice much harder. Moreover, when different members of a family do not 

agree on the most important aspects to be considered while buying a house, it becomes extremely 

difficult to take a decision that is acceptable to all.  

 

Similar decision-making challenges arise when developing software intensive products for mass 

market, only the scale and complexity are increased by several orders of magnitude, and the 

effects of the decisions can influence not only one company, but whole markets. The 

functionality that is most important for the customers might not be as important when other 

aspects (e.g. price, competition) are factored in. There is a need to develop the functionality that 

is strategically most important while satisfying customers and being competitive, cost efficient, 

and least risky. Moreover, it is important that within an organization, all the stakeholders 

involved agree on the strategic aspects to be considered and their corresponding relative 

importance. 

 

Software engineering decision support plays a fundamental role in the value generation 

processes, as it assists in taking the right strategic decisions and developing the right products. 

Hence, decision support is a crucial component in achieving the goal of delivering value to the 

involved stakeholders. The processes of determining goals, functions and constraints of a 

software system are termed as requirements engineering. In market-driven software intensive 

product development context, software product management is responsible for taking product 

management and requirements engineering decisions [1, 2]. One of the key elements in making 

the right decision is to decide and agree on a strategy and roadmap for the development and 

evolution of a product. Although literature advocates use of product strategies for deciding as 

what to include in a product [3-6], there has been little research as how this can be done 

effectively and efficiently. In this thesis focus is put on understanding the challenges faced by 
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software product managers when deciding what to include in a product/product portfolio and 

addressing some of the challenges by proposing methods that can facilitate decision making.  

 

In the subsequent chapters of this thesis, different research studies are presented and new 

techniques are introduced. The common theme is that they provide decision-making support for 

product management of software intensive products. Together, they aim at answering the general 

research question of this thesis: How can strategic decision support for product management of 

software intensive products (called software product management from here onwards) be 

provided? 

 

The first part of the thesis (i.e. Chapter 1) gives an introduction to the research area and the 

research focus. Section 1 of Chapter 1 describes the evolution of software engineering over time, 

and the critical role of software product management, along with the challenges is discussed.  

Section 2 briefly presents related work (detailed related work is presented in each respective 

chapter).  The contribution and outline of the thesis is given in Section 3. A list of 

included/excluded papers is also given in Section 3 along with the contribution statement of the 

author in each of the paper. Section 4 outlines the research approach used as well as the research 

methods utilized. Section 4 also contains the research questions addressed, some basic theories 

behind the research methodology adopted, along with a discussion about the different research 

contexts in which the research was executed. Sections 5 and 6 contain validity evaluation and 

future work respectively. Section 7 summarizes this chapter. The second part of the thesis (i.e. 

Chapters 2-6) contains the papers included in this thesis. 

 
 

1. Concepts and Background 
 

This section introduces the key concepts and related work to set the context of research presented 

in this thesis. Related work specific to the challenges (faced by software product managers) 

presented in Section 1.2.1 is detailed in Section 2. Detailed background and work related to the 

research presented in Chapters 2-6 are given in the subsequent chapters. 

 

1.1 Evolution of Software Engineering 
 

Software engineering originally appeared as a response to the software development crisis of the 

1960 [7]. It later evolved as an engineering-like response to project failures, serious economic 

losses, scheduling delays, competitive markets, and increasingly demanding customers expecting 

more functionality, higher quality and maximum reliability at minimum possible cost. The 

current state of software engineering is the result of continued advancement as described in the 

following subsections. 

 

1.1.1 The Era of Technical Software Development 
 

In this era, all efforts were focused on optimizing the technical side of software systems with 

relatively little emphasis on the business side of the software as part of the development strategy. 

This can be attributed to the background and expertise of software engineers of that period, who 

were primarily computer scientists and mathematicians. The business management had little or 
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no involvement in the software development process and the entire process was directed, 

designed, implemented and evaluated by technical people who focused on automation. 

 

A typical example in this era was to elicit a business problem from a customer (or organization) 

through interviews, observations or focus groups by the software development team. The role of 

business representatives was limited to knowing the estimates of the software development 

activity. If the project overran an estimated schedule and cost, the business management had no 

power except for expressing dissatisfaction with the service [7]. 

 

It was typical that the implemented software created more problems than it solved [7]. For the 

technical developers, software was seen as a goal rather than as a means to solve business 

problems for increasing business value that can be measured [7, 8]. In this era, the focus was on 

information systems (IS) and tailoring a software system to customer needs (bespoke project 

developments) which were initiated when an organization (or individual customers) came 

forward with a need or want. The use of software as embedded in products was very limited and 

not really noticed in the literature or research. 

 

1.1.2 The Era of Traditional Software Engineering 
 

During this era, the development process was still mostly under the complete control of technical 

developers, but user and business management participation increased to some extent. In order to 

measure quality as a distance between the actual and desired results, feedback loops were 

included.  

 

This era still exhibited limited user inputs at the requirements analysis and testing phases [7, 8]. 

Team structures sometimes allowed business specialists to represent business requirements, but 

they did not have clearly designated responsibilities, thus minimizing effectiveness of the 

business involvement. For the technical developers, the major challenge was to deliver a working 

system with elicited functionality requirements. Measuring the business performance 

characteristics of the system was completely ignored and testing and evaluation focused on pure 

technical perspectives of the system [7, 9]. The focus continued to be on bespoke projects. 

 

1.1.3 The Era of Business Evaluation of Software Engineering 
 

Both technical developers and business management started realizing that computers/software 

did not solve business problems independently as those problems required more than just 

technical skills. Thus, business management started taking control of software development by 

adding business value dimension to it. Although technical teams were still technically oriented, 

their performance was assessed through return-on-investment, net present value, break-even 

point, risk minimization, customer satisfaction, and added flexibility in the product for the long 

run [7, 9]. 

 

This era also saw the emergence of software economics [10]. Software economics is the field that 

seeks to enable significant improvements in software design and engineering through economic 
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reasoning about product, process, program, and portfolio and policy issues [10]. However, a 

serious challenge with software economics is that most software engineers (aka technical 

developers) are unlikely to understand enterprise-level value creation objectives, and the business 

management often ignores the fact that the success of a software development effort at the 

technical level are connected to value creation. In this era, software grew and became a more 

dominant part as it went from tailored to one customer project to software products being 

developed for the mass markets [9]. This shift in focus from traditional bespoke software projects 

to mass market products also increased the need of considering business value perspective when 

developing a software or software intensive products [9]. However, still most of the research 

focused on old bespoke and project centered issues and challenges. 

 

1.1.4 The Beginning of Strategic Software Engineering 
 

This era can be categorized as the one with a high degree of collaboration and partnership 

between the software and business domains in which software products were analyzed and 

designed in joint sessions [7]. The rationale behind this approach was to create value from 

diverse needs, backgrounds, and interests (of all the involved success-critical stakeholders) in a 

well managed, collaborative environment [7, 11]. Thus, a new discipline termed as strategic 

software engineering (SSE) was born. SSE borrows concepts from economics; management 

science, engineering, and human resource management [11, 12]: 

 

 Software product lines; domain analysis, core assets and application development 

 Software product management decision-making processes 

 COTS assessment, acquisition, and management 

 Product/project monitoring and control 

 Economic models of software development and return-on-investment decisions; effort 

estimation; value-based software engineering; portfolio management  

 Cost/schedule/benefit/quality estimations and processes 

 “How much is enough” decisions e.g. how much inspection, testing, evaluation, etc. is 

enough 

 

Companies in software intensive product development business risk rework, lost market 

opportunity and market failure due to shortcomings in integrating a strategic perspective into 

software product management [3]. A strategic decision (contrary to a tactical one) is one that 

helps plan for and achieve particular product/product family-wide cost, schedule, and quality 

goals as they are subject to benefit, value, and risk factors [12]. A strategic decision-making 

perspective is a fundamental foundation of any established business process (software or 

otherwise), as it aids in binding a context in which rational tactical decisions can later be taken. 

Rules of thumb, intuition, tradition/experience or gut feeling are no longer applicable to take 

important decisions about product line creation, evolution or requirements triage and selection 

for achieving a balance between short-term and long-term gains. 

 

A brief summary of the different eras based on a number of characteristics is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 – Characterization of Different Eras 

 Era of Technical 

Software 

Development 

Era of Traditional Software 

Engineering 

Era of Business 

Evaluation of Software 

Engineering 

Strategic Software 

Engineering 

Duration 1960s to late 

1970s 

Mid to late 1970s During the 1980s During the 1990s and 

onwards 

Technology Large computers Databases, networking and 

communications technology 

PC computing The Internet 

Management/

business 

involvement 

Lack of 

involvement and 
dependency on 

technical 

developers 

Restricted to initial systems 

analysis, system testing and 
documentation 

Beginning of the strategic 

alignment between 
business and technical 

development 

Management partners 

with the development 
for business value 

creation 

Software 

development 

process 

The value of 
software is in the 

software 

Business metrics were 
implicitly incorporated with 

the emergence of more 

disciplined approaches to 
software development, 

project management, and 

quality assurance however 
still no incorporation of 

human-driven factors (social 

and political issues) 

Seen as a critical 
investment in the 

organization that should 

be carefully evaluated  
from a business value 

perspective 

Value creation-driven 
software process 

Natures of 

Software 

systems 

Large systems and 

structured 

problems 

(transaction-
processing 

applications were 

common) 

Management information 

systems (MIS) and decision 

support systems (DSS) 

Desktop applications, 

packages, generic 

products or organizations 

and markets 

Web-based, wireless, 

hardware-software 

combinations, 

enterprise-driven 
integration, real time 

systems 

Development 

Perspective 

Bespoke software 

system 
development as a 

project 

Still bespoke software system 

development as a project 

Market-driven software 

products as a series of 
multiple projects 

Software-intensive  

systems sharing a 
common, managed set 

of features that satisfy 

the specific needs of a 
particular market 

segment or mission 

and are developed 

from a common set of 

core assets in a certain 
prescribed way [refer 

product lines 

definitions] 

Team 

structure 

100% technical 

team 

Technical but sometimes 

allowing business analysts 
involvement 

Still technical but 

monitored by business 
management and product 

management. A new set of 

decisions related to 
strategies, marketing 

visions, roadmapping, 

customer service and 
support 

Interdisciplinary and 

tailored to the 
different needs of the 

various phases of 

development process. 
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1.2 Software Product Management 
 

In companies specializing on the development of software intensive products, over the years the 

role of product manager has emerged to be of strategic value. However, this role and the tasks 

associated with it have shown to be very complex to carry out [2]. Product management can be 

defined as a discipline and  as a strategic role, which governs a product (or solution or service) 

from its inception to the market/customer delivery stage in order to generate largest possible 

value to the business [1]. The product manager is responsible for product requirements, release 

definitions, product release lifecycles, creating an effective multifunctional product introduction 

team and preparing and implementing the business cases [1, 2] in a context where many internal 

and external stakeholders are involved [1, 13]. A product manager can be termed as a ”mini 

CEO” representing an enterprise or business unit in strategy formulation and strategy realization 

through operational execution [1]. A product manager works with top management, marketing, 

sales, engineering, finance, quality and operations to make his products a business success [1]. 

The success of a product manager lies in balancing projects, people and politics.  

 

In the context of technical sectors with physical products, the domain of product management is 

well established since the industrial revolution in the 19
th

 century [14-16]. However, only 

recently software product management has started receiving attention in industry [2] and to a 

lesser extent in literature [1, 2, 13]. Although several of the existing product management 

practices [14, 17] can be applied in software product management, specific challenges faced by 

software product managers can be identified in the context of market-driven software intensive 

product development. Software intensive products are different from physical products as the 

manufacturing and distribution of extra copies of software do not require extra costs for the 

company [2]. Also, existing software intensive products can be customized easily and sold 

products can be updated using software patches or release updates. However, the downside of 

these advantages is that the selection/rejection, organization and traceability of incoming 

requirements becomes very complex [2, 4]. This is further complicated by the fact that many 

internal and external stakeholders are involved. Moreover, due to the ease of making changes and 

competitive markets, the software release frequency is relatively high in comparison to non-

software products. Furthermore, due to the intangible nature of software products and overlaps in 

functionality of software products in a product line, the decisions related to product portfolio 

management are complex to make compared to non-software product. An additional fundamental 

difference is the fact that during the development of software, the inception (invention), design, 

prototyping, development, integration, verification and validation, and delivery actions are all 

included in the “development project”. In case of hardware systems, for example a car, the 

conception and design stages are set apart from the manufacturing, and all the trial and error is 

handled separately. The problem is that software development is generally compared to the 

mature area of manufacturing. 

 

With respect to engineering, insufficient requirements engineering is typically the first sign of 

product management failure [1]. In the context of market-driven requirements engineering for 

software product management, a product manager is faced with many decision challenges which 

are detailed below. These challenges are based on industry experiences reported in literature [2, 

18-29] and the author’s personal industrial experience [30, 31].  
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1.2.1 Challenges for Software Product Management 
 

Below is a list of some important software product management challenges identified in 

academia and industry. 

 

1.2.1.1 C1: Portfolio Management 
 

Portfolio management entails the decision making about the set of existing software intensive 

products, about the product lifecycles, establishing partnerships and contracts, introducing new 

products by looking at market trends, the product development strategy and introducing and 

managing software product lines [2].  

 C1a: Identification of appropriate domain analysis solutions. In order to 

introduce/adopt the product line concept, one of the major activities is to do a 

comprehensive domain analysis. Many domain analysis solutions have been presented 

over the years [33-36]. However, presently SPMs in industry are faced with the 

challenge of identifying an appropriate domain analysis method, and this is 

complicated by the fact that evidence of usability and usefulness is rare [37]. 

 C1b: Does the effort put in to creating and maintaining a product line pay off? For 

making rational decisions about product line processes and products, it is important to 

answer the question “Does it pay?” [32]. In order to make sound software engineering 

decisions it is required to understand the business impact of those decisions and vice 

versa [32]. Without economic evaluation of adopting product line processes or 

products, an organization might end up in spending more but getting few or no benefits. 

Therefore, evaluating the economic viability of product line adoption is critical. 

 

1.2.1.2 C2: Requirements overload 
 

In contrast to traditional requirements engineering, requirements in market driven requirements 

engineering (MDRE) come from internal sources like developers, marketing groups, sales 

teams, support groups, bug reports, as well as from external sources such as different users, 

customers groups from different and multiple market segments, and competitors (through e.g. 

surveys, interviews, focus groups, and competitor analysis) [5]. The result is a large amount and 

continuous flow of requirements that threatens to overload the development organization [3]. 

For a product manager; it is a challenge to handle large amounts of requirements continuously, 

performing early selection/rejection of requirements, selecting the ones aligned with a specific 

product’s goals and strategy [4, 30].  

 

1.2.1.3 C3: Abstraction Level and Contents of Requirements 
 

Requirements come in different shapes and forms, at different levels of abstraction and stated on 

varying levels of details. They can range from one liners and goals like statements from for 

example marketing and sales channels, to detailed technical suggestions from customers. It is 

challenging for the product management to select from a large number of requirements ranging 

from technically detailed to quite abstract. Thus, any requirements engineering process targeted 
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for market-driven environment needs to be flexible enough to handle multiple types of 

requirements. 

 

1.2.1.4 C4: Requirements Dependencies  
 

Requirements dependencies/interdependencies affect primarily requirements selection and 

release planning. An SPM needs a process/method/tool that enables her/him to take 

dependencies into account when handling large number of requirements. In industry product 

managers are faced with the challenge of identifying and planning according to value based 

dependencies i.e. directly related to customer value and development cost [2, 24]. The value 

related dependencies are the most important and hardest to identify and plan [24]. 

 

1.2.1.5 C5: Creation of Product Value 
 

The analysis and trade-off between requirements dictates long-term vs. short-term product 

development, as well as the ability to balance functional requirements with non-functional 

aspects such as architectural longevity and maintainability.  Moreover, once analyzed and 

weighted, the ultimate selection of what requirements to realize, and which to postpone and 

dismiss, are central to both short-term and long-term success of a product [2]. In this 

environment key-customer requirements, securing short-term revenues, are often premiered over 

long-term requirements which are generally associated with higher risk. The same goes for key-

customer requirements in comparison with non-functional aspects such as architectural 

coherence and maintainability, even though the non-functional aspects in the long run might 

enable savings equal to or greater to the short-term revenues. The ability to balance short-term 

and long-term requirement selection is paramount, but time-to-market pressure, dominant in 

market-driven development and pressure for quarterly revenues, often results in prioritizing key-

customer short-term requirements. In a market-driven situation, product strategies are the main 

tool for planning and realizing the goals and objectives of a [4-6, 30]. Thus, from a value 

creation perspective it is important for product management to evaluate and select requirements 

that not only create value for key-customers, but also value for the product and the organization 

by using product strategies [5, 6, 30, and 38]. 

 

1.2.1.6 C6: Gap between Marketing, Product Management and Technical Management 
 

Requirements can be viewed as the least common denominator on which decisions regarding 

what to include in a product’s release/offering is decided. As discussed in the previous challenge 

(C5) that requirements selected for inclusion in a release/offering should be aligned with a 

product’s strategy. This requires: 1) a combination of marketing, strategic and technical 

perspectives in a product’s strategy and, 2) clear and explicit communication of goals and 

objectives formulated by the business management to the product management group. All 

groups need to agree on and share one vision. For this reason, it is important to assess if all the 

involved stakeholders are aligned with respect to the understanding of a product’s strategy. 
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1.2.1.7 C7: Market Pull vs. Technology Push 
 

Requirements can be categorized into two main types based on their origin: requirements based 

on requests/wishes/needs/opportunities identified in the market (termed as Market Pull), and 

requirements originating from aspirations of creating technical innovations (termed as 

Technology Push). A strategy should be a mix of strategic, marketing and technical perspectives 

to assure customer satisfaction by catering for market pull (short-term revenues). Technology 

push on the other hand in many cases represents long-term investments that are more of a high 

risk nature which should also be catered for in a product’s strategy to ensure long-term revenues 

and competitive advantage. It is important to create a balance for example; innovative 

requirements should not selected discarding market requirements and thus leaving the customer 

unsatisfied. On the other extreme, market requirements should not be premiered over innovative 

requirements which can results in losing better value in the future. 

 

1.2.1.8 C8: Requirements Prioritization and Release planning 
 

A product’s quality is often determined by the ability to satisfy the needs of customers/end-users 

[39]. In market-driven software development, there are many external and internal sources of 

requirements (as stated in Challenge C2) which means that prioritization and release planning is 

harder as conflicting priorities between stakeholders is bound to exist. Product managers are 

faced with the challenge of planning for a release by balancing the conflicting prioritizations and 

requirements dependencies (see Challenge C4).   

 

In order to survive in an extremely competitive market with software products that are on time, 

on budget and on target, software product management has to deal with the above mentioned 

challenges by incorporating strategic-decision making perspective.  

 

2. Related Work 
 

From the perspective of the challenges presented in Section 1.2.1, it is central to investigate what 

related work that has been done in order to elaborate on the challenges or in some way address 

the challenges. This section covers related work in relation to the challenges as well as in relation 

to the work presented in this thesis. 

 

A number of studies [40-46] have reviewed the state of empirical research in different areas 

through systematic reviews e.g. computer science, software engineering, web engineering and so 

on. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge no systematic reviews have been conducted 

to address challenges C1a and C1b with the focus on usability and usefulness aspects.  

 

In addition, a number of studies have presented solutions to address challenge C2 (Requirements 

overload). For example, Simmon [14] has suggested to measure different aspects of requirements 

e.g. requirements implementation cost, volatility, schedule slips, lack of domain experience to 

evaluate a requirement and decide about its selection or rejection. Davis [10] suggests prioritizing 

requirements based on their interdependencies and estimated effort required, and then performing 
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triage to select a set of requirements that optimizes the probability of product success in its 

targeted market. 

 

In order to deal with challenges C2 (Requirements overload) and C3 (Abstraction Level and 

Contents of Requirements), Gorschek and Wohlin have presented a requirements abstraction 

model called RAM [4].  RAM details action steps as how to specify, place and abstract 

requirements on product, feature, function and component levels along with the attributes 

required at each abstraction level. In order to address challenge C4 some work has been done to 

understand the different types of dependencies between requirements to facilitate identification 

and planning according to the dependencies [24].  

 

For creation of a product’s value to address C5, a number of studies have suggested 

methods/tools/techniques for achieving, assessing and maintaining alignment [47-54] but none of 

the studies has assessed/evaluated alignment among involved stakeholders to aid in decisions 

related to value creation in the context of market-driven software intensive product development. 

The focus of the earlier studies was on the alignment between business and information systems 

within an enterprise.  Whereas, a market-driven product development company has to look 

beyond the perspectives of internal business and information systems and projects, and focus on 

product and company perspectives [6]. This ensures that there is a common understanding of the 

company’s goals and objectives for a particular product. 

 

Research and industry reports put emphasis on the selection of requirements based on product 

strategies, business goals and the overall vision of an organization as it enables optimizing both 

long term and short term perspectives as well as aligning the whole organization in the same 

direction [4-6]. However, none of the studies has presented a solution to utilize product strategies 

for early decision about requirements selection or rejection. For example, RAM [29] helps in 

handling large amounts of requirements by abstracting the requirements and enabling triage on 

the product level requirements. However, RAM does not handle the actual comparison between 

requirements abstracted to the product level with the product strategies. Vähäniitty [21] 

suggested “key decision areas” to be incorporated in a strategy to address challenges C5 

(Creation of Product Value), C6 (Gap between Marketing, Product Management and Technical 

Management) and C7 (Market Pull vs. Technology Push). However, description of what factors 

to be included for each of the decision areas explicitly is rather abstract and how to weigh their 

relative importance is missing.  

 

A number of researchers have discussed the challenge C8 (i.e. prioritization and release 

planning) and have presented solutions to deal with [55-60]. The contribution of this thesis does 

not address Challenges C3, C4 and C8. A description of how the chapters in this thesis contribute 

to deal with rest of the challenges is described in the next section. 

 

3. Contribution and Outline of the Thesis 
 

This section goes through each chapter of this thesis, shortly explaining the contents and 

contribution, and explicitly linking it to the challenges and related work presented earlier. 
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Chapter 2 - A Systematic Review of Domain Analysis Solutions for Product Lines 

Chapter 2 contains a systematic review of the modeling and scoping activities involved in 

domain analysis for software product lines from 1998 to 2007. Domain analysis is crucial and 

central to software product line engineering (SPLE) as it is one of the main instruments to decide 

what to include in a product and how it should fit in to the overall software product line. For this 

reason many domain analysis solutions have been proposed both by researchers and industry 

practitioners. Domain analysis comprises various modeling and scoping activities. The goal of 

the review was to analyze the level of industrial application and/or empirical validation of the 

proposed solutions with the purpose of mapping maturity in terms of industrial application, as 

well as to what extent proposed solutions might have been evaluated in terms of usability and 

usefulness. The findings of this review indicated that, although many new domain analysis 

solutions for software product lines have been proposed over the years, the absence of qualitative 

and quantitative results from empirical application and/or validation makes it hard to evaluate the 

potential of proposed solutions with respect to their usability and/or usefulness for industry 

adoption. The detailed results of the systematic review can be used by individual researchers to 

see large gaps in research that give opportunities for future work, and from a general research 

perspective lessons can be learned from the absence of validation as well as from good examples 

presented. From an industry practitioner view, the results can be used to gauge to what extent 

solutions have been applied and/or validated and in what manner, both are valuable as input prior 

to industry adoption of a domain analysis solution.  

Chapter 2 – main contribution in comparison to the software product management challenges 

presented in Section 1.2.1 is: 

 Presents a systematic review of the modeling and scoping activities involved in domain 

analysis for software product lines and the results can be used to measure to what extent 

solutions have been applied and/or validated and in what manner, both are valuable as 

input prior to industry adoption of a domain analysis solution. Addressing primarily: 

o C1a: Identification of appropriate domain analysis solution 

Chapter 3 - Systematic Review of Solutions Proposed for Product Line Economics  

This chapter contains a systematic review conducted on the papers, which either proposed or 

reported on experience with economic/cost/cost-benefit/ROI models/methods (called solutions 

from now on) for software product lines. Since no domain analysis solution can be 

introduced/adopted by a company without evaluating the economic aspects, the systematic 

review in this chapter was performed to complement the systematic review presented in Chapter 

2. Thus, the motivation was to gauge the level of actual industry adoption, i.e. to what extent the 

presented solutions are applied and/or validated in industry. In addition to industry validation all 

other types of empirical results were collected and taken into consideration to offer a detailed 

summary of the empirical evidence available. To achieve this, the selected papers were 

categorized and analyzed from several perspectives, such as research basis, method, level of 

validation and type of empirical results in relation to usability and usefulness of the proposed 

solutions. For industry practitioners, looking to perform economic evaluations using a certain 

solution, the results of the study can be used as an indication of maturity as well as to estimate 
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potential risk of a certain solution. From an academic point of view researchers planning studies 

and evaluation of a solution can use this study as inspiration for study design as the evaluation 

criteria of the review presented in this paper could be seen as a checklist to test a solution’s 

usability and usefulness. The design of the systematic review is the same as for the one presented 

in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 – main contribution in comparison to the software product management challenges 

presented in Section 1.2.1 is: 

 Presents a systematic review of the papers, which either proposed or reported on 

experience with solutions for software product lines economics and the results can be 

used to measure to what extent solutions have been applied and/or validated and in what 

manner, both valuable as input prior to industry adoption of a certain solution. 

Addressing primarily: 

o C1b: Does the effort put in to creating and maintaining a product line pay 

off? 

Chapter 4 - A Method for Early Requirements Triage and Selection Utilizing Product 

Strategies 

Chapter 4 describes a Method for Early Requirements Triage and Selection (MERTS). The 

method has two main purposes. First, it acts as a stepwise guide to creating product strategies 

taking both strategic and technical views into account. Secondly, the strategies resulting from 

MERTS can be used by managers to perform requirements triage, in essence selecting the 

“right” requirements for realization. The creation of MERTS was preceded by the study of 

traditional management literature covering strategy formulation, and complemented with 

exploratory interviews in industry utilizing two technology driven companies working in a 

market driven context. In addition a set of interviews were conducted with industry managers 

and technical experts in two organizations to explore important factors affecting the formulation 

of strategies from an industrial perspective. The factors affecting requirements triage and 

selection were also explored. With these factors identified, it was concluded that a gap between 

strategic managers’ and technical experts’ perspectives existed, as well as there was lack of a 

structured approach to agree on goals and the ability to perform requirements triage following 

these goals.  

 

The goal was to develop a method that was usable and useful in a real industry context taking 

the companies limited time and resources to perform strategy formulation, triage and selection 

into account.  

 

Following the creation of MERTS the method was initially evaluated by interviewing industry 

practitioners to get an initial validation of the method’s usability and usefulness in industry. 

During the creation of MERTS a one-size-fit-all philosophy with regards to strategies was not 

adopted rather by modifying the factors chosen, a “tailoring” towards a product (or organization) 

can be achieved prior to use in order to adapt to organizational and product specific goals and 

objectives. This makes it possible for any organization to use MERTS to the degree needed, 
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making it suitable for larger companies as well as small and medium sized enterprises. The 

contribution of MERTS is to support explicit discussions, and the formulation and 

documentation of strategies, enabling requirements triage while balancing market pull and 

technology push. 

Chapter 4 – main contribution in comparison to the software product management challenges 

presented in Section 1.2.1 is: 

 Provides support for explicit discussions about product strategies, and the formulation 

and documentation of strategies, enabling requirements triage and selection 

o C2: Requirements overload 

o C6: Gap between Marketing, Product Management and Technical 

Management 

o C7: Market Pull vs. Technology Push 

 

Chapter 5 - A Controlled Experiment of a Method for Early Requirements Triage Utilizing 

Product Strategies 

Chapter 5 describes a controlled evaluation of MERTS in a laboratory setting. The study was 

conducted in an academic setting, using 50 graduate students as subjects. 

The main purpose of the evaluation was to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of MERTS in 

a controlled environment compared to using natural language (NL) formulated strategies, which 

is the norm in industry. The main motivation of the experiment was to validate MERTS prior to 

industry piloting as such real industry tests require valuable and hard to obtain resources. 

 

This was achieved by giving subjects 13 product and 18 feature level requirements and asking 

them to accomplish a considerable amount of work in a relatively short amount of time. The 

subjects were expected to form an understanding of the concept of product strategy and 

requirements triage, understand the domain (read and understand the requirements) and then 

take decisions whether to include or exclude a specific requirement based on the strategy 

(MERTS or NL) supplied. Effectiveness was measured as the number of correct requirements 

triage decisions and efficiency was measured as time taken (in minutes) to perform triage on all 

requirements. The subjects were offered very little training, and they also possessed little prior 

knowledge regarding the domain compared to the level of a product manager in industry. 

Considering these aspects and the total number of correct decisions that resulted in using 

MERTS we feel that it is safe to draw the conclusion that MERTS is far superior to NL when it 

comes to strategy formulation and utilization for the purpose of requirements triage. The only 

potential drawback is that MERTS seems to be more resource intensive to use, although per 

correct answer we think that MERTS is at least as efficient as the NL option. Moreover, 

MERTS is essentially a systematic method for thinking and making decisions and that is why it 

takes more time but avoids errors. This systematic work is missing when using NL strategies.   
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Chapter 5 – main contribution in comparison to the software product management challenges 

presented in Section 1.2.1 is: 

 By assessing MERTS and the underlying concepts behind the method the validity of the 

claims made in relation to the method in Chapter 4 are validated. 

Chapter 6 - A Method for Alignment Evaluation of Product Strategies among Stakeholders 

(MASS) in Software Intensive Product Development  

Chapter 6 presents a Method for Alignment Evaluation of Product Strategies among 

Stakeholders (MASS). In a market-driven context, product strategies are the main tool for 

planning and realizing the goals and objectives of a product [4-6]. Thus, from a value creation 

perspective it is important for product management to evaluate and select requirements that not 

only create value for key-customers, but also value for the product and the organization by using 

product strategies [4, 5]. This implies that good-enough product strategies balancing marketing, 

management and technical perspectives need to be formulated to enable product management to 

perform requirements triage, trade-offs, and ultimately requirements selection [30] (MERTS 

presented in Chapter 4 is one method for formulating product strategies). However, equally 

important is the alignment between the organization’s upper management, the product 

management and the project (realization) organization, which implies that the overall strategies 

need to be understood homogenously, and the same strategies need to be the basis for both the 

planning and the development of a product [30]. This is especially important in relation to the 

product management organization, as the professionals working within are, through the selection 

of one requirement over another, the executive arm of upper management, realizing product 

strategy during the market-driven requirements engineering activities. MASS has been proposed 

to assess if product strategies are explicit enough to be understood and used by software product 

management for creating product’s value. 

Chapter 6 – main contribution in comparison to the software product management challenges 

presented in Section 1.2.1 is: 

 Presents MASS which enables the evaluation of degree of alignment between upper 

management and the product management with respect to the understanding and 

interpretation of a product’s strategy. MASS shows misalignment, and enables the 

identification of leading causes.  

o C5: Creation of Product Value 

o C6: Gap between Marketing, Product Management and Technical 

Management 

3.1 Included Papers 
 

The following five papers are included in the thesis: 
 

1. A systematic review of domain analysis solutions for software product lines 

Mahvish Khurum, Tony Gorschek 

In Press: Journal of Systems and Software, 2009, doi:10.1016/j.jss.2009.06.048 
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2. A systematic review of papers about economic solutions for product lines 

Mahvish Khurum, Tony Gorschek, Kent Pettersson 

Published in the Proceedings of 2nd International Workshop on Management and 

Economics of Software Product Lines (MESPUL 08) in Software Product Lines 

Conference, 2008 

3. MERTS – A Method for Early Requirements Triage and Selection Utilizing 

Product Strategies 

Mahvish Khurum, Khurum Aslam, Tony Gorschek 

Published in the Proceedings of Asian Pacific Software Engineering Conference 

(APSEC 07), 2007 

4. A Controlled Experiment of a Method for Early Requirements Triage Utilizing 

Product Strategies 

Mahvish Khurum, Tony Gorschek, Lefteris Angelis, Robert Feldt 

Published in the Proceedings of the 15
th

 International Working Conference on 

Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality (REFSQ09), 2009 

5. A Method for evaluation of Alignment of Strategies among Stakeholders (MASS) 

Mahvish Khurum, Tony Gorschek 

Submitted to Software Process Improvement and Practice (SPIP), 2009 

 

3.2 Contribution Statement 
 

Mahvish Khurum is the main author for all five papers. This includes the responsibility for 

running the research process, discussions with the co-authors, and conducting most of the 

writing. The research in Papers 1and 2 was designed, conducted and reported mostly by Ms. 

Mahvish Khurum with the assistance of and under the guidance of Dr. Tony Gorschek. The 

method proposed in Paper 3 was designed and evaluated by the first two authors with the help of 

Dr. Tony Gorschek, while the writing of Paper 3 was mostly done by Mahvish Khurum and Dr. 

Tony Gorschek. The design of experiment presented in Paper 4 was performed by Mahvish 

Khurum together with the co-authors; most of the analysis was done by Lefteris Angelis while 

the writing and division of work was performed by Mahvish Khurum. The method presented in 

Paper 5 was designed by Mahvish Khurum with the help of Dr. Tony Gorschek. The study 

reported in Paper 5 was conducted mostly by Mahvish Khurum and analysis and writing was 

done by Mahvish Khurum assisted by Dr. Tony Gorschek. 

 

3.3 Papers not Included 
 

Innovative Features Selection using Real Options Theory 

Mahvish Khurum and Sebastian Barney 

To be published in the Proceedings of Third International Workshop on Software Product 

Management (IWSPM), 2009 

 

Requirements Management for Continuous Software Product Development 

Mahvish Khurum, Sebastian Barney, Nina Dzamashvili Fogelström, Tony Gorschek 

Submitted to the short papers track in Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement 

Conference, 2009 
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Table 2 – Thesis Outline Overview 

  

Chapter Two A Systematic Review of Domain Analysis Solutions for Product Lines 

Chapter Three A Systematic Review of Domain Analysis Solutions for Product Lines 

Chapter Four A Method for Early Requirements Triage and Selection Utilizing Product Strategies 

Chapter Five A Controlled Experiment of a Method for Early Requirements Triage Utilizing Product 

Strategies 

Chapter Six A Method for Alignment Evaluation of Product Strategies among Stakeholders (MASS) 

in Software Intensive Product Development 

 

4. Research Approach and Environment 

This section outlines the research questions, research model used for the research and the utilized 

research methodologies. Section 5.1 details the research questions; Section 5.2 introduces some 

of the commonly used research methods; and finally Section 5.3 describes the research methods 

utilized in the research reported in this thesis. 

4.1 Research Questions 

The main research question posed for the whole thesis in a way summarizes all others. It can be 

seen more like an overall mission statement or goal, driving all of the following efforts rather 

than a traditional research question. It is formulated as: 

How can strategic decision support for product management of software intensive products be 

provided? 

This overall question binds the field but opens up for an evolution of follow-up questions that 

need to be answered one by one in order for progress to be made. Subsequent questions were 

derived from the challenges identified for software product management (see Section 1.2.1) and 

confirmed through a series of exploratory case studies in industry.  

The product line approach is recognized as a successful approach for reuse in strategic software 

development [61, 62] with the major benefits of product lines adoption reported as reduced time 

to market [62], reduced cost [63] and improved quality [63, 64]. For these reasons many 

companies developing software intensive products have either adopted or are considering the 

adoption of a software product line approach [62, 65]. On product portfolio level it is important 

to perform domain analysis to identify, capture, and organize the information used in developing 

software systems within a domain with the purpose of making it reusable (to create assets) when 

building new products, keeping in view the potential economic benefits. This can help in 

making informed strategic decisions about reusability of requirements and implemented assets 

across products in a product family. However, before using a particular domain analysis solution 

to be used in industry, it is important for software product managers to analyze the level of 

industrial application and/or empirical validation of all the proposed solutions. The purpose 
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being to map the maturity, as well as to what extent proposed solutions might be proven in terms 

of usability and usefulness (Challenge C1a). This gave rise to Research Question 1 (RQ1): 

 

RQ1: What is the strength of the empirical evidence of proposed domain analysis solutions for 

software product lines? 

This can be broken down into the following sub-research questions: 

 RQ1.1: Are proposed solutions based on needs identified in industry? 

 RQ1.2: Are proposed solutions applied and/or validated in a laboratory setting or in industry? 

 RQ1.3: Are the proposed solutions usable? 

 RQ1.4: Are the proposed solutions useful? 

 

To answer RQ1, Chapter 2 contains a systematic review of domain analysis solutions, where 

terms such as usability and usefulness are defined.  

 

Moreover, before introducing/adopting a product line approach economic evaluation is a must. 

Several economic measurement and evaluation models/methods aimed at software product lines 

have been presented in academia and as industry experience reports. However, in order to gauge 

the usability and usefulness of the proposed models/methods, it is important to see the empirical 

evidence of their application and/or validation (Challenge C1b). This led to the formulation of 

RQ2 which is elaborated upon in Chapter 3.  

 

RQ2: What is the strength of the empirical evidence of proposed solutions for evaluating 

software product lines economics? 

This can be broken down into the following sub-research questions: 

 RQ2.1: Are proposed solutions based on needs identified in industry? 

 RQ2.2: Are proposed solutions applied and/or validated in a laboratory setting or in industry? 

 RQ2.3: Are the proposed solutions usable? 

 RQ2.4: Are the proposed solutions useful? 

 

The absence of an explicit and systematic approach for product strategy formulation was 

identified through exploratory case studies in industry (Challenges C2, C6 and C7). It has also 

been highlighted in literature that while managers regard strategy formulation and use as the 

most important aspect of technology management [17], strategy formulation is usually 

performed on an adhoc basis. In practice, a systematic approach for formulating strategies is 

often missing [18]. Even if the formulation of strategies is pursued, the factors affecting strategy 

formulation differ between different stakeholders. Strategic and middle management and 

technical experts all need to share one vision. Strategic managers often overlook the technical 

perspective, and technical experts can be unaware of, or overlook, the marketing and strategic 

manager’s perspectives. This gave rise to RQ3: 
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RQ3: How can good-enough software product strategies incorporating the strategic, marketing 

and technical perspectives be formulated?  

 

Chapter 4 presents A Method for Early Requirements Triage and Selection (MERTS), Part 1 of 

which details steps required to create product strategies while balancing the strategic, marketing 

and technical perspectives.  MERTS also details steps to ensure that product strategies are 

explicit and that there is a homogenous understanding of product strategies in the organization. 

 

Research and industry reports put emphasis on the selection of requirements based on product 

strategies, business goals and the overall vision of an organization as it enables optimizing both 

long term and short term perspectives as well as aligning the whole organization in the same 

direction [4, 8, 16]. For software product management, it is important to be able to handle large 

amounts of requirements continuously, performing early triage of requirements, selecting the 

ones aligned with a specific product’s strategy. Since the literature does not illustrate any 

method as to how can product strategies be used for early requirements triage and selection, this 

led to RQ4: 

  

RQ4: How can good-enough software product strategies be formulated, incorporating the 

strategic, marketing and technical perspectives, which can be used for early requirements 

triage?  

 

Utilizing product strategies for the task of early dismissal/acceptance (triage) of requirements is 

one of the major parts of MERTS (Chapter 4). The explicit process and steps of MERTS relieve 

the dependency of an organization on few experienced personnel taking the correct decisions 

intuitively. 

 

A central part of the validation of research results is the ability to assure applicability in more 

than one specialized case (e.g. one development organization). Therefore it was regarded critical 

to ensure that MERTS was tailor-able, making it usable in any organization faced with the 

challenge of how to select the “right” requirements from the large amount of continuously 

flowing requirements. In other words, the ability to test the method developed to answer RQ3 

and RQ4 in more than one organization, led to RQ5: 

 

RQ5: How can it be assured that research results are applicable in more organizations than the 

ones primarily involved in the conception of MERTS? 

 

During the creation of MERTS explicit effort was made to ensure that a one-size-fits-all 

philosophy, with regards to strategies, was not adopted, rather by modifying the factors chosen, a 

“tailoring” towards a product (or organization) can be achieved prior to use in order to adapt to 

organizational and product specific goals and objectives. This makes it possible for any 

organization to use MERTS to the degree needed, making it suitable for larger companies as well 

as small and medium sized enterprises. 
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As a part of validating the research it was important to test the central concepts on a larger scale 

prior to industry trials. The primary motivation was to reduce the risks for industry by doing pre-

pilot tests as such real industry tests require valuable and hard to obtain resources. This gave rise 

to RQ6: 

 

RQ6: How can research results be evaluated prior to industry piloting? 

 

Evaluations in a controlled environment termed as laboratory setting [66] were seen as an option 

as the resources required were available to the researcher in the form of the academic 

environment (university and students). This made it possible to devise and execute a controlled 

evaluation of MERTS for early requirements triage (see Chapter 5). The validity and ethical 

issues related to using the academic environment as laboratory and utilizing students as subjects 

have also been discussed in Chapter 5.  

 

Formulating a product’s strategy, incorporating different perspectives, is one thing and the 

primary focus of MERS, however assuring alignment is another. To ensure that the formulated 

strategy has been explicitly understood and used homogenously while making decisions related 

to supplying product value demanded further investigation. The degree of alignment between 

involved stakeholders with respect to the understanding and interpretation of a product’s 

strategy (Challenge C5) needed to be studied and understood. This led to RQ7: 

 

RQ7: How can the degree of alignment, among and between involved stakeholders, with respect 

to a product’s strategic goals and objectives, be evaluated? 

 

Chapter 6 presents A Method for Alignment Evaluation of Product Strategies among 

Stakeholders (MASS). This was developed in collaboration with industry to enable the 

evaluation of degree of alignment between stakeholders with respect to the understanding and 

interpretation of a product’s strategy. Furthermore, it not only enables the evaluation of 

alignment, but also specifically shows misalignment, and enables the identification of leading 

causes. 

 

4.2 Research Methodology 
 

Research methodologies provide guidelines for researchers as how to avoid bias and subjectivity 

in investigations. This section contains a set of major methodologies available for empirical 

research, followed by an analysis of how they relate and are used in the subsequent chapters of 

the thesis. 

 

Research designs are different ways to establish that the desired phenomenon is observed and 

influenced as intended [67, 68]. The motivation is to be able to, with as much certainty as 

possible, separate the affects of the treatment(s) from other influences. Influences can range 

from an uneven mix of people, to people not working. Research study designs can be broadly 

categorized into two types: fixed design and flexible design. A fixed design is decided before 
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the study is conducted, whereas a flexible design study can be changed during data collection 

[67]. Generally, data collected in studies following fixed design is quantitative, while the data 

collected in studies based on flexible design is qualitative [67].  

 

4.2.1 Fixed Designs 
 

Fixed designs are theory driven, and require specification of treatment and control variables as 

well as the exact procedure to be followed in advance. This is possible only when there is a 

substantial amount of conceptual understanding regarding a phenomenon/concept/theory. 

According to Robson [67] fixed designs can be divided into: true experiments, quasi 

experiments, single case experiments and non-experimental fixed designs. However, systematic 

reviews can also be termed as fixed design research. 

 

Using true experiment design a treatment can be compared to a control group or to another 

treatment group [69]. An investigation is termed as a pure experiment if the subjects are 

randomly assigned to the different experiment groups. Through true experiments, the effect of a 

treatment from some other treatment or from the absence of treatment can be clearly determined. 

However, true experiment may not always be possible due to process dependencies, ethical 

considerations and so on [69]. 

 

Using quasi-experiment design subjects can be assigned to one or more groups based on some 

non-random criteria. Single case experiment design employs repeated measures on the same 

subjects before, during and after the treatment.  

 

Non-experimental fixed designs are essentially like true experiment design, however, a certain 

aspect is not actively changed through applying a treatment [67]. These experiments can be 

classified into: relational, comparative and longitudinal designs. While in a relational design the 

relationship between two or more variables is investigated through statistical tests, in a 

comparative design the main focus is on analyzing the differences between the two groups. In a 

longitudinal design, trend over a period of time is observed by repeated measures on one or 

more variables.   

 

A systematic review can be defined as a means of evaluating and interpreting all available 

research relevant to a particular research question, topic area, or phenomenon of interest. 

Systematic reviews aim to present a fair evaluation of a research topic by using a reliable, 

rigorous, and auditable methodology [40]. 

 

4.2.2 Flexible Designs 
 

Flexible designs are generally used in situations where the theory is being constructed from the 

perception of an individual or a groups [68] These types of designs are employed in research 

which is of an exploratory nature. Flexible designs can be divided into case studies, 

ethnographic studies, and grounded theory research. 

 

In case studies usually the focus is on single case. The data in a case study can be collected in 

multiple ways and the data collected is mostly qualitative. The limitation of the case study 

design is that in most cases it is difficult to separate a case from its context, thus limiting the 

ability to generalize [68, 70]. 
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In ethnographic studies people in their specific context are studied. This type of study employs 

observation over a longer period of time. The limitation is that the results of the observation are 

difficult to present in an objective manner [67].  

 

In grounded theory design the focus of the study is on the evolution of a theory which explains 

what is being observed. The subjects for the study are selected based on a specific purpose to 

help formulate a theory, either through their behavior or some aspect of them being studied. 

Data collection in this type of research is continuous. The limitation of this design is that the 

choice of subjects cannot be made without the researcher having pre-existing theoretical ideas 

and assumptions, thus potentially biasing the results of the study.  

 

4.3 Research Approach 
 

Looking at the technology and knowledge transfer model presented by Gorschek et al. [66] (see 

Figure 1), there are a number of steps. Step 1 is to identify the problem/issue in industry which 

can be done using different methods e.g. exploratory case studies, lightweight process assessment 

or full-scale process assessment e.g. SCAMPI. A number of problems might be identified and 

there is a need to prioritize them according to the perceived importance and dependency. After 

problem/issue identification, Step 2 is to study state of the art to formulate the problem and 

research agenda in close cooperation with industry. Step 3 is to formulate a candidate solution for 

the identified problem. An important point to consider in this step is that techniques, processes 

and tools already developed and validated should be utilized if they address the problem 

identified. The approach should be to build on and refine the research results obtained by others 

and adding new technologies relevant to the particular problem and context [66]. After the 

formulation of a candidate solution, a natural progression towards its application in industry calls 

for some initial validation in academia (Step 4) without expanding expensive industry resources. 

An initial practical test of the candidate solution in a lab environment can provide fast, valuable 

feedback, identifying obvious flaws which can be fixed before the actual industry pilot. Once the 

solution has been refined/updated based on the results of validation in academia, the next step 

(Step 5) is to perform static validation of the solution in industry. This involves widespread 

presentation of the candidate solution with the following purposes: getting feedback and 

suggestions for improvements, validating understanding and coverage, and giving feedback to 

the practitioners involved in the assessment phase in Step 1. This would enable further 

refinement of the candidate solution. Step 6 involves piloting refined solution in industry and 

after getting feedback from the pilot tests, the candidate solution can be updated/refined and 

release for full scale implementation (Step 6). 

 

Chapters 1 and 2 are systematic reviews of the current literature on domain analysis solutions and 

economic valuation solutions for software product lines. The research presented in Chapters 4, 5 

and 6 follows the technology transfer model presented by Gorschek et al. [66].  

 

As suggested by Gorschek et al. research must connect to the needs that practitioners perceive 

as important, or their commitment could be difficult to obtain [66]. MERTS presented in 

Chapter 4 was developed after evaluating existing literature and assessing current industrial 

practices using case study approach in two companies (Step 1 and Step 2, see Figure 1). The 

initial static validation of the candidate solution (MERTS) was performed at the case companies 
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(Step 4). Prior to industry piloting, MERTS was validated in academia through a controlled 

experiment (Step 3) using students as subjects which is reported in Chapter 5.  

 

 
Figure 1 – Overview of research approach and technology transfer model – from [66] 

 

 

The need for MASS method presented in Chapter 5 was identified through a series of 

exploratory case studies at the case company (Step 1). MASS was formulated after studying 

state of the art research literature (Step 2). Already existing established techniques were used as 

a basis for MASS. Since it is a method to evaluate alignment, it was difficult to test in a 

laboratory environment with students therefore the method was evaluated using case study 

research method in the same case company (Step 4).  

 

4.4 Research Methodologies Used 

 

4.4.1 Chapter 2 and Chapter 3: Systematic Review 
 

A literature review is usually the first step in any research and development activity [71]. 

Through a literature review, a researcher can map existing and previously developed knowledge 

and initiatives in a particular research field [71]. Due to the growth of scientific production, the 

role of literature reviews has been proportionally growing larger [71], thus general rules for 

performing a literature overview have been developed. A systematic review is a specific 

scientific methodology that goes one step further than the simple literature overviews. It can be 

defined as a systematic approach to assess and aggregate research outcomes in order to provide 

a balanced and objective summary of research evidence for a particular topic [40, 72]. The 

guidelines for performing systematic reviews presented by Kitchenham [40] are: planning the 

review, conducting the review and reporting the results of the review.  
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While conducting systematic reviews reported in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the step by step 

guideline provided by Kitchenham [73] was followed. The review design started with the 

identification of research questions and definitions of relevant terms. The next step was search 

strategy development which involved identification of search words and search strings along 

with the research databases to be searched. Once the search strings were identified and search 

venues were decided, searches were performed and related studies were identified and 

included/excluded based on a certain criteria. The data extracted from the final set of included 

studies was classified according to a defined classification scheme. The classified data was then 

used as an input to answer the research questions 

 

The lessons learned from using systematic reviews are presented below:  

 

 Systematic reviews are a systematic and repeatable approach for assessing and 

aggregating research outcomes 

 It gives an almost complete overview of the studies in a particular research area 

compared to a simple literature overview which is neither complete nor repeatable 

 In order to ensure reliability of a systematic review, more than one researcher should be 

involved in this process and review protocol should be piloted and updated before 

starting the actual review 

 Unlike the field of medicine, the terminology and quality of context descriptions in 

software engineering studies varies a lot, and this makes it difficult to use a quality 

assessment criteria for including studies in the review based on primarily key-words 

 It is a lengthy process therefore the scope of the review should be carefully bounded to 

avoid inclusion of hundreds and thousands of studies for review 

 

 

4.4.2 Chapter 4: Case Study 
 

Case study can be defined as “a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical 

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using 

multiple sources of evidence” [74]. 

 

Below the case study ingredients, with respect to the case study reported in Chapter 4, are given: 

 

 Strategy  followed: qualitative (semi-structured questions) interviews and quantitative 

questionnaire; 

 Phenomenon studied: Utilization of product strategy for requirement triage and 

selection process and initial validation of MERTS 

 Research context: market-driven software product developing companies 

 Multiple methods: documentation study and interviews 

 Case companies: two software product developing companies  

 

The lessons learned from using case study approach for developing and doing initial validation 

of MERTS are:  

 

 The case study approach helped in identifying the state of practice of product strategies 

usage and requirements triage practices 
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 Initial input from industry helped in refining and tailoring MERTS to the industrial 

context 

 Through two cases, it was possible to achieve analytic generalization 

 The case study approach was particularly helpful as the phenomenon under study was 

context specific i.e. utilization of product strategies for requirements triage and 

selection in market driven software product development 

 

4.4.3 Chapter 5: Quasi Experiment 
 

Experiments are particularly used when there is a need to control a situation and manipulate 

behavior directly, precisely and systematically [69]. Experiments are particularly appropriate to 

investigate aspects such as: 

 

 Confirm theories 

 Confirm conventional wisdom 

 Explore relationship 

 Evaluate the accuracy of models 

 Validate measures. 

 

The steps of experiment include: definition, planning, operation, analysis and interpretation and 

presentation and packaging [69]. The experiment reported in Chapter 5 has all the design 

elements of a true experiment but since the sample used is not truly random, it is termed as 

quasi. While conducting the quasi experiment reported in Chapter 5, step by step guideline 

provided by Wohlin et al. [69] was followed.  
 

The lessons learned from conducting an experiment, to compare the effectiveness and efficiency 

of requirements triage using MERTS strategy with natural language (NL) strategies, are: 

 

 Experimentation in a controlled environment enabled the initial evaluation of the 

effectiveness and efficiency of MERTS strategies for requirements triage 

 The claims against a solution can be strengthened using results of experiments which 

can be used as a proof of the solution’s usability and usefulness when discussing 

piloting of solutions with industry 

 Controlled experimentation need to be carefully designed to avoid internal and external 

validity threats 

 

4.4.4 Chapter 5: Case Study 
 

Below the case study ingredients, with respect to the case study reported in Chapter 5, are given: 

 

 Strategy  followed: qualitative (semi-structured questions) interviews and quantitative 

questionnaire; 

 Phenomenon studied: evaluating the degree of alignment among success-critical 

stakeholders with respect to the product strategies 

 Research context: market-driven software intensive product developing companies 

 Multiple methods: documentation study and interviews 

 Case companies: one software intensive product development company  
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The lessons learned from using case study approach for developing and doing initial validation 

of MERTS are:  

 

 Case study approach helped in identifying the need for evaluating the alignment among 

stakeholders 

 Case study was particularly helpful because the phenomenon under study was context 

specific that is degree of alignment among success-critical stakeholders with respect to 

a product’s strategy in market-driven software intensive product development. 

 

A summary of the research methodologies, collected data type and context in which research 

was conducted is presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 – Overview of the methodologies used in this thesis 

Chapter No. Methodology Data Collected Context 

2 Systematic Review Qualitative Research literature 

3 Systematic Review Qualitative Research literature 

4 Case studies Qualitative and 

quantitative 

Software companies 

5 Quasi experiment Quantitative Academic settings 

6 Case study Qualitative and 

quantitative 

Software company 

 

4.5 Research Setting 
 

This thesis presents a number of empirical studies, set in both academic and industrial settings. 

The three primary settings used for the collection of data are presented in the following 

subsections. 
 

4.5.1 Anonymous Companies 
 

MERTS, presented in Chapter 2, has been designed and evaluated with the help of two 

companies. These companies are described here and in the corresponding chapter, but for 

reasons of confidentiality remain anonymous. 

 

 The first company, A, is based in UK and operates primarily in the UK market. It is a 

leading mobile media organization offering a convergence of communications, 

entertainment and information.  

 Company B is also a UK based company and has a long-standing reputation in the area 

of cellular network planning and optimization. It specializes in mobile network design 

tools, and has many products, but Plus3G is their matured product with a large 

customer base. 

 

Collecting data from a number of industrial sources provides greater power in the ability to 

identify and draw more general trends and conclusions. However, this is not true for this 

research as two companies used are not representative of the software development industry in 

general. Still there are a number of advantages from gathering data from a number of different 
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sources - this provides greater confidence for identifying more general trends, allowing future 

work to focus on areas of key interest without having to find a large number of companies able 

and willing to participate in a general study. 

 

4.5.2 Blekinge Institute of Technology 
 

As suggested by Gorschek et al., [66] prior to full scale piloting (dynamic validation) of a 

solution in industry it is beneficial to validate the solution in academia, therefore a controlled 

experiment was conducted to validate MERTS. Experiments in an academic setting can be seen 

as a help to bridge the gap between ideas and industry being prepared to get involved. However, 

this does not mean that these studies do not have academic merit or the potential for industrial 

application. 

 

Data was collected from students enrolled in a research methodology course offered as part of a 

master’s program in software engineering at Blekinge Institute of Technology for the research 

presented in Chapter 5. The students involved in the research were considered to be well versed 

in concepts of market-driven software requirements engineering. 

 

4.5.3 Ericsson AB 
 

Ericsson is a world leader in telecommunications, providing a wide range of products and 

solutions. Products are developed and sold as generic solutions offered to an open market, 

although customized versions of the products are also developed. Ericsson is the industrial 

partner for the research presented in Chapters 5. Ericsson was active in shaping the research, 

providing access to collect data, analyzing the results, and instigating change based on the 

results. Of Ericsson’s diverse product portfolio, one major software-intensive product has been 

the subject of the research activities presented in this thesis. It is developed within one part of 

the organization, so the results are specific to this part of Ericsson and should not be considered 

representative of Ericsson more generally. The products are not named for reasons of 

confidentiality. The research partnership with Ericsson provides benefits for both academia and 

industry. Ericsson is able to get an external perspective that is grounded in research to examine 

areas perceived beneficial to the company; providing the researcher with industry relevant 

topics, data and results. 
 

5. Validity Evaluation 
 

All the chapters in the thesis face their own set of validity threats (see each chapter for detailed 

validity threats). An important validity threat that all the studies in this thesis face is the external 

validity.  

 

The key idea behind a systematic review is to capture as much available literature as possible to 

avoid all sorts of bias. Thus, the main challenge with the systematic reviews (see Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3) is the reliability. The reliability has been addressed as far as possible by involving 

two researchers, and by having a protocol which was piloted and hence evaluated. If the study is 

replicated by another set of researchers, it is possible that some studies that were removed in this 

review will be included and other studies would be excluded. However, it is highly unlikely that 

these random differences based on personal judgments would change the general results. It may 

change the actual numbers somewhat, but it is not likely that it would change the overall results 
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as they are dominantly skewed towards one end of the spectrum (see Section 4). Thus, it is 

concluded that in general we believe that the external validity of the study is high given the use 

of a very systematic procedure, consultation with researchers in the field and involvement and 

discussion between the two researchers. 

 

In case of Chapters 4, 5 and 6, external validity threats arise due to the fact that relatively few 

cases are studied in industry: in the case of MERTS it is only two organizations (see Chapter 4), 

in case of MERTS evaluation only 50 subjects (see Chapter 5) and in the case of MASS only 

three products in one organization (see Chapter 6). In order to deal with this threat, one-size-fit-

all philosophy was not followed while designing MERTS and MASS. The strategic factors 

identified through MERTS steps and the evaluation framework used in MASS can be tailored, 

based on different product strategies used in different organizations.  

 

Moreover, it is important to stress the fact that working with a research partner in industry 

generally outweighs the potential drawbacks, as industry practitioners add to the value of 

solutions in a tangible way through their input and feedback. To support this claim further, since 

the solution is designed on actual needs identified in industry the chances for application in 

more than one organization increase. 

  

6. Future Research 
 

There is a real need to actively address the issues of providing support to enable software 

product management to deal with the strategic decision making challenges effectively. 

 

From the systematic reviews presented in Chapters 2 and 3, there arises a need for future 

research as how the level of empirical application and industrial validation for the solutions 

presented for domain analysis and economic evaluation of introducing/adopting software 

product lines can be improved. The questions and corresponding data extraction categories can 

be used as a checklist when designing application/validation studies. However, how to do 

experimentation in software product lines to judge the usability and usefulness of solutions for 

software product lines analysis and realization still remains a question. 

 

For MERTS (presented in Chapter 4 and evaluated in Chapter 5), an important aspect that needs 

further research is reduction of subjectivity while strategic factors are identified and given 

weights. Moreover, currently MERTS do not take in to account requirements dependencies 

when suggesting steps for triage, this needs further exploration. 

 

If MASS assessment can be replicated in other market-driven software intensive product 

development organizations, another area with great potential is to formulate a framework with 

probable solutions against all the identified root causes of misalignments. The framework can 

look into different characteristics of the root causes and potential solutions and discuss the 

applicability in different contexts. 

 

7. Summary 
 

This section provides an overview of this chapter. It reiterates the main concepts, relates each of 

the research contribution with the appropriate chapters and summarizes the findings. 
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Software Engineering has evolved steadily from its initial days in the 1960s until today. The 

ongoing goal to improve technologies and practices, seeks to improve the productivity of 

practitioners and the quality of applications. Previously, software engineering has been 

presented as a technical process. However, current emerging trends require software engineering 

in general, and software product management in particular, to be viewed from strategic, 

business-oriented and interdisciplinary perspectives, of which the technical perspective is but 

one central view [7]. 

 

Companies developing software intensive products risk rework, lost market opportunity and 

market failure due to shortcomings in integrating a strategic perspective into the management of 

product development [3]. A strategic decision (in contrary to a tactical one) is one that helps 

plan for, and achieve, a particular product/product family-wide cost, schedule, and quality goals 

as they are subject to benefit, value, and risk factors. A strategic decision-making perspective is 

the fundamental foundation of any established business process (software or otherwise), as it 

aids in binding a context in which rational tactical decisions can be taken. Rules of thumb, 

intuition, tradition/experience or “gut feeling” are no longer enough to make important decisions 

regarding product or product line creation.  

 

The research presented in this thesis stemmed from the challenges faced by software product 

management while taking different strategic decisions related to software product families and 

individual products. The individual contribution of each part of the thesis has been explored in 

previous sections.  

 

An important contribution of this thesis is that all results, whether they are in the form of 

systematic reviews or methods such as MERTS for requirements triage, or MASS for assessing 

alignment among stakeholders, can be used by both researchers and practitioners.  The detailed 

results of the systematic reviews (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) can be used by individual 

researchers to see gaps in research and opportunities for future work, and from a general 

research perspective lessons can be learned from the absence of validation as well as from good 

examples presented. From an industry practitioner view, the results can be used to gauge to what 

extent solutions have been applied and/or validated and in what manner, both valuable as input 

prior to industry adoption. 

 

MERTS, presented in Chapter 4, can be viewed as a first method of its kind that presents a way 

to perform early requirements triage utilizing product strategies. The need for MERTS was 

identified in literature and confirmed in industry where initial validation was performed.  In 

addition, in order not to expend expensive industry resources, prior to confirming effectiveness 

and efficiency, a controlled experiment to assess the efficiency and effectiveness was also 

performed (Chapter 5). The method and its controlled empirical evaluation can be used by 

researchers for future research. For software product managers in industry it can be used in the 

context of requirements triage for market-driven software product development. Moreover, the 

controlled experiment clearly shows the applicability of this method with respect to its 

effectiveness and efficiency for requirements triage. 

 

Furthermore, to deal with the challenge of creating a product’s value the need for explicit 

understanding and use of product strategies was identified in industry. MASS presented in 

Chapter 6 details steps as how to assess the degree of alignment between success-critical 

stakeholders with respect to the understanding and interpretation of a product’s strategy. 
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Further, it not only enables the evaluation of alignment, but also specifically shows 

misalignment, and enables the identification of leading causes. 

 

Another important contribution of this thesis is that the methods presented (MERTS and MASS) 

were designed keeping tailor-ability and modularity in mind. For example, MERTS can be 

tailored to suit different organizations depending on their strategies and corresponding factors. 

Similarly, MASS can be used by large, medium or small organizations to assess the degree of 

alignment by involving as many success-critical stakeholders as required. Recognition that one-

size-does-not-fit-all, and that one solution does not work in isolation but has to be applied in a 

context, is essential.  

 

The area of software product management in the context of market-driven software intensive 

product development is a field with unique challenges. The fact that it is possible to validate 

research results and findings addressing these challenges in industry is an opportunity that 

should be utilized. This has been recognized by many contributors to the field over the years, 

resulting in promising and definitely relevant results, many of them used as an inspiration to the 

research presented in this thesis. 

 

The overall goal of the research presented in this thesis is to provide the software intensive 

product managers with strategic decision support by presenting solutions for the challenges 

faced by them in the context of market-driven software intensive product development.  
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ABSTRACT 

Domain analysis is crucial and central to software product line engineering (SPLE) as it is one of the main instruments to 

decide what to include in a product and how it should fit in to the overall software product line. For this reason many 

domain analysis solutions have been proposed both by researchers and industry practitioners. Domain analysis comprises 

various modeling and scoping activities. This paper presents a systematic review of all the domain analysis solutions 

presented until 2007. The goal of the review is to analyze the level of industrial application and/or empirical validation of 

the proposed solutions with the purpose of mapping maturity in terms of industrial application, as well as to what extent 

proposed solutions might have been evaluated in terms of usability and usefulness. The finding of this review indicates 

that, although many new domain analysis solutions for software product lines have been proposed over the years, the 

absence of qualitative and quantitative results from empirical application and/or validation makes it hard to evaluate the 

potential of proposed solutions with respect to their usability and/or usefulness for industry adoption. The detailed results 

of the systematic review can be used by individual researchers to see large gaps in research that give opportunities for 

future work, and from a general research perspective lessons can be learned from the absence of validation as well as 

from good examples presented. From an industry practitioner view, the results can be used to gauge to what extent 

solutions have been applied and/or validated and in what manner, both valuable as input prior to industry adoption of a 

domain analysis solution.  

 

Keywords 

Systematic review, domain analysis, domain modeling, domain scoping, empirical evidence, usability, 

usefulness 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Software product families have received significant attention from the software engineering 

community since the 1990s (Clements and Northop, 2001, DeBaud and Schmid, 1999, Deelstra et 

al., 2004, Dikel et al., 1997, Svahnberg and Bosch, 1999).The concept of product lines aims 

towards having a set of systems that share a common, managed set of features, which satisfy the 

particular needs of a market segment, developed from a common set of core assets in a certain 

given way (Clements and Northop, 2001). The product line approach is recognized as a 

successful approach for reuse in software development (Kim et al., 2007) with the major benefits 

of product lines adoption reported as reduced time to market (Dager, 2000, Hetrick et al., 2006), 

reduced cost (Pohl et al., 2005) and improved quality (Hetrick et al., 2006, Pohl et al., 2005, 

Staples and Hill, 2004). For these reasons many companies developing software intensive 

products have either adopted or are considering the adoption of a software product line approach 

(Böckle, 2000, Dager, 2000).  
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In order to properly introduce software product lines in a company, it is important to start with 

the product line domain analysis. Domain analysis can be defined as “the process by which 

information used in developing software systems within the domain is identified, captured, and 

organized with the purpose of making it reusable (to create assets) when building new products” 

(America et al., 2001). This process can be used to identify commonality and variability in 

requirements and capture decisions on the ranges and interdependencies of variability. If domain 

analysis is not properly carried out, and ends up in defining either too broad or too restrictive 

product line scope, the major benefits like reuse, cost reduction and improved quality cannot be 

realized (Clements and Northop, 2001).  

Several domain analysis solutions for software product lines have been presented in academia 

and as industry experience reports. However, in order to gauge the usability and usefulness of the 

proposed solutions, it is important to see the empirical evidence of their application and/or 

validation, e.g. in industry or through experiments or tests.  Furthermore, awareness has increased 

in the software engineering community about the importance of empirical studies to develop or 

improve processes, methods and tools for software development and maintenance (Sjøberg et al., 

2005). This paper presents a systematic review conducted on the studies, which either proposed 

or reported on experience with domain analysis solutions or parts of it (e.g. feature modeling, 

commonality and variability analysis, scoping and so on), presented between the years 1998 to 

2007. The motivation was to gauge the level of actual industry adoption, i.e. to what extent the 

presented solutions are applied and/or validated in industry. In addition to industry validation, all 

other types of empirical results are collected to offer a detailed summation of the empirical 

evidence available. To achieve this, the selected studies are categorized and analyzed from 

several perspectives, such as research basis, application/validation method, level of validation and 

type of empirical results in relation to usability and usefulness of the proposed solutions. For 

industry practitioners looking to adopt a domain analysis solution the results of the study can be 

used as an indication of maturity as well as to estimate potential risk of adopting a certain 

solution. From an academic point of view researchers planning studies and evaluation of a 

solution can use this study as an inspiration for study design because the evaluation criteria of the 

review presented in this paper could be seen as a checklist to ascertain usability and usefulness.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the background and 

related work. Section 3 presents the research questions and design details of the review. Section 4 

contains the results of the review as well as the categorization of the studies. In Section 4.2 results 

of data extraction and a detailed analysis are presented in relation to the research questions posed 

in Section 3.1. Section 5 concludes the paper.  

 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
In this section the purpose of domain analysis activities are introduced. The purpose of this is 

twofold, one, to provide a background to the concepts relevant for this systematic review, and, 

two, to describe the scope of the study.  

Domain analysis is the first phase of domain engineering. Domain can be defined as an area of 

business/technology processes or knowledge, which is described by a set of concepts and 

terminology understood by the stakeholders in that area (America et al., 2001). Domains are areas 

of expertise that can be used for creation of a system or a set of systems (Clements and Northop, 

2001). The purpose of domain analysis is to gather and organize the information that is required 

for the smooth flow in the subsequent phases of domain engineering e.g. domain design 
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(Clements and Northop, 2001).  Domain analysis helps in the identification of the specification of 

the systems in the product family.  It involves various activities which can be categorized as 

modeling and scoping (America et al., 2001). Modeling is defined as capturing information and 

organizing it into a model whereas scoping is defined as a decision-making activity.  

In the modeling category, the activities identified are (America et al., 2001): 

1. Conceptual modeling contains a set of activities which identify, define, and organize the 

concepts relevant to the domain and their mutual relationships, to assist in formulating a 

precise and concise description of the domain. Information modeling is an important part 

of conceptual modeling. 

2. Requirements‟ modeling contains a set of activities that capture the functional and 

architecturally relevant requirements for the product line and their inter-dependencies. 

This may also include mapping of specific constraints to requirements. 

3. Commonality and variability modeling comprises a set of activities which identify 

similarities and differences between the requirements. This includes the distinction of 

requirements that are valid for the whole domain from those that are only valid in special 

cases, e.g., for a specific product variant. This activity is strongly connected to domain 

and feature modeling. 

4. Domain modeling comprises a set of activities that specify the domains and their inter-

dependencies. 

5. Feature modeling comprises a set of activities which identify, study, and describe 

features appropriate in a given domain. The objective of feature modeling is to express 

relations between features, properties of features, and/or superstructures of features e.g. 

a commonality and variability view. One of the important purposes of feature modeling 

is to help structure the requirements and define the allowed variants in a product line. 

6. Scenario or use-case modeling comprises a set of activities which describe and model 

run-time behavior of members of the system family. This not only includes the 

functionality of the systems and their interactions with users, but also aspects such as 

security, safety, reliability, and performance. 

In the scoping category, we find the following activities: 

1. Domain scoping is the process of identifying appropriate boundaries for a domain which 

is appropriate for implementing systems in the product line (Pohl et al., 2005). 

2. Product line scoping is the process of systematically developing a product portfolio 

definition, which identifies the specific requirements and the individual products that 

should be part of the product line. Scope binds a product line by defining the behaviors 

that are “in” and the behaviors that are “out” of the product line‟s scope (Clements and 

Northop, 2001). The result of a scoping activity is a scope definition document which 

becomes a product line core asset. The scope definition points out the entities with 

which the products in the product line will interact (that is, the product line context), and 

it also establishes the commonality and defines the variability of the product line 

(Clements and Northop, 2001). 

3. Asset scoping identifies the various elements that should be reusable, i.e., the specific 

assets that should be part of the reuse infrastructure (core assets) as opposed to being 

developed application specific.  
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A specific domain analysis solution may not mention all these activities or distinguish 

between them explicitly; however it is important that these activities are discussed in relation to 

domain analysis. Moreover, depending on the context in which a product line is being developed 

some of the activities might not be relevant e.g. when only very few individual domains can be 

distinguished, the domain modeling activity can be omitted (America et al., 2001). Domain 

analysis describes the characteristics of a class of systems, and not a specific system, and the 

scope will apply equally to existing products and products that have yet to be defined and built. 

Domain analysis can occur in a variety of contexts other than “start from scratch” product lines. 

For example, an organization may choose to apply the product line concept to only a part of the 

product portfolio.  

A number of studies (Catal and Diri, 2009, Dyba and Dingsoyr, 2008, Glass et al., 2002, 

Gomez et al., 2006, Kitchenham et al., 2009, Mendes, 2005, Perry et al., 2000) have reviewed the 

state of empirical research in different areas e.g. computer science, software engineering, web 

engineering and so on. However, to the best of our knowledge no other study has been conducted 

with the same focus as the review presented in this paper. This review does not aim to 

systematically classify proposed domain analysis solutions as methods, models, tools, framework 

or classify the studies according to the classification and evaluation scheme suggested in 

(Wieringa et al., 2005). The goal of this review is to analyze practical application and validation 

of proposed domain analysis solutions in industry to gauge their practical usability and 

usefulness. In addition to this other empirical evidence is also considered e.g. evidence of 

usability and/or usefulness demonstrated through a controlled experiment or other type of 

validation. 

3. DESIGN 
This section gives a detailed description of the review design; a definition of terms used, and 

discusses the validity of the study.  

3.1 Research Questions and Definitions 

The four research questions driving the systematic review can be viewed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 – Research questions and motivation. 

Research Questions Motivation 

RQ1. Are solutions, proposed for 

domain analysis, based on needs 

identified in industry? 

Is the solution presented based on any need/issue/problem (called need from here onwards) 

identified in industry though empirical investigation? Examples can be process assessments, 

case studies, participation knowledge, surveys, observations, and so on. Both direct and indirect 

sources will be considered, giving the presented studies the benefit of the doubt (i.e. any 

indication of industry basis will be considered and accepted). 

RQ2. Are solutions, proposed for 

domain analysis, applied and/or 

validated in a laboratory setting or in 

industry? 

Is the solution presented applied/validated through e.g. a controlled experiment or in industry as 

a part of the paper? Any validation in industry from static validation to dynamic validation will 

be considered, see Gorschek et al. for details (Gorschek et al., 2006). 

RQ3. Are the solutions, proposed for 

domain analysis, usable? 

If the authors of a proposed solution or experience report have applied/validated it in industry or 

demonstrated its application/validation through a controlled experiment, identify any 

indications/evidence/reports on its usability in the context of the application/validation (usability 

is defined below). 

RQ4. Are the solutions, proposed for 

domain analysis, useful? 

If the authors of a proposed solution or experience report have applied/validated it in industry or 

demonstrated its application/validation through a controlled experiment, identify any 

indications/evidence/reports on its usefulness in the context of the application/validation 

(usefulness is defined below). 
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The two main terms used in the research questions, namely usability and usefulness, are defined 

(by the authors) and exemplified below.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Definition of usability and usefulness 

 

Usability, as can be seen in Figure 1 is defined in terms of: 

- Scalability of Introduction. How scalable is the proposed solution in terms of its introduction 

cost including e.g. training, manuals and material, tools, pilot run, and tailoring to the 

organization in question? 

- Scalability of Use. How scalable is the proposed solution in terms of its inputs, processing time 

and outputs? For example, if a feature modeling approach is proposed, can it handle industry 

scale problems, say a hundred features, or does it solve simplified problems with simple cases or 

is there any indication that industry grade scalability is possible (or even 

considered/mentioned/discussed by the creators of the solution)?  

Scalability of Introduction and Scalability of Use point to a micro quality of a solution and 

that is its efficiency. If a proposed solution is demonstrated to have any of these aspects of 

efficiency, the corresponding paper is counted as having some evidence of usability. 

 

Usefulness, as can be seen in Figure 1 is defined in terms of: 

- Better Alternative Investment. For example, a proposed solution (X) is better than an alternative 

(maybe previously used) solution (Y) e.g. with respect to usability (as defined above) and/or 

return on investment etc.  

- Effectiveness. The effectiveness of a proposed solution in relation to achieving goals or solving 

the problems it was designed for. For example, solution X reduces time-to-market by 15%. 
Again, a solution demonstrating either of the two aspects of usefulness is counted as having 

some evidence of usefulness. 

 

3.2 Search Strategy Development 
The systematic review was performed following guidelines proposed by Kitchenham in 

(Kitchenham, 2007). As shown in Figure 2, a three phase search strategy was devised. In Phase 1: 

SPLC conference proceedings from the year 2000 up to 2007 were planned to be manually 

searched. This was planned for several reasons. First, SPLC is the premier forum for 

practitioners, researchers, and educators presenting and discussing experiences, ideas, 

innovations, as well as challenges in the area of software product lines. SPLC also has a relatively 

large industry presence. Second domain analysis is a very important field and a regularly featured 

sub-area to software product line engineering, for the purpose of this review domain analysis 
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solutions in relation to product lines were of primary interest. Third, since industry representation 

at SPLC is fairly high this includes a large amount of industry experience reports, and as one of 

the main features of the review is to evaluate the level of application and/or validation of the 

solutions, a large amount of industry experience reports was considered positive. Fourth, through 

the manual scanning of SPLC proceedings a number of keywords, alternate terms and synonyms 

were identified: 

Population: software product lines, software product family 

Intervention: requirements, requirements engineering, conceptual model, requirements model, 

commonality and variability model, domain model, feature model, scenario model, commonality 

analysis, variability analysis, domain evaluation, domain scope, asset scope 

Comparison intervention: not applicable as the research questions are not aimed at making a 

comparison. The outcomes of our interest: the level of application/validation of the proposed 

solutions and their usability and usefulness evidence.  

Outcomes: the level of application/validation of the proposed solutions and their usability and 

usefulness evidence 

Out of scope: domain design, domain engineering and concepts related to architecture, 

implementation aspects. 

In terms of context and experimental design, no restrictions are enforced. 

 

 

Figure 2 – 3 phase search strategy 

 

To make the search exhaustive, in Phase 2 electronic databases were searched using the 

search terms deduced from the population, intervention and outcomes with the use of Boolean OR 

to join alternate terms and synonyms and use of Boolean AND to join major terms (Population 

AND Intervention AND outcomes). Examples of major terms can be seen in Appendix A. The 

electronic databases searched were: 

1. Compendex 

2. Inspec 

3. IEEXplore 
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4. ACM digital library 

5. ISI Web of Science 

In order to ensure that search strings are comprehensive and precise, an expert librarian was 

consulted. The detail search strings are given in Appendix A. 

Activities in Phase 3 were planned to ensure that any important research studies are not 

missed. Reference lists of the primary studies were scanned. The web pages of the authors in the 

particular area were also scanned. 

Excluded from the search were editorials, prefaces, article summaries, interviews, news, 

reviews, correspondence, discussions, comments, reader‟s letters and summaries of tutorials, 

workshops, symposium, panels, and poster sessions. 

3.3 Review Design 
In this section, the systematic review design is presented describing studies identification 

method, inclusion/exclusion criteria, and the classification scheme. 

3.3.1 Identification of Studies 
Phase1: There were a total of 192 studies published in SPLC for the years 2000 to 2007, and in 

Phase 1 (see Figure 2) 24 out of 192 studies were selected after reading titles and abstracts. 

Phase 2: Phase 2 had 4 steps. In Step1 (see Figure 3), 843 citations were retrieved. In Step 2 the 

duplicates were removed leaving 629 unduplicated citations. For all 629 citations the source of 

each citation, our retrieval decision, retrieval status, and eligibility decision were recorded.  

In Step 3, the primary author went through all the titles to judge their relevance to the 

systematic review being performed.  The studies whose titles were clearly not related to software 

product lines and domain analysis activities were excluded. For example, since our search string 

contained “software product line and feature model”, there were studies that contained feature 

modeling solutions at the architecture level which were clearly out of scope, see e.g. (Zhu et al., 

2006). In Step 3, 359 studies were excluded leaving 270 studies in total. In Step 4, 208 studies 

out of 270 were excluded after reading the abstracts leaving 62 studies. The reason for excluding 

the 208 studies was that their focus, or main focus, was not domain analysis activities for software 

product lines. However, it was found that abstracts were of variable quality; some abstracts were 

missing, poor, and/or misleading, and several gave little indication of what was in the full article. 

In particular, it was not always obvious whether an experience report indeed included a domain 

analysis solution.  If it was unclear from the title, abstract, and keywords whether a study 

conformed to the screening criteria, it was included giving it the benefit of doubt. 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were pilot-tested by the authors on a random sample of 15 

studies. An agreement on inclusion and exclusion was achieved on 12 studies. The conflict on the 

remaining 3 studies was resolved after a discussion session and the inclusion/exclusion rules were 

refined. After the pilot, the primary author screened the remaining studies and marked them as 

included/excluded based on the approach described. 

Phase 3: In order to ensure that no relevant studies were left out, three prominent researchers in 

the field of domain analysis and software product lines were consulted. As a result, three more 

studies were added. 

This led to a selection of 89 studies in total relevant for this systematic review: 24 studies 

from Phase 1 + 62 studies from Phase 2 + 3 studies from Phase 3. There were no exclusions after 

reading the full texts. 
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Figure 3 – Steps of Phase 2 of the search strategy 

 

3.3.2 Quality Assessment and Data Extraction Procedure 

The aim of the systematic review was to assess levels of empirical evidence and thus it did not 

impose any restriction in terms of any specific research method or experimental design, therefore 

the study quality assessment covered both quantitative and qualitative studies. The study quality 

assessment was primarily included in the inclusion criteria and scoping of the review, i.e. only 

studies that present any type of evidence or evaluation related to domain analysis for software 

product lines/families were included in the study. Moreover, the study quality assessment was 

used as a means to guide the interpretation of the findings.   

Based on the research questions (see Section 3.1), a set of data extraction categories were 

identified with the help of guidelines from (Creswell, 2003) (Kitchenham et al., 2002). Further, 

the categories were identified using the Goal Question Metric approach (GQM) (Basili et al., 

1994) during several brain storming sessions to ensure that categories identified address the 

aspects required to answer the research questions. Table 2 contains the definitions of the data 

extraction categories. There are only two categories for the research type as the purpose of the 

review is not to classify studies (Wieringa et al., 2005) but rather find out how many and to what 

extent the proposed solutions are empirically applied and/or validated.  
 

Table 2 – Definitions of the data extraction categories. 

Research Type      

New Solution Is it a new solution for domain analysis? 

 

This includes only scoping and/or modeling parts of domain analysis solution e.g. if a new 

method of feature modeling has been presented it is considered as a new solution. 

Experience report Is the paper an experience report describing the introduction of product lines in a 

company? 
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Empirical Basis      

Empirical If it is “New Solution”, is it developed based on empirically identified industry needs? 

Non Empirical It is a new research idea. 

Basis Reported as 

 

If a study has empirical basis then the empirical basis reported can be categorized into 

1. Statements only: the authors have written statements claiming that the need for the 

proposed solution has been identified in industry. 

2. Participation knowledge: the authors are either practitioners in industry or 

participate in industry work and have identified the need for the proposed solution 

through participation. 

3. Interviews: the authors have conducted interviews with experts in industry to 

identify/confirm a need and have shown that the need for the proposed solution 

has been identified through those interviews. 

4. Process assessment: the authors have undertaken some formal process assessment 

e.g. using CMMI, IDEAL, REPEAT etc. and identified the need for the proposed 

solution. 

Application/Validation      

Empirical It is applied/validated in laboratory setting or industry. 

Non Empirical It is not applied/validated in laboratory setting or industry. 

Application/Validatio

n Method 

If a study contains empirical application/validation, what method of application/validation 

was used? Case study, survey, interviews, experiment, observations, other, as stated by the 

authors. We did not differentiate between research type and research context because of the 

fact that almost all the studies included in the review had industry as context, thus we only 

differentiated between research types. 

If it is mentioned in the study that it has been applied/validated in industry but no description 

of application/validation method used is given then the method is classified as “Mentioned 

Industry Use”. 

Application/Validatio

n Design Explained 

If a study contains empirical application/validation, the level of explanation of the 

design/execution of the application/validation method used is categorized into: 

1. Statements: authors stated that they have applied/validated the solution in industry 

but no summary/details as how this was done. 

2. Application/Validation summary: summary of the method without details e.g. no 

research questions/hypothesis, context of study, sampling of population, study 

execution, validity threats and so on. 

3. Application/Validation in detail: a detailed explanation of the 

application/validation method including research questions/hypothesis, context of 

study, sampling of population, study execution, validity threats and so on. 

 

Application/Validatio

n Results Explained 

If a study contains empirical application/validation, the level of explanation of the 

application/validation results is categorized into: 

 

1. Nothing: no information is stated as to the results of the application/validation in 

the paper. 

2. Statements only: the authors have written statements about the results e.g. „by 

applying the proposed solution, time to market decreased by 15%’. This is a 

statement without any results or clarification of how the results were obtained. 

3. Qualitative results: for example expert opinions, e.g. 4 experts were interviewed 

and they foresee that application of the proposed solution would result in 15% 

decrease in time to market. 

4. Quantitative results: collected metrics and measurements are presented. 

5. Qual + Quant: when a combination of qualitative and quantitative results are 

presented. 

Driver of Validation If a study contains empirical application/validation, who was driving the validation of the 

solution in industry, was it a researcher or a practitioner? Answers can be: researcher, 
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practitioner. 

Replication Study  Is it a replication study? The answer could be Yes, No, Not clear, N/A (not applicable). 

 

Builds on Paper(s) Does the current study build on future work of some previous study published or uses and 

enhances any “New Solution” presented previously? This does not include a study that has 

been referenced in “Introduction” and/or “Related work” section. The answer could be Yes or 

No. If the answer to the question is yes, mention the study it is related to. 

Usability & Usefulness 

Usable Yes/No 

Usability Reported as If a study reports usability of proposed solution, the level of usability reported can be 

categorized into 

1. Statements: the authors have written statements claiming usability e.g. “a recent 

BigLever customer was able to convert their existing one-of-a-kind product into a 

GEARS production line with three custom product instances in less than one day” 

(Krueger, 2002). 

2. Qualitative data: as expert opinions e.g. 4 experts were interviewed and based on 

their judgment they stated the solution can be introduced in 2 days and can be 

applied to products with 50-500 requirements. 

3. Quantitative data: e.g. “Document examination indicated that the team 

understood and was able to apply all notations used after only the four hour 

introduction to the approach, even though they had no earlier experience of 

feature modeling” (Eriksson et al., 2005). 

4. Qual + Quant: qualitative and quantitative data proving scalability of introduction 

and/or scalability of use e.g. Quantitative data for scalability of 

introduction:“Document examination indicated that the team understood and 

was able to apply all notations used after only the four hour introduction to the 

approach, even though they had no earlier experience of feature modeling”  

(Eriksson et al., 2005). Qualitative data for scalability of use: “Experts could 

not identify any scalability problems with the approach” (Eriksson et al., 2005). 

Useful Yes/No 

Usefulness Reported 

as 

If a study reports usefulness of proposed solution, the level of usefulness reported can be 

categorized into 

1. Statements: the authors have written statements claiming usability e.g. “It is an 

effective product line validation model” (Mannion and Camara, 2003). 

2. Qualitative data: as expert opinions e.g. 4 experts were interviewed and based on 

their judgment they stated the proposed solution will be effective than the existing 

method for requirements triage. 

3. Quantitative data: proving effectiveness of the proposed solution e.g. data showing 

effective features representation and handling using proposed solution compared 

to existing solution. 

4. Qual+Quant: qualitative and quantitative data proving effectiveness of proposed 

solution. 

 

Future Work 

Mentioned 

Has the study made promises of future work in relation to the current research? The answer 

can be yes/no 

 

Written by Is the study written by a practitioner? As stated above by practitioners it is meant the people 

working in industry. If the author is affiliated with industry research departments, the study is 

categorized as “written by practitioner”. The answer can be yes/no/not clear. 
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The categorization of quality attributes (usability and usefulness) into quantitative and 

qualitative is not intended to indicate a preference or valuation of one over the other. Any 

empirical data (evidence) is judged on its own merits. For example, quantitative results obtained 

through a controlled experiment with students as subjects might not be as valuable as the expert 

opinion obtained in a case study with industry practitioners who actually applied a particular 

solution in industry. Moreover, context, background description and design also weigh in as the 

purpose is to categorize the reported empirical data to analyze the levels of usability and 

usefulness of a proposed solution. For example, a claim about the usability and/or usefulness of 

the presented solution without any description of context or how the claim may be substantiated is 

still considered as empirical evidence from the perspective of the study, but further analysis lets 

the reader weigh the value of the evidence.  

In order to demonstrate the mapping between research questions and the design process, 

Table 3 shows the research questions and the corresponding data extraction categories. 

Similar to the inclusion/exclusion process, the data extraction process was tested by the 

authors using a sample of 10 included studies. An initial agreement on the data extraction was 

achieved for the data extracted from 9 studies which is quite high. For the remaining study, the 

consensus was reached in a discussion session. This was done to ensure that there was a common 

understanding of the categories defined and the classification was agreed upon by two researchers 

avoiding the potential bias and error source of having only one researcher performing the 

categorization. 

 
Table 3 – Mapping between research questions with data extraction categories. 

Research Questions Data Extraction Categories 

RQ1. Are solutions, proposed for domain 

analysis, based on needs identified in 

industry?? 

 Research type 

 Practicality – Empirical Basis 

 Builds on Paper(s) 

RQ2. Are solutions, proposed for domain 

analysis, applied and/or validated in a 

laboratory setting or in industry? 

 Research type 

 Practicality – Application/Validation 

a. Application/Validation Method 

b. Application/Validation Design Explained 

c. Application/Validation Results Explained 

d. Driver of Application/Validation  

e. Replication Study  

 Builds on Paper(s) 

 Future Work Mentioned 

 Written by 

RQ3. Are the solutions, proposed for domain 

analysis, usable? 

 

RQ4. Are the solutions, proposed for domain 

analysis, useful? 

 Usability & Usefulness 

a. Usability 

b. Usability Reported as 

c. Usefulness 

d. Usefulness Reported as 

 

3.4 Validity Evaluation 

This section presents the different validity threats related to the review and how they were 

addressed prior to the study to minimize the likelihood of their realization and impact. 
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3.4.1 Conclusion Validity 
Threats to conclusion validity are related with issues that affect the ability to draw the correct 

conclusions from the study (Wohlin et al., 2000). From the review perspective, a potential 

conclusion validity threat is the reliability of the data extraction categories. To minimize this 

threat, GQM was used in several brain-storming sessions to extract the research questions and 

based on the research questions, measures (in this case the data extraction categories) were 

identified (see Section 3.3.2). In addition, the results presented in the review are not categorical. 

Any evidence, or claim made by authors are given the benefit of the doubt and counted as 

evidence. However, the claims are broken down and analyzed, and the value can be judged by the 

reader as every analysis and analysis step is transparently shown in the paper.  

 

3.4.2 Construct Validity 
Construct validity concerns generalizing the results of the study to the concept or theory 

behind the study (Wohlin et al., 2000). It is quite possible that the studies included in the review 

might not refer to the same construct using same terms thus as reviewers we might misinterpret 

the terms used. However, we feel fairly confident that the risk is rather minor as in addition to the 

term there is a context in which the term is used which minimizes the chance of misinterpretation.  

From the review‟s perspective, another construct validity threat could be biased judgment. In 

this study the decision of which studies to include or exclude and how to categorize the studies 

could be biased and thus pose a threat. To minimize this threat both the processes of 

inclusion/exclusion and data extraction and coding were piloted prior to the study (see Section 

3.3.1 and 3.3.2).  

 

3.4.3 External Validity 
The key idea with a systematic review is to capture as much as possible of the available 

literature to avoid all sorts of bias. The main challenge with a systematic review is the reliability. 

The reliability has been addressed as far as possible by involving two researchers, and by having 

a protocol which was piloted and hence evaluated. If the study is replicated by another set of 

researchers, it is possible that some studies that were removed in this review will be included and 

other studies would be excluded. However, it is highly unlikely that these random differences 

based on personal judgments would change the general results. It may change the actual numbers 

somewhat, but it is not likely that it would change the overall results as they are dominantly 

skewed towards one end of the spectrum (see Section 4). Thus, in general we believe that the 

external validity of the study is high given the use of a very systematic procedure, consultation 

with the researchers in the field and involvement and discussion between the two researchers. 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This section presents a summary of the results of the inclusion/exclusion procedure (see 

Section 4.1) as well as the analysis of data extraction from the included studies (see Section 4.2). 

4.1 Included Studies Overview 
Summarizing the data extracted from the included studies, 48 studies

1
 out of 89 studies (both 

“new solution” and “experience report” types) have some form of empirical basis, all 89 studies 

contain some form of application/validation, and out of these 64
2
 are written by researchers. The 

remaining 25 studies
3
 are written by practitioners. None of the 89 studies is a replication study. In 
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total 36 studies
4
 out of 89 have reported on some sort of usability, and 87

5
 studies out of 89 have 

claimed usefulness in some form.  

 

4.2 ANALYSIS 
In this section the data extracted is analyzed with respect to the research questions posed in 

Table 1. 

4.2.1 RQ1 (Are solutions, proposed for domain analysis, based on needs identified 

from Industry?) 
Almost half of the studies are based in some sense on the needs identified in industry (see 

Section 4.1). However, a deeper analysis of the empirical basis reported can be seen in Table 4 

which shows that a majority of the studies have mentioned identified needs as “Statements only” 

(42% studies
6
), or as “Participation knowledge” (50% studies

7
). Only 2% studies

8
 have 

mentioned interviewing experts to identify needs, and only 6% studies
9
 have stated that some 

form of process assessment was used to identify the need for the proposed solutions.  

These results make it hard to judge the credibility of the empirical basis of the solutions 

proposed due to the absence of presentation of e.g. process assessment and/or experts‟ opinions 

through e.g. interviews. In addition, due to the almost total lack of how the practitioners knew 

about the problems/needs that constitute the basis for the solutions proposed, it is impossible to 

draw any conclusions. In the few cases where process assessment or interviews were conducted 

no details such as selection criteria, method used or number of interviews, and so on are 

explained. 

 

Table 4 – Included studies, “Basis” categorization. 

Basis Reported as Number of Studies % of Studies 

Statements only 20 42 

Participation knowledge 24 50 

Interviews 1 2 

Process assessment 3 6 

Total 48 100 

 

Moreover, although a majority of the studies claims empirical basis, very few are based on future 

work described by previously published studies, or extend previously published solutions
10

. This 

may indicate that in the absence of expert interviews or proper process assessments, the needs 

identified may not be representative of the current problem or valid for other companies in similar 

situations.  

The answer to RQ1 is that a majority of the proposed solutions are based on needs identified 

in industry, however, the actual method used and the validity of the results are impossible to 

ascertain as very little information is given. 
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4.2.2 RQ2 (Are solutions, proposed for domain analysis, applied and/or 

validated in a laboratory setting or in industry?) 
An analysis of the studies, claiming application/validation (see Figure 4) reveals that for the 

years 1998 to 2007, 33% studies
11

 have used case study as an application/validation method. In 

24% of the studies
12

 industry use was only stated and 36% studies
13

 have demonstrated 

application/validation through simplified examples . This means that 60% of the applied/validated 

studies have either only mentioned industry use without any details reported, or have used 

simplified examples to demonstrate practicality of a proposed solution. The remaining 40% have 

described some details about application/validation. This makes it harder to judge the scalability 

of introduction and scalability of use of the proposed solutions. From Figure 4, it is evident that 

only 5% studies
14

 have used workshops, pilots and prototyping. It is also interesting to note that 

for the years 1998 to 2007 only 2% studies
15

 have used experimentation as a validation method. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Number of studies categorized according to the application/validation method 

 

One of the reasons for these numbers could be that it is difficult to do experimentation for new 

solutions for product lines due to complexity of the area and difficulty in covering the entire 

scope in a controlled experiment. However, empirical studies are the building blocks essential for 

collecting evidence and to determine what situations are best for using a particular solution 

(Pfleeger, 1999). The current situation means there is a lack of quantitative and/or qualitative data 

that a new solution is better than an already existing one, or what the impact of implementing the 

new solution might be. This makes it impossible to gauge efficiency or effectiveness of proposed 

solutions either alone or in relation to better alternative investment (BAI). 
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Table 5 – Included studies, “Application/Validation Design Explained” categorized. 

Application/Validation Design Explained Number of Studies % of Studies 

Statements only 14 16 

Application/Validation summary 45 50 

Application/Validation in detail 30 34 

Total 89 100 

 

Moving on from the analysis of application/validation methods used to the analysis of the 

application/validation design details, Table 5 shows the categorization of the 

application/validation design explanation given in the included studies claiming some form of 

application/validation. From Table 5, it is possible to see that 84% studies either provide 

application/validation summary (50% studies
16

) or explain application/validation in detail (34% 

studies
17

). This seems to be a positive outcome that most of the studies have explained 

application/validation in detail. However, after analyzing the level of application/validation 

results, it is found that a majority of the studies either say nothing about the application/validation 

results (11%) or have only statements about the results (70% studies) (see first two rows of Table 

6). Only 7% studies
18

  provide qualitative results as experts‟ opinion, 9% studies
19

 provide 

quantitative results and only 3% studies
20

 provide both qualitative and quantitative results.  

 

Table 6 – Included studies “Application /Validation Results” categorized. 

Application/Validation Results Explained Number of Studies % of Studies 

Nothing 10 11 

Statements only 63 70 

Results as experts opinion 6 7 

Quantitative data 7 9 

Qual +Quant 3 3 

Total 89 100 

 

Thus, Table 6 reveals that out of 89 included studies with the claim of empirical evidence, 

80% studies lack qualitative or quantitative results of application/validation. The absence of 

strong application/validation results may be one of the reasons that few studies have used 

previously proposed solutions (see Section 4.2.1). 

Majority of the “Experience report” studies state the results of the experiences as lessons 

learned without any indication how these lessons were collected. The lack of description in 

relation to the experiences, for example if interviews were used, if there were any quantitative 

measures and so on, makes it difficult to judge validity. This also makes it hard for other 

practitioners to gauge the context and relevance of the experiences reported.  

Figure 5 presents another aspect to answer this question and that is to see how many solutions 

from each year are based on solutions presented in previous years. Figure 5 shows that many new 

solutions have been presented over the years, but very few actually have been used as a basis for 

further development or adoption, piloting or test in industry. For example, by the year 2003 a 

total of 28 new solutions had been proposed but only 5 studies reported the use of any of the 
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previously proposed solutions (in industry or as a basis for refinement of a solution). By 2007 the 

number of “New Solution” studies had reached 73, and only 12 studies were based on previously 

proposed solutions or reported experience based on the use of previously proposed solutions. 

This may indicate that the proposed solutions are not applicable in industry or that due to missing 

application/validation results the solutions are not applied by practitioners and not used by 

researchers. This problem has been indicated by others as well e.g. in (Kircher et al., 2006). This 

may imply that a focus on validation and proper reporting should be premiered over the 

continuous presentation of new solutions. Another possibility is that the proposed solutions do not 

solve the challenges in industry, which in turn implies that there is a need to understand the 

challenges. Another possible conclusion could be that industry practitioners are not up to date 

with the new solutions proposed, thus the solutions go unused. None of the studies presented from 

the year 1998 to 2007 were replicated studies.  

 

 

Figure 5 – Cum No. of studies VS Cum No. of previously proposed “new solution” studies 

 

Summarizing all the aspects analyzed above, the answer to RQ2 is that although the studies 

from the years 1998 to 2007 have reported some form of application/validation, the absence of 

detailed results or replicated studies make it difficult to evaluate the potential of the proposed 

solutions. This is further compounded by the fact that the validity of the reported experiences 

reports is also very hard to judge. 

4.2.3 Answering RQ3 (Are the solutions, proposed for domain analysis, usable?) and 

RQ4 (Are the solutions, proposed for domain analysis, useful?) 
In 36 studies usability was mentioned as a part of the proposed solutions. However, looking at 

Table 7 it is possible to see that 80% of the studies
21

 only have statements claiming usability. An 

example of this can be illustrated by the following statement: “A minor problem occurs as the 

table can grow and become unwieldy for large application areas, but this can be addressed by 

segmenting the table appropriately” (DeBaud and Schmid, 1999). In 8% of the studies
22

 

qualitative evidence of usability as expert opinion was presented, for example, “After finishing 

the project, the project manager and developers agreed that the proposed domain requirements 

development approach was very helpful for identifying and specifying application requirements, 

resulting in reducing the overall development effort” (Moon et al., 2005). 8% of the studies
23

 

gave quantitative evidence of usability and only 2% of the studies
24

 gave both qualitative and 

quantitative evidence of usability e.g. “…indicated that the team understood and was able to 

apply all notations used after only the four hour introduction to the approach, even though they 

had no earlier experience of feature modeling”, results of “questionnaire indicated that the 
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product line analysis team gained a better understanding of the domain during the modeling 

activity” (Eriksson et al., 2005). 

 

Table 7 – “Usability” reported in included studies. 

Usability Number of studies % of Studies 

Statements only 29 80 

Results as experts opinion 3 8 

Quantitative results 3 8 

Qual +Quant 1 2 

Total 36 100 

 

Clearly with the usability statements as exemplified above, it is difficult to judge the usability 

of a proposed solution. A clear majority of the studies do not include either qualitative or 

quantitative data about scalability of introduction or scalability of use, making it harder for 

practitioners to evaluate usability. It is important to understand that the intention in this review is 

not to criticize studies but to highlight the absence of qualitative and quantitative evidence in 

relation to usability, which might be a barrier for the industrial adoption of the proposed 

solutions.  

 

Table 8 - “Usefulness” reported in included studies. 

Usefulness Number of Studies % of Studies 

Statements only 70 81 

Results as experts opinion 9 10 

Quantitative results 6 7 

Qual +Quant 2 2 

Total 87 100 

 

Positive results regarding usefulness were reported by 87 of the included studies, which seem 

to be very good, but a deeper analysis as can be seen in Table 8 shows that 81% of the studies
25

 

claim usefulness as statements. For example, “The ILP modeling approach presented in the 

former section was tested in a Stago project with satisfying results” (Djebbi and Salinesi, 2007). 

There are only 2% of the studies
26

 that provides qualitative and quantitative data about the 

usefulness of the proposed solution. 

If the percentages and the categorization of reported application/validation results are kept in 

mind, it seems logical that since the application/validation results were mostly statements (see 

Table 6), usability and usefulness evidence would naturally also be statements due to the absence 

of qualitative and/or quantitative results for the application/validation of a solution. This also 

results in difficulty to find any qualitative or quantitative evidence of usability or usefulness, even 

in the form of statements and claims, made by the authors of respective studies. 
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The answer to RQ3 and RQ4 is that although there are statements regarding usability and 

usefulness in the studies published for the years 1998 to 2007, lack of qualitative and quantitative 

data of any sort makes it difficult to evaluate how usable and useful the proposed 

solutions/experiences are. In industry, time and resources are scarce. If a practitioner cannot 

clearly determine the time and resources required to implement a solution against the usefulness 

of the solution in comparison to available better alternative investments, it is very unlikely that 

the solution will be adopted based only on statements made by the creators of the solution. 

Similarly, if authors do not show scalability of use of a particular solution indication the ability to 

tackle industry scale problems, practitioners would probably not take the risk of implementing a 

solution, as it falls short on reporting even rudimentary evidence on efficiency.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents the systematic review of the modeling and scoping activities involved in 

domain analysis for software product lines from the year 1998 until 2007. With a three phase 

search strategy, 89 studies were selected that either proposed new solutions of domain analysis or 

reports of experiences in using such solutions. In order to analyze the practical application and 

validation of proposed domain analysis solutions in industry and to gauge their practical 

usability and usefulness, four research questions were specified (see Section 3.1.). Based on the 

goal and corresponding research questions to achieve that goal, a data extraction procedure was 

defined (see Section 3.3.2.). Data was then extracted using a defined procedure covering the basis 

of a study, practicality, usability and usefulness, future work and information about the authors.  

The major findings of the review can be summarized as follows:  

1) Many domain analysis solutions have been presented over the years and a majority of the 

studies address needs identified in industry, but they fall short on the approach used to 

identify the need for a solution. Most studies only claim that they based the solution on a 

need identified in industry or state that through participation knowledge the need for the 

proposed solution was identified. Such claims and statements may be valid, but they raise 

validity questions both from a research perspective and an industrial adoption perspective. 

Without interviewing experts in industry or performing some form of process assessment, it 

is hard to triangulate the need identified thus raising the issue that the need may not be 

representative of the current situation. As a result, this poses questions about the internal and 

external validity of the needs identified, and this is passed on to the corresponding solutions 

proposed.  

2) Many studies claim that they have applied/validated the proposed solutions in industry; 

however, a deeper analysis reveals that a majority of the claims are merely statements (80%), 

and qualitative and quantitative evidence supporting these claims is generally missing. 

Claims and statements may be valid, but in the absence of clear qualitative evidence as 

experts‟ opinions and/or quantitative data about the benefits of the proposed solution, it is 

hard to evaluate the potential of these solutions for industry adoption. 

3) Many studies claim usability and usefulness of the proposed solutions in some form, however 

a deeper analysis reveals that majority of the claims are also merely statements about 

usability (80%) and usefulness (81%). As mentioned previously such claims may be valid, 

but they raise validity questions from both a research and industrial adoption perspective. 

Without experts‟ opinions and/or quantitative data supporting the usability and usefulness 

claims, it is difficult to evaluate the validity of the claims, and similarly it is difficult for the 
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practitioners to evaluate the usability and usefulness of a proposed solution for application in 

industry. 

 

The overall goal of this review was not to expect or demand perfect evidence of usability and 

usefulness following perfect and extensive data collection in industry. However, many studies 

over the years have shown that it is possible to validate proposed solutions in any number of 

ways. Controlled experiments could be used in academia, even if the use of students as subjects is 

debated. Traditionally, experiments in software engineering were performed on a limited scale 

e.g. comparing defects detection techniques (Lott and Rombach, 1996). In the context of software 

product lines specific techniques can also be tested e.g. comparing different feature modeling 

techniques however, testing areas such as scoping and requirements engineering decisions in SPL 

are harder to simulate in a controlled environment. One of the contributions of this paper is to 

highlight the fact that refined experiment designs might be needed keeping in view the inherent 

complexity and broader scope of software product lines. Static (preliminary) validation may be 

performed in industry through workshops, interviews, or surveys. Dynamic validation (e.g. pilots) 

may be performed collecting metrics and qualitative data though interviews with practitioners. 

The data collected is not complete, but vastly better than no data at all.  

In addition to doing validation (e.g. in industry), the way in which the validation is planned 

and reported is also crucial. The studies reviewed are full of statements, claiming usability and 

usefulness. The good thing is that this indicates that our interest in these two concepts in this 

systematic review is relevant, i.e. usability and usefulness of solutions are important and this is 

confirmed by the authors themselves. However, even if statements are common, very little 

evidence is presented, both in terms of absence of data, but also absence of design for the studies 

presented. The only seemingly complete validation is when there is no real validation, e.g. in case 

of presenting simplified examples. The use of simplified examples is not without merit, e.g. it 

may be used to explain and exemplify the use of a solution initially, but use of a simplified 

example is not the same as validation, even if the example is based on something relevant for 

industry. One might even go so far as to expect an evolution, that is, a new solution proposed is 

exemplified and explained through the use of simplified and scaled down examples in initial 

publications, then validation is performed, scaling up the tests of the solution. 

The presence of empirical evidence of any sort with at least some intent to explain the overall 

design and execution of a validation (e.g. a pilot test in industry) could be very beneficial for both 

researchers and industry practitioners. From an academic point of view the possibility to learn 

and extend on presented research is crucial for progress. In addition, one of the foundations of 

research is the possibility to replicate studies. None of the studies included was a replicated study.  

From a practitioner point of view, a design and illustration of how conclusions about usability 

and usefulness are made can vastly improve the relevance of any paper. The total absence of data 

or evidence is problematic from two perspectives. First, can the results be trusted? Second, even 

if the authors are given the benefit of the doubt, is the proposed solution relevant for all cases? If 

not, what cases? 

There may be several explanations for the results of this systematic review. One could be that 

the included conference and journals attract a certain type of studies that do not focus on 

empirical results. Another explanation could be that in case of conferences a ten page limit 

presents problems for presenting empirical results, even if there are many studies who manage 

(some examples from SPLC conference are (Eriksson et al., 2005) and (Jepsen et al., 2007, Lee et 

al., 2000)). Moreover, guidelines for conducting empirical research has been presented in a 

number of papers e.g. (Jedlitschka and Pfahl, 2005, Kitchenham et al., 2008, Kitchenham et al., 
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2002, Runeson and Höst, 2009, Staples and Niazi, 2007) which can be used. Yet another 

explanation could be that industry validation is hard to achieve. The question is, should we accept 

these explanations, or should we strive for improving state-of-the-art reporting?  

Summarizing the contribution of this systematic review we have two main perspectives. For 

industry practitioners looking to adopt a domain analysis solution, the results of the study can be 

used as an indication of maturity as well as to estimate potential risk of a certain solution before 

considering its application. From an academic point of view researchers planning studies and 

evaluation of a solution can use this study as inspiration for study design as the evaluation criteria 

of the review presented in this paper could be seen as a checklist to ascertain usability and 

usefulness.  
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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a systematic review of all the solutions addressing different economic 

aspect of software product lines (SPL), e.g. SPL adoption cost-benefits, PL architecture decisions, 

SPL test strategies project cost overrun and so on, presented for the years 2000 to 2007. The goal 

of the review is to analyze the level of empirical application and/or validation of the proposed 

solutions with the purpose of mapping maturity as well as to what extent proposed solutions might 

be proven in terms of usability and usefulness. The important finding of this review is that 

although many economic solutions for SPL have been proposed over the years, the absence of 

qualitative and quantitative results from empirical application and/or validation makes it difficult 

to evaluate the potential of proposed solutions with respect to their usability and/or usefulness in 

relation to industry adoption. Suggestions have been presented to improve the existing situation. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Software product families have received significant attention from the software 

engineering community since the 1990s [1, 2] . The concept of product lines aims 

towards having a set of systems that share a common, managed set of features, which 

satisfy the particular needs of a market segment, developed from a common set of core 

assets in a certain given way [1]. The product line approach is recognized as a 

successful approach for reuse in software development [3] with the major benefits of 

product lines adoption reported as reduced time to market [4, 5], reduced cost [6] and 

improved quality [4, 6, 7]. For these reasons many companies developing software 

intensive products have either adopted or are considering the adoption of a SPL 

approach [5, 8]. 

For making rational decisions about product line processes and products, it is 

important to answer the question “Does it pay?” [9]. In order to make sound software 

engineering decisions it is required to understand the business impact of those decisions 

and vice versa [9]. Without economic evaluation of adopting product line processes or 

products, a company might end up in spending more and getting fewer benefits. 

Therefore, evaluating the economic viability of product line adoption is critical. 
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Several economic measurement and evaluation models/methods aimed at SPL have 

been presented in academia and as industry experience reports. However, in order to 

gauge the usability and usefulness of the proposed models/methods, it is important to 

see the empirical evidence of their application and/or validation, e.g. in industry or 

through a simulation [10].  

This paper presents a systematic review (based on the systematic review technique 

proposed by Kitchenham in [11]) conducted on the papers, which either proposed or 

reported on experience with economic/cost/cost-benefit/ROI models/methods (called 

solutions from now on) for SPL. The motivation was to gauge the level of actual 

industry adoption, i.e. to what extent the presented solutions are applied and/or validated 

in industry. In addition to industry validation all other types of empirical results are 

collected and taken into consideration to offer a detailed summary of the empirical 

evidence available. To achieve this, the selected papers are categorized and analyzed 

from several perspectives, such as research basis, method, level of validation and type of 

empirical results in relation to usability and usefulness of the proposed solutions. For 

industry practitioners, looking to perform economic evaluations using a certain solution, 

the results of the study can be used as an indication of maturity as well as to estimate 

potential risk of a certain solution. From an academic point of view researchers planning 

studies and evaluation of a solution can use this study as inspiration for study design as 

the evaluation criteria of the review presented in this paper could be seen as a checklist 

to test a solution’s usability and usefulness.   

 

2. Related Work 
 

Four previous studies ([12]; [13]; [14] and [15]) have reviewed the state of empirical 

research in different areas e.g. computer science, software engineering, web engineering 

and so on. However, to the best of our knowledge no other study has been conducted 

with the same focus as the review presented in this paper. This review does not aim to 

systematically classify proposed economic solutions as methods, models, tools, 

framework or classify the papers according to the classification and evaluation scheme 

suggested by W. Roel et al. [16]. The goal of this review is to analyze practical 

application and validation of proposed solutions in industry to gauge their practical 

usability and usefulness. In addition to this other empirical evidence is also considered 

e.g. proof of usability and/or usefulness demonstrated through simulation or 

experimentation. 

 

3. Design 
 

3.1. Research Questions and Definitions 
 

The four research questions driving the systematic review can be viewed in Table 1. 

. 
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Table 1 – Research questions and motivation. 

Research Questions and Motivation 
RQ1. Are proposed solutions based on needs identified in industry? 

Motivation: Is the solution presented based on any need/issue/problem (called a need from here 

onwards) identified in industry though empirical investigation? Examples can be process assessments, 

case studies, participation knowledge, surveys, observations, and so on. Both direct and indirect sources 
will be considered, giving the presented studies the benefit of the doubt. 

RQ2. Are proposed solutions applied and/or validated in laboratory setting or industry? 

Motivation: Is the solution presented applied/validated through simulation or in industry as a part of the 

presentation in the paper? 
 

Any validation in industry from static validation to dynamic validation will be considered [17]. 

 

RQ3. Are the proposed solutions usable? 

Motivation: If the authors of a proposed have applied/validated it in industry or demonstrated its 

application/validation through simulation, identify any indications/proof/reports on its usability in the 
venue of the application/validation (usability is defined below). 

RQ4. Are the proposed solutions useful? 

Motivation: If the authors of a proposed have applied/validated it in industry or demonstrated its 
application/validation through a controlled experiment, identify any indications/proof/reports on its 

usefulness in the venue of the application/validation (usefulness is defined below). 

 

The two main terms used in the research questions, namely usability and usefulness, are 

defined and exemplified below.  

Usability is defined in terms of; 

- Scalability of Introduction. How scalable the proposed solution is in terms of its 

introduction and application cost including e.g. which metrics have to be collected, who 

collects the metrics? 

- Scalability of Use. How scalable is the proposed solution in terms of metrics 

collection and recording? For example, if a cost-benefit estimation model is proposed 

and certain data is required for making estimations, do the defined metrics provide the 

data required even when the size of a product grows and multiple products come in to 

play, or does it make simplified estimations with simple data collected or is there any 

indication that product line grade scalability is possible (or even considered by the 

creators of the solution)?  

Scalability of Introduction and Scalability of Use point to a micro quality of a 

solution and that is its efficiency. If a proposed solution is demonstrated to have any of 

these aspects of efficiency, the corresponding paper is counted as having some proof of 

usability. 

Usefulness is defined in terms of; 

- Better Alternative Investment. For example, a proposed solution (X) is better than 

an alternative (maybe previously used) solution (Y), and/or, 

- Effectiveness. The effectiveness of a proposed solution in relation to achieving 

goals or solving the problems it was designed for. For example, solution X makes 

estimations 15% more realistic than before. 

Again, a solution demonstrating either of the two aspects of usefulness is counted as 

having some proof of usefulness. 
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3.2. Review Design 
 

In this section, the systematic review design is presented describing paper 

identification method, inclusion/exclusion criteria, and the classification scheme. 

 

3.2.1. Search Strategy. The search string used to identify literature for the mapping 

study is given below: 
( (("software product line" AND economic*) WN KY) AND (2000-2007 WN YR)) or ( (("software product 

line" AND (ROI OR {return on investment})) WN KY) AND (2000-2007 WN YR)) or ( ((software NEAR/0 
product NEAR/0 lin* AND cost NEAR/0 model*) WN KY) AND (2000-2007 WN YR)) or ( (("software product 

line" AND economic* NEAR/0 model*) WN KY) AND (2000-2007 WN YR)) or ( (("software product line" 

AND {value based software engineering}) WN KY) AND (2000-2007 WN YR))  

When applying the search string, the aim was to identify highly relevant sample of 

product line literature by focusing on the Software Product Line Conferences (SPLC) 

and the Workshops on Product Family Engineering (PFE). SPLC is the premier forum 

for practitioners, researchers, and educators presenting and discussing experiences, 

ideas, innovations, as well as challenges in the area of SPL. SPLC also has a relatively 

large industry presence. In order to identify the articles related to SPL economics’ 

aspects, the search string was applied on all papers in all the previous SPLC and PFE 

proceedings (2000-2007). To further extend the study papers from international, peer-

reviewed journals have also been included. The databases that searched are Inspec, 

Compendex, ACM Digital Library and IEEE. In total, 79 papers were identified through 

the searches. 

 

3.2.2. Identification and Selection of Papers. The procedure used for the identification 

of relevant papers (out of the 79 generated from the search string) can be described as 

follows. The Title, Abstract and Conclusions were read for all the 79 papers. Only if 

none of the parts contained any potentially relevant information within the scope of the 

review was a paper dismissed. This means that if there was any new proposed economic 

solution for SPL or any experience report indicating use of any SPL economic solution, 

it was included otherwise discarded.  

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were pilot-tested by the authors on a random 

sample of 10 papers. An agreement on inclusion and exclusion was achieved. After the 

pilot, the primary author screened the remaining papers and marked them as 

included/excluded based on the approach described. 

 

3.2.3. Data Extraction Procedure. Based on the research questions identified (see 

Section 3.1.), a set of data extraction categories was identified. The categories were 

identified through using the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [18]  during several 

brain storming sessions to ensure that categories identified addressed the aspects 

required to answer the research questions. Due to reasons of brevity, the data extraction 

categories are not included but can be made available upon request to the authors.  

The categorization of quality attributes (usability and usefulness) into quantitative 

and qualitative is not intended to indicate a preference or valuation of one over the 

other. Any empirical data is judged on its own merits. For example, quantitative results 

obtained through a simulation might not be as valuable as the expert opinion obtained in 

a case study with industry practitioners who actually applied a particular solution in 

industry. Moreover, context, background description and design also weigh in as the 
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purpose is to categorize the reported empirical data to analyze the levels of usability and 

usefulness of a proposed solution. For example, a claim about the usability and/or 

usefulness of the presented solution without any description of context or how the claim 

can be substantiated is still considered as empirical evidence from the perspective of the 

study, but further analysis lets the reader weigh the value of the evidence.  

Similar to the inclusion/exclusion process, the data extraction process was tested by 

the authors using a sample of 7 included papers. This was done to ensure that there was 

a common understanding of the categories defined and the classification was agreed 

upon by two researchers avoiding the potential bias and error source of having only one 

researcher performing the categorization. 

 

4. Results and Analysis 
 

Out of 79 papers found through the search string (see Section 3.2.1), 19 papers [9, 19-

36] were selected. The selected papers are analyzed with respect to the research 

questions posed in Table 1. 

 

4.1. RQ1 (Are proposed solutions based on needs identified from 

Industry?) 
 

All the selected papers are based on the need identified from industry except [20, 21, 

23, 27, 35]. However, a deeper analysis of the empirical basis reported can be seen in 

Table 2 which shows that a majority of the papers have mentioned identified needs as 

“Statements only” ([9, 19, 20, 24-26, 28, 29, 31, 33, 36], 78.57%), or as “Participation 

knowledge” ([21, 22, 32, 34], 28.57%). None of the papers have mentioned e.g. 

interviewing experts to identify needs, or using some form of process assessment in 

industry to identify the need for the proposed product line economics’ solutions. The 

technical reports referenced in some papers were also read but empirical process used to 

identify the need was not found. These results make it hard to judge the credibility of 

the empirical basis of the solutions proposed due to the absence of presentation of e.g. 

process assessment and/or any other empirical study. In addition, due to the almost total 

lack of how the practitioners knew about the needs that constitute the basis for the 

solutions proposed, it is impossible to draw any conclusions.  

Moreover, it is found that although a majority of the papers claims empirical basis, 

only 4 [28, 31, 32, 35] papers out of 19 are based on future work described by 

previously published papers, or extend previously published solutions. This may 

indicate that in the absence of a proper empirical investigation investigating the needs in 

industry, the needs quoted may not be representative or valid for other companies in 

similar situations.  

The answer to RQ1 is that a majority of the proposed solutions are based on needs 

identified in industry, however, the actual method used and the validity of the results is 

impossible to ascertain as very little information is given. 
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4.2. RQ2 (Are proposed solutions applied and/or validated in laboratory 

setting or industry?) 
 

In order to answer this question, let us do an analysis of the application/validation 

methods used and the explanation of results obtained. An application/validation could 

range from controlled experiments/simulations to full-fledged industry pilots.  

In total, 14 papers [21-32, 34, 35] out of 19 have performed some 

application/validation of the proposed solutions. This seems to be a positive thing but a 

deeper analysis of the papers, claiming application/validation, reveals that only 6 ([21, 

22, 28, 29, 32, 34], 42.85%) out of these 14 have used case study as an 

application/validation method whereas the remaining papers (57.14%) have 

demonstrated application/validation through simplified examples using simplified or 

fictitious data. This makes it harder to judge the scalability of introduction and 

scalability of use of the proposed solutions.  

Empirical studies are the building blocks essential for collecting evidence and to 

determine what situations are best for using a particular solution [37]. The current 

situation means there is a lack of quantitative or qualitative data that a new solution is 

better than an already existing one, or what the impact of implementing the new solution 

might be. This makes it impossible to gauge efficiency or effectiveness of proposed 

solutions either alone or in relation to better alternative investment (BAI). 
 

Table 2 - Selected papers, “Basis” categorization. 

Basis Reported as 
Total 

Statements only 11 

Participation knowledge 4 

Interviews 0 

Process assessment 0 

Total 15 

 

Moving on from the analysis of application/validation methods used to the analysis 

of the application/validation design details, Table 3 shows the categorization of the 

application/validation design explanation given in the selected papers. It can be seen 

that some form of application/validation was performed. By examining the last column 

it is possible to see that 11 out of 14 papers (78.57%) either provide a short summary 

([21, 22, 24, 25, 34, 35]) or explain application/validation in detail ([28-32]). This seems 

to be a positive outcome, i.e. most of the papers have explained the 

application/validation in detail. However, after analyzing the level of 

application/validation results (see Table 4), it can be seen that a majority of the papers 

([21, 23, 25, 26, 30-32, 34, 35]) have only statements about the application/validation 

results. Only 2 papers ([28, 29]) provide qualitative results and only 2 papers ([22, 24]) 

provide quantitative results.  
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Table 3 - “Application/Validation Design Explained” categorized. 

Application/Validation Design Explained Total 

Statements only 3 

Application/Validation summary 6 

Application/Validation in detail 5 

Total 14 

 

Figure 1 presents another aspect in relation to RQ2, i.e. how many solutions from 

each year are based on solutions presented previous years. Figure 1 shows that many 

new solutions have been presented over the years, but very few actually have been used 

as a basis for further development or adopted in industry. For example, by the year 2005 

a total of 10 new product line economics’ solutions had been proposed but none of the 

papers reported use of any of the previously proposed solutions (in industry or as a basis 

for refinement of a solution). By 2007 the number of new solution papers had reached 

19, but only 4 papers ([28, 31, 32, and 35]) were based on previously proposed 

solutions. The technical reports referenced in some papers were also read but qualitative 

and quantitative results were not found. 

 
Table 4 - “Application /Validation Results” categorized. 

Application/Validation Results Explained Total 

Nothing 1 

Statements only 9 

Results as experts opinion 2 

Quantitative data 2 

Qual +Quant 0 

Total 14 

 

This can indicate that the proposed solutions are not applicable in industry or that due 

to missing application/validation results the solutions are not applied by practitioners 

and not used by researchers. This problem has been indicated by others as well e.g. in 

[38]. This can imply that a focus on validation and proper reporting should be premiered 

over the continuous presentation of new solutions. Another possibility is that the 

proposed solutions do not solve the challenges in industry, which in turn implies that 

there is a need to understand the challenges. Another possible conclusion could be that 

industry practitioners are not up to date with the new solutions proposed, thus the 

solutions go unused. None of the papers reported replicated studies. 

Summarizing all the aspects analyzed above, the answer to RQ2 is that although 

73.68% of the proposed solutions from 2000 to 2007 have reported some form of 

application/validation, the absence of detailed results other than statements and the lack 

of replicated studies make it difficult to evaluate the potential of the proposed solutions. 
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Figure 1 - Cumm No. of “New Solution” VS Cumm No. of papers built on previously 

proposed solutions. 

 

 

4.3. Answering RQ3 (Are the proposed solutions usable?) and RQ4 (Are 

the proposed solutions useful?) 

 
By looking at Table 5 it is possible to see that 15 out of 19 selected papers have not 

stated anything about usability in terms of scalability of introduction or scalability of 

use. 4 papers out of 19 ([24, 27, 28, 30], 21.05%) have only statements claiming 

usability. For example, “It was hard to collect, for example, the cost of a typical product 

released using the traditional style. In such cases, apply well-known prediction models and 

validate with managers.”[28]. None of the papers have given qualitative and quantitative 

evidence of usability. 

Clearly with the usability statements as exemplified above, it is difficult to judge the 

usability of a proposed solution. A majority of the papers do not include either 

qualitative or quantitative data in relation to solution scalability of introduction or 

scalability of use, making it harder for practitioners to evaluate usability. It is important 

to understand that the intention in this review is not to criticize papers but to highlight 

the absence of qualitative and quantitative evidence in relation to usability, which might 

be a barrier for the industrial adoption of the proposed solutions.  

 
Table 5 - “Usability” reported 

Usability Total 

Statements only 4 

Results as experts opinion 0 

Quantitative results 0 

Qual +Quant 0 

Total 4 

 

Looking at the “Total” column in Table 6, 2 ([20, 34], 10.52%) out of 19 papers have 

not mentioned anything about usefulness. The remaining 17 papers have reported 

positive results which seem to be very good, but a deeper analysis shows that these 17 

papers out of 19 have claims of usefulness as statements only. For example “We feel that 

the uncertainty analysis can reveal more insights about the ROI in a product line, and can give 

statistical evidence to the managers about investing into a product line” [28] or “we regard the 

economic model we are about to develop as a key step towards sound engineering for product line 
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development” [23].  There is not a single paper that provides qualitative and/or 

quantitative data about usefulness. The technical reports referenced in some papers were 

also read but qualitative and quantitative evidence of usability and/or usefulness were 

not obvious.  
 

Table 6 - “Usefulness” reported 

Usefulness Total 

Statements only 17 

Results as experts opinion 0 

Quantitative results 0 

Qual +Quant 0 

Total 17 

 

The answer to RQ3 and RQ4 is that although there are statements about usability and 

usefulness in the papers published between the years 2000 to 2007, a lack of qualitative 

and quantitative evidence makes it difficult to evaluate how usable and useful the 

proposed solutions and collected experiences are. In industry, time and resources are 

scarce. If a practitioner cannot in any manner determine the time and resources required 

to implement a solution, and at least approximate the possible usefulness of the solution 

in comparison to available better alternative investments, it is very unlikely that the 

solution will be adopted. Similarly, if authors do not show any evidence regarding 

scalability of use of a particular solution for industry grade problems, practitioners 

would probably not take the risk of implementing a solution falling short on reporting 

even rudimentary evidence of efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

5. Suggestions 
 

There are several lessons from Software Engineering research and practice which 

Software Product Line community can learn from. 

 

5.1. Conduct Process Assessment 
 

Instead of stating that that solution is based on participation knowledge a light-

weight software process assessment methods (e.g. [39]) can be employed to ensure that 

the need identified is triangulated and has empirical basis. This can help research 

community to investigate the real needs which can consequently result in further 

research papers based on the needs identified. Industry would benefit from the proposed 

solution for the need identified as it would be applicable for the real problems faced in 

industry.  

 

5.2. Conduct Empirical Studies 
 

Once a solution is proposed (based on the empirical need identified through process 

assessment) small controlled and well planned experiments/simulations and replications 

with real data, even if conducted offline can be valuable. The potential benefits of such 

studies include: getting initial evidence to confirm or refute hypotheses, controlling 
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factors that can affect the study, proving the relevance of the research to the research 

community and industry, fine-tuning the proposed method before full-fledged industry 

pilot. After the initial evaluation showing positive results the validation can be taken one 

step further by conducting a case study in industry. This could be used to fine-tune the 

proposed solution before a pilot could actually be implemented. Inspirations can be 

taken from example papers like [14, 28, 29] and [22, 24] as how to design studies and 

collect and present the real qualitative and quantitative empirical results. A model for 

technology transfer [17] can be used to design the validation steps. Due to complexity 

involved in designing empirical studies for SPL area in general and SPL economic 

solutions in particular, it is necessary to identify the limitations and customize the 

existing empirical methods for proposed economic solutions rather than having only 

statements about empirical evidence. 

 

5.3. Identify Metrics 
 

It is understandable that in case of SPL, the complexity of conducting empirical 

studies increases but to deal with this, an important aspect is that proper metrics are 

identified to measure different aspects of proposed economic solutions. The definitions 

of usability and usefulness stated in this paper can be used as a starting point to identify 

what metrics to collect and report when claiming usability and usefulness of the 

proposed SPL economic solutions. Some of the example papers that employed such 

metrics in their empirical studies are [40], [41]. Collecting data for the identified metrics 

during the empirical evaluation would greatly enhance the quality of reported usability 

and usefulness evidence both for research community for further research and for 

industry considering adoption of a particular solution. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

This paper presents the systematic review of all the papers, proposing solutions for 

SPL economical aspects, from the year 2000 until 2007. After screening 79 papers 

published, 19 papers were selected, that discuss different aspects of product line 

economics, to analyze the practical application and validation of proposed solutions in 

industry to gauge their practical usability and usefulness, four research questions were 

specified (see Section 3.1.). Based on the goal and corresponding research questions to 

achieve that goal, a data extraction procedure was defined. Against the defined 

procedure, data was extracted from the included papers about the basis, practicality, 

usability and usefulness, future work and authors.  

The major findings of the review can be summarized as follows:  

1. Issue: Many solutions discussing economics aspects of product lines have been 

presented over the years and majority of the papers address needs identified in industry, 

but they fall short on the strength of the approach used to identify the need for a 

solution. Most papers only claim that they based the solution on a need identified in 

industry or state that through participation knowledge they found the need for the 

proposed solution. Consequences: Such claims and statements may be valid, but they 

raise validity questions both from a research perspective and an industrial adoption 

perspective. Without interviewing experts in industry or performing some form of 

process assessment, it is hard to triangulate the need identified thus raising the issue that 
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the need may not be representative of the current situation. As a result, this poses 

questions about the internal and external validity of the needs identified and 

corresponding solutions proposed. Suggestions: conduct process assessment (see 

Section 5.1.) 

2. Issue: Many papers claim that they have applied/validated the proposed solutions in 

some form; however, a deeper analysis reveals that a majority of the claims are merely 

statements (see Table 4) and qualitative and quantitative evidence supporting these 

claims is generally missing. Consequence: Claims and statements may be valid, but in 

the absence of clear qualitative evidence as experts’ opinions and/or quantitative data 

(by using real data in simulations) about the benefits of the proposed solution, it is hard 

to evaluate the potential of these solutions for industry adoption. Suggestions: Conduct 

empirical studies (see Section 5.2.). 

3. Issue: Papers claim usability and usefulness of the proposed solutions in some form, 

however a deeper analysis reveals that majority of the claims are also merely statements 

about usability and usefulness (see Table 5 and Table 6). Consequence: As mentioned 

previously such claims may be valid, but they raise validity questions from both a 

research and industrial adoption perspective. Without experts’ opinions and/or 

quantitative data supporting the usability and usefulness claims, it is difficult to evaluate 

the validity of the claims, and similarly it is difficult for the practitioners to evaluate the 

usability and usefulness of a proposed solution for application in industry. Suggestions: 

identify metrics (see Section 5.3.). 

The overall goal of this review was not to expect or demand perfect evidence of 

usability and usefulness following perfect and extensive data collection in industry. 

However, many studies over the years have shown that it is possible to validate solution 

suggestions in any number of ways. Simulation could be used in academia with real 

data. Static (preliminary) validation can be performed in industry through workshop, 

interviews, or surveys. Dynamic validation (e.g. pilots) can be performed collecting 

metrics and qualitative data though interviews with practitioners [42]. The data collected 

is not complete, but vastly better than no data at all.  

In addition to doing validation (e.g. in industry), the way in which the validation is 

planned and reported is also crucial. The papers reviewed are full of statements, 

claiming usability and usefulness. The good thing is that this indicates that our interest 

in these two concepts in this systematic review is relevant, i.e. usability and usefulness 

of solutions are important. However, even if statements are common, no evidence is 

presented. Both in terms of absence of data, but also absence of design for the studies 

presented. The only seemingly complete validation is when there is no real validation, 

e.g. in case of presenting simplified examples. The use of simplified examples is not 

without merit, e.g. it can be used to explain and exemplify the use of a method, but the 

use of a simplified example is not the same as validation, but at least it could be made 

better with real data to demonstrate the usefulness of the solution.  

This review does not attempt to say that the proposed solutions have no empirical 

application/validation results and empirical usability and usefulness data instead it 

highlights that this evidence needs to be made explicit to encourage industry adoption. 

The presence of empirical evidence of any sort with at least some intent to explain the 

overall design and execution of a validation (e.g. a pilot test in industry) could be very 

beneficial for both researchers and industry practitioners. From an academic point of 

view the possibility to learn and extend on presented research is crucial for progress. In 
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addition, one of the foundations of research is the possibility to replicate studies. None 

of the papers included was a replicated study.  

From a practitioner point of view, a design and illustration of how conclusions 

about usability and usefulness are made can vastly improve the relevance of any paper. 

The absence of data or evidence is problematic from two perspectives. First, can the 

results be trusted? Second, even if the authors are given the benefit of the doubt, is the 

proposed solution relevant for all cases? 
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Abstract  
 

In market-driven product development large numbers of requirements threaten to overload 

the development organization. It is critical for product management to select the requirements 

aligned with the overall business goals and discard others as early as possible. This paper 

presents a method that utilizes strategies for early requirements triage. The method presented 

is based on good practices from management literature customized for technical product 

strategy formulation. The creation of the method was also inspired by industry needs through 

exploratory interviews covering requirements triage and selection processes as well as 

strategy formulation. After creation, the method was subsequently validated in industry where 

the aspects of usability and usefulness were investigated, yielding promising initial results. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Due to the emergence of markets for off-the-shelf or packaged software [1, 2], market-driven 

development is gaining increased interest in comparison to customer-specific system 

development [3, 4]. As a consequence a shift in focus is occurring, affecting software 

development in general and requirements engineering in particular [4]. In contrast to 

traditional requirements engineering, requirements in market driven requirements engineering 

(MDRE) come from internal sources like developers, marketing groups, sales teams, support 

groups, bug reports, as well as from external sources such as different users, customers 

groups from different and multiple market segments, and competitors (through e.g. surveys, 

interviews, focus groups, and competitor analysis) [5]. The result is a large amount and 

continuous flow of requirements that threaten to overload the development organization [3].  

In addition, MDRE activities are not limited to one development instance but play their 

role continuously as a part of product management as products are developed and new 

releases come over time [3, 31]. Research and industry reports put emphasis on the selection 

of requirements based on product strategies, business goals and the overall vision of an 
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organization as it enables optimizing both long term and short term perspectives as well as 

aligning the whole organization towards the same direction [4, 8, 16].  

From an MDRE perspective it is important to be able to handle large amounts of 

requirements continuously, performing early triage of requirements, selecting the ones 

aligned with a specific product’s strategy. Early triage can be described as discarding 

“inappropriate” requirements at the product management level as early as possible, without 

expending large resources for the triage activity as the process has to handle large amounts of 

requirements. 

However, in industry, while managers regard strategy formulation and use as the most 

important aspect of technology management [17], strategy formulation is usually performed 

ad-hoc, and a systematic approach for formulating strategies is often missing in practice [18]. 

Even if the formulation of strategies was pursued, the factors affecting strategy formulation 

differ between different stakeholders. Strategic and middle management and technical experts 

all need to share one vision. Strategic managers often overlook the technical perspective, and 

technical experts can be unaware of or overlook the strategic managers’ perspective. This 

paper explores how the strategic and technical perspectives can be combined to formulate 

product strategies that are good-enough for early requirements triage and selection. A Method 

for Early Requirements Triage and Selection (MERTS) is presented. The method has two 

main purposes. First, it acts as a stepwise guide to creating product strategies taking both 

strategic and technical views into account. To the best of our knowledge MERTS is the first 

method of its kind in the area of software engineering. Vähäniitty [21] suggested “key 

decision areas” to be incorporated in a strategy but description of what factors to be included 

for each of the decision areas explicitly is rather abstract and how to weigh their relative 

importance is missing. Secondly, the strategies resulting from MERTS can be used by 

managers to perform requirements triage, in essence selecting the “right” requirements for 

realization. The creation of MERTS was preceded by the study of traditional management 

literature covering strategy formulation, and complemented with exploratory interviews in 

industry utilizing two technology driven companies working in a market driven context. The 

goal was to develop a method that was usable and useful in a real industry context taking the 

companies limited time and resources to perform strategy formulation, triage and selection 

into account. Following the creation of MERTS the method was tested by interviewing 

industry practitioners to get an initial validation of the method’s usability and usefulness in 

industry.  

 

 
Fig 1 – Activities involved in MERTS creation 

 

Fig 1 shows the activities involved in the creation of MERTS. Section 2 of this paper (A) 

gives an overview of requirements triage and product strategies formulation based on 

requirements engineering and product management literature study. Based on the literature 

study an initial draft of MERTS was created (B). Following this we elicited information from 
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industry. The purpose of industry input (C) was twofold: (I) explore the requirements triage 

and product strategies creation process in industry and (II) ensure that the basic MERTS draft 

targeted the real issues in industry regarding the use of product strategies and requirements 

triage. Therefore, an semi-structured interviews were performed based on the literature study 

and the initial MERTS draft to get input from industry. For detailed process refer to [23].  

Section 3 (C) describes the initial input from industry. The input from the previous 

literature study (A) and industry interviews (C) was subsequently used for the creation of a 

final version of MERTS (D) which is presented in Section 4 along with the prerequisite and 

steps inherent to the method. In Section 5 (E), initial industry validation is presented and a 

discussion of lessons learned highlighting initial feedback is presented. Section 6 concludes 

the paper and discusses directions for future work. 

 

2. Related Areas and Literature Study 
 

2.1. Requirements Triage 
 

”Triage” is a term used by medical practitioners to describe and prioritize treatment of 

patients based on their symptoms severity [14]. Triage attempts to optimize resource usage by 

balancing the need for treatment with the likelihood of a successful outcome [14]. In order to 

do this successfully a patient is assessed on criteria like “physiology”, “injury anatomy”, 

“mechanism of injury” and a decision is made whether to treat the patient, or in case of 

multiple patients, in what order to treat the patients. Inspired by this approach, Simmon [14] 

has suggested to measure different aspects of requirements e.g. requirements implementation 

cost, volatility, schedule slips, lack of domain experience to evaluate a requirement and 

decide about its selection or rejection. 

Davis [10] suggests prioritizing requirements based on their interdependencies and 

estimated effort required, and then performing triage to select a set of requirements that 

optimizes the probability of product success in its targeted market.  

The concept of triage is appealing as it addresses one of the main problems with MDRE, 

and can alleviate the risk of requirements overload.  

 

2.2. Product Strategies 
 

A broader definition of business strategy presented by Oliver 2000 [13] is as follows: “the 

understanding of an industry structure and dynamics, determining the organization’s 

relative position in that industry and taking action either to change the industry’s structure 

or the organization’s position to improve organizational results”. This is somewhat related 

to product strategy which is defined as: “Product strategy begins with a strategic vision that 

states where a company wants to go, how it will get there, and why it will be successful” [6]. 

In order to formulate a product strategy there are a number of questions that need to be 

answered. Below each key question is described and exemplified. 

The question (1) “where do we want to go” requires finding out the right balance 

between the long term opportunities [6] or goals [7] and short term objectives [6]. The basic 

aim of the goals is to set the general directions of movement, whereas objectives specify 

specific measures of accomplishment [7]. Examples of goals are profit, growth, and market 

share. The product strategy normally has one of the above mentioned types of goals because 
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these goals are potentially conflicting. If the goals/objectives revolve around increase in 

growth along with increase in profits, this it is unrealistic because to attain reasonable growth 

increase in expenditures or decrease in profit margins is required [12]. Therefore depending 

on the product life cycle stage, one of the goals would have a priority. 

The answer to (2) “how will we get there” formulates the core of the product strategy 

[15]. It addresses aspects such as customer targets, competitive targets, and differential 

advantage. 

The choice of customer targets depends on the nature of the goals and objectives selected 

when answering “where an organization wants to go”. For example, if the goal is to increase 

profits, the customer targets are the existing customer groups [12]. On the other hand, if the 

goal is to increase the market growth, the customers targeted may be from a new segment 

[19]. Market segmentation with respect to product’s usage rates, customer/user capabilities, 

technology preferences, demographics, and purchasing power are examples of important 

aspects to be considered when selecting customer targets. The choice of customer targets 

plays an important role in the requirements selection as the chosen customer targets set the 

boundaries of a product strategy.  

In order to answer “how will we get there”, it is important to select primary competitive 

targets, thus prioritizing competitors [11, 12].  

For determining a product’s position in the market it has to be differentiated based on 

either cost/price or value of product offering. This means that the product has to be either low 

priced backed by low costs or better than competitors’ products as seen by customer. 

The question (3) “what to do” addresses specific programs, “rules of the road” or tactics 

to be used to achieve goals and objectives established in the light of “how will we get there”. 

This deals with the product, pricing, promotion, distribution, and service [12]. This can also 

be in the form of specific considerations posed by upper management. The answer also 

decides the selection of strategic drivers, whether the strategic driver is technology-push or 

market-pull or both. 

The most important question to answer is (4) “why would we be successful”. It needs to 

be clearly answered to produce a competitive product strategy [6]. The answer to this 

question is basically related to the differential advantage aspect of the product positioning. A 

solid product strategy needs to provide concrete arguments for the reason of its success in the 

light of customers’ preferences and competitive targets. For example, if the strategy is low 

price, this has to be proven to be an adequate differential advantage with regards to 

competitors.  

Roadmaps can be used to support the answering of (5) “when will we get there”. A 

Roadmap is a relatively common way of representing targets based on development in the 

context of time and releases [15]. In this paper we highlight the role of product-technology 

roadmaps when it comes to defining the moving targets of strategy.  

The five questions explored above (based mainly on product management literature) were 

used as a tentative base for the first draft of MERTS (Fig 1 – B) 

 

3. Initial Input from Industry 
 

In order to explore if and how requirements triage, product strategies formulation were 

performed and used in industry within software development organizations working in a 

market-driven context (Fig 1 – C) two case studies were performed. The development 
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departments of two telecom organizations were investigated. Since the organizations 

preferred to remain anonymous they will be referred to as CompanyA and CompanyB.  

CompanyA is a leading mobile media organization with 200,000 employees worldwide 

offering a convergence of communications, entertainment and information. CompanyB is 

leading in the area of cellular network planning and optimization with specialization in 

mobile network design tools having 750 employees worldwide. They have many products but 

ABC3G is their matured product with a large customer base. 

One strategic manager and one technical manager were interviewed from each 

organization to capture both the strategic and technical perspectives. A constructivist 

perspective [20] was utilized implying that interviews were conducted with the aim of 

exploration and without set ideas on requirements triage and product strategy formulation 

practices in industry. The four subjects were interviewed separately to avoid them influencing 

each other. During the interviews, the interviewees did not know anything about MERTS as it 

was not shown to them at this stage.  Below the study results are summarized: 

 There was no formal method for formulating strategies, explicitly stating directions for 

the products. However, from the four interviews it was evident that the five strategic 

questions (Section 2.2) were answered implicitly while selecting requirements. The 

interviewees agreed that a requirement needs to be evaluated against organization’s long 

term goals, marketing and technical concerns. The interviewees emphasized that it is 

important to decide where to fit a specific requirement in relation to the moving targets of 

the organization on the time axis. This showed that the five questions proposed in 

literature could be considered good-enough, and in fact are used implicitly in industry to 

set products’ directions. 

 People within the same organization did not share the same vision about a product or the 

organization’s mission statement, primarily due to a lack of formal and explicit 

statements/ specifications, and the information available was not disseminated effectively. 

 The requirements selection process could take 1-2 months of analysis and feasibility study 

due to numerous discussion sessions between strategic and technical management in the 

absence of formal strategies. 

 Highly experienced people are pressed by time constraints and do not see writing long 

strategic documents as feasible. That is why they preferred to keep the strategies in their 

minds. 

The initial input gained during the explorative interviews confirmed many of the problems 

described in literature.  

 

4. MERTS 
 

MERTS is centered on ensuring that the five strategic questions for a product are 

answered explicitly. Fig 2 gives an overview of MERTS and the three main parts of the 

method. The goal of MERTS is to offer a clear method detailing how to reach consensus and 

a homogenous understanding of a product strategy. 

The technical product managers using the method are required to follow three parts. Each 

part has several steps as shown in Fig 2 (see also the exemplification. 
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4.1. Prerequisite of MERTS 
 

Requirements need to be comparable to the strategies formulated. The reasoning is that 

MERTS is meant to assist in early requirements triage and selection. In case of requirements 

being too technical or too detailed method usage will not be efficient because it will be 

difficult to compare detailed technical requirements with strategies as strategies are 

formulated on a higher level of abstraction. Even if there is some process to compare detailed 

technical requirements with strategies they will still be too many detailed requirements to be 

compared against strategies. Often many detailed requirements form one product level 

feature/requirement therefore it is pointless to compare every detailed requirement against the 

strategies.  

Any method for abstracting the requirements can be used, e.g. the RAM model by 

Gorschek and Wohlin [4], as long as it produces requirements on an abstraction level 

comparable to product strategies. However, the abstraction of requirements is not the focus of 

this paper and will not be investigated further. 

 

4.2. Part One – Early Requirements Triage 
 

This part provides steps to create an initial product strategy for use in requirements triage. 

 

4.2.1. Step 1 – Specify. In order to explicitly state the goals and objectives of a product, it is 

important to specify the directions of movement for the product deduced from the 

organization’s mission statement. Thus it is important to answer the three strategic questions 

((1) Where we want to go?, (2) How to get there?, (3) What will be done?) for each 

product. 

The output of this step is an explicit understanding of goals and objectives associated with 

a specific product which can be used to perform requirements triage and selection for 

individual products.  

To answer (1) “Where to go” the organization’s directions of movement have to be 

clearly stated. An organization can have one or many directions of movement. For example, 

shareholders’ revenue (as mentioned in the interviews), profit, growth, and market share 

(Section 2.2). The answer to this question depends on identified directions of movement and 

their relative importance.  

The answer to (2) “How to get there” will bind the strategy in terms of customer 

segments and competition targeted and differential advantage of the individual product 

providing a unique selling point. In order to answer this question there is a need to specify: 

 Different customer segments targeted by a specific product, e.g. one customer segment 

can be the Asian market and another can be the European market. By explicitly specifying 

customer segments, relative priorities can also be assigned, helping in the selection of 

requirements. Customer segments can be defined either on a higher level of abstraction or 

refined (Section 2.2) depending on the needs of the organization.  

 Competitors to a product to show which ones to target. This enables features provided by 

relevant competitors to be included in the product offering. Just as customer segments, 

competitors can also be prioritized relatively, giving more importance to features 

provided by high priority competitors. 
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 Differential advantage(s) of the product that makes it unique in the market place in 

relation to competitors. The differential advantage can be based on any one (or 

combination) of technology, pricing, strategic alliances and non-functional requirements. 

These can also be prioritized in relation to each other depending on their importance to 

offering the advantage. By identifying the differential advantages and prioritizing them, it 

is possible to ensure that all requirements are weighted against them and requirements 

providing unique differential advantages are not missed. 

For the answer to (3) “What to do” a more management centered perspective can be 

used, focusing on product pricing, promotion, distribution, and service (Section 2.2). 

However, since MERTS is targeted towards early requirements triage and selection, answers 

to this question will focus on the abstract technical considerations of a requirement. Some of 

the possible considerations rated highest by the technical experts during the interviews have 

been taken as example here, i.e. innovation, core assets, architecture stability, market-pull, 

technology-push, customization flexibility, and use of COTS [23]. Priorities can be assigned 

to each of these factors showing their relative importance with respect to each other. 

Table 1 illustrates an example of Step 1. The columns “Questions”, “Factors” and “Sub-

classifications” in Table 1 show the three strategic questions and their answers. 

  

4.2.2 Step 2 - Assign Weights.  The answers from Step 1 are assigned weights. The answers 

of each question have a total weight of 100 (Table 1) and the total weight of the three 

questions is 300. The rule is to assign weights to each of the factors based on their relative 

importance in a way that total weight remains 100. This way has been reported to be one of 

easiest and quickest prioritization methods [22].  

In Table 1 the answers to “Where to go?”, are the factors “market growth” (assigned 60), 

“market share” (20), and “profit” (20). Similarly for “How to get there?”, each of the three 

factors are assigned weights based on their relative importance, e.g. for an organization 

targeting growth, customer segments are more important than competitors or differential 

advantage, thus a higher weight is assigned to the customer segments factor compared to the 

competitors or differential advantage factors. 

The factors mentioned in the second question’s (“How to get there?”) answer have sub-

classifications. Similarly the targeted competitors are Comp1, Comp2, Comp3 and so on. 

Each of these sub-classifications is assigned weights so that sub-classifications within one 

factor have a total weight of 100. This has been suggested to keep the procedure 

straightforward and easy for the person assigning weights. Later the weights of the sub-

classifications are normalized with respect to the weight assigned to the corresponding factor 

by multiplying the weight assigned to each of the sub-classification with the weight of the 

corresponding factors and then dividing by 100. 

In the same way, weights are assigned to each of the factors in the last answer. The first six 

columns from the left in Table 1 show “Questions”, “Factors”, weights of each of the factors, 

“Sub-classifications” and weights of each of the sub-classifications, and normalization of the 

weights. 

The number of columns used is flexible, and depends on the level of detail of a certain 

product strategy. This makes MERTS adaptable depending on the users (companies) 

preferences.  

 

4.2.3. Step 3 - Compare Requirements. Table 1 exemplifies how a requirement is assigned 

points (max 100) against each factor and sub-classification based on how much the particular 
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requirement contributes to the factor or sub-classification. The motivation being that the 

person performing triage (requirements comparison) does not need to worry about relative 

weights and normalizations. The normalization can be done automatically by the tool used 

(e.g. an excel sheet) after the points have been assigned against each requirement. 

 

 
Fig 2 – MERTS steps 

 

Requirement: Japanese Language Support in Product  XYZ. Table 1 shows that the 

requirement is given 70 points out of 100 against market growth factor as it is estimated to 

increase growth in new markets. However, the requirement is given 0 points out of 100 for 

both the markets of USA and Europe as the requirement is not targeting these markets. It is 

given 100 out of 100 points for the Asian (Japanese) market demonstrating that this 

requirement is targeting the Asian market. The less the points against a factor or sub-

classification the less the requirement is aligned against that particular factor or sub-

classification and vice versa. As the current targeted customer segments is the Asian 

(Japanese) market, this requirement gets higher points when multiplied with the weight of the 

Asian market sub-classification.  

In total the requirement got 168.4 out of 300 points when measured against different 

strategic factors and sub-classifications. By running this step for all requirements, points for 
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all the requirements can be obtained and a threshold can be defined. Requirements with 

points above this threshold get selected. 

The first three steps of MERTS should be performed at product management level 

supporting the triage of requirements (aiding in the selection). The purpose of step 3 (Section 

4.2.3) is not requirements prioritization which is usually associated with early project 

activities during release planning. The points assigned to each requirement, against each 

factor or sub-classification, show the level of strategic alignment.  

 

4.3. Part Two – Requirements Selection for Release 
 

After a set of requirements (deemed to be aligned with the strategy) have been selected, 

the question in focus is “when to get there”. This activity consists of two steps described in 

sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 

 

4.3.1. Step 1 - Specify product-technology roadmap. It has been emphasized in literature 

[15] to chalk out a product-technology roadmap to get an overview of the relationship between 

product releases (product evolvement) and successive technology generations. This means 

specifying what a product tends to achieve along the time axis in term of its evolvement and 

technology trends. This enables placement of requirements in appropriate intervals planned in 

a roadmap. For example, if a requirement requires expertise in some new technology to be 

explored in the future and this has been planned in the roadmap, the requirement can be 

postponed or depending on the urgency of the requirement, the roadmap can be altered. 

 

4.3.2. Step 2 - Estimate resources.  

In order to determine the feasibility of the requirements, the organization needs to explicitly 

state financial and effort allowances against each interval in the roadmap. Several methods can 

be used to estimate cost, effort and time, e.g. feature points, function points, lines of code, and 

methods like e.g. COCOMO [19] can be used to support the efforts. An alternative could be to 

perform estimates based on previous development efforts. Additionally, requirements 

prioritization techniques [22] can be used to plan releases for the product.  

 

4.4. Part Three – Strategy Rationale 
 

Once the strategic questions have been answered, it is important to document the 

reasoning behind the decisions. This way if the decisions (and indirectly the answers) result 

in success (of a product) replication can be achieved, and the organization has good examples 

to follow for future efforts. 

In addition, the strategy formulated through MERTS should be used to share product and 

organizational visions across the organization. In its simplest form it can mean writing a 

paragraph explaining the reason behind the answers, keeping in view the organization’s long 

term goals, financial plans, technology trends and marketing trends. 

 

5. Industrial Validation of MERTS 
 

After the creation of MERTS an initial validation of the method was performed in 

industry utilizing the same resources as described in the exploratory study (Section 3). The 
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company representatives tested the method and were asked to render their opinions from 

different aspects listed below. 

Practicality and Applicability of the Method. All the four interviewees were of the 

opinion that the method is practical and easy to use once it is clearly understood. They agreed 

that the method is customizable based on the organization’s individual goals and objectives. 

All four interviewees showed interest in implementing the method. In fact, CompanyB 

mentioned that they would be considering MERTS for helping them with requirements triage 

for their next product. 

Method Implementation. The prerequisite (Section 4.1) for implementing this method 

was not considered as an overhead. This is because the interviewees realized the need of 

requirements abstraction for early triage and selection. 

From the method implementation perspective, it was agreed that the method provides a 

starting point to formalizing and documenting aspects of the organization’s directions of 

movement, i.e. strategies.  It was agreed that it is very important to think and align 

requirements with the organization’s product strategies. The existing processes in the 

companies did not achieve  

this, thus MERTS was considered a pragmatic start that required a reasonable effort 

investment. 

It was suggested that technical product managers assign the weights because currently 

mostly they do this already although ad-hoc without using MERTS. 

The method would offer decision support and structure, as well as clarifying business 

goals, objectives, and enable requirements triage. However, it was also recognized that it 

would be a time consuming and resource intensive process to gather different aspects of the 

business goals from different stakeholders and formalizing them to a common agreed upon 

set. Similarly, assigning weights to selected factors would require substantial discussion 

among stakeholders. But the interviewees agreed that once the strategies were made available 

in the suggested format, the time to select requirements would definitely decrease, in addition 

to making the choices more aligned with the goals. Moreover, the interviewees liked the 

method as it could provide a common understanding of strategies and organizational 

direction thus reducing communication gaps, especially between managers and technical 

experts. 

Step by step requirements selection, resources estimation and then road mapping were 

thought to be logical steps for requirements realization. 
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Table 1 – Example demonstrating MERTS steps 

 

6. Conclusion  
 

This paper presents MERTS, developed using well established concepts for 

formulating strategies inspired by good practices in management literature. In addition 

a set of interviews were conducted with industry managers and technical experts in two 

organizations to explore important factors affecting the formulation of strategies from 

an industrial perspective. The factors affecting requirements triage and selection were 

also explored. With these factors identified, it was concluded that a gap between 

strategic managers’ and technical experts’ perspectives existed, as well as there was 

lack of a structured approach to agree on goals and the ability to perform requirements 

triage following these goals. MERTS enables professionals to work with organizational 

directions of movement (strategies) in a structured manner. The benefits are many as 

described and confirmed during initial validation (Section 5). 

It has to be realized though that the use of MERTS requires an investment of time 

and resources to formalize the strategies and homogenize understanding. Although, the 

investment is not continuous but mostly initial, and should be alleviated by the 

Questions Factors 

Weightings 

of Factors Sub 

classification 

Sub 

classifications 

Weightings 

Normalized 

Weightings 

Requirement 

(Japanese 

language support) 

Normalized 

Where Market growth 60    60 70 42 

  Market share 20    20 70 14 

  Profit 20    20 50 10 

    100    100   

How 
Customer 

segments 40 USA market 20 8 0 0 

     European market 30 12 0 0 

     Asian market 50 20 100 20 

       100    

  Competitors 30 ABC company 70 21 100 21 

     HIJ company 20 6 0 0 

     Others 10 3 0 0 

       100    

  
Differential 

advantage 30 Innovation 60 18 70 12.6 

     Pricing 5 1.5 0 0 

     Strategic Alliances 10 3 0 0 

     

Non functional 

requirements 25 7.5 0 0 

    100   100 100   

What New Technology 40    40 80 32 

  Use of core assets 11    11 0 0 

  
Architecture 

stability 20    20 40 8 

  Market pull 10    10 80 8 

  Technology push 15    15 0 0 

  
Customization 

flexibility 2    2 0 0 

  COTS 2    2 40 0.8 

    100    100 Total 168.4 
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improved triage, not to mention the benefit of having goals explicitly shared and 

understood in the organization.  

During the creation of MERTS we did not adopt a one-size-fit-all philosophy with 

regards to strategies, but rather by modifying the factors chosen, a “tailoring” towards a 

product (or organization) can be achieved prior to use in order to adapt to 

organizational and product specific goals and objectives. This makes it possible for any 

organization to use MERTS to the degree needed, making it suitable for larger 

companies as well as small and medium sized enterprises. The contribution of MERTS 

is to support explicit discussions, and the formulation and documentation of strategies, 

enabling requirements triage. 

Feedback regarding MERTS was obtained, but it was limited in time and scope, thus 

can be described as an artificial environment from the construct validity perspective. 

Using the same subjects for validation and initial industry input could result in a bias 

towards MERTS. This risk was alleviated through the fact that MERTS was not shown 

to the subjects.  

At present the validation of MERTS has been limited in scope. Future work 

involves additional validation, both static through interviews and brainstorming with 

industry professionals, but also dynamic validation in the form of industry piloting. In 

addition it is important to validate the method against additional domains (in addition to 

the telecom domain). Further validation will investigate issues such as scalability, 

usability and usefulness.  

With the help of further static and later dynamic validations, efforts will be made to 

reduce the subjectivity in steps “Specify” (Section 4.2.1) and “Assign weights” (Section 

4.2.2). Moreover, MERTS has to be refined to take requirements dependencies into 

consideration during triage. 
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Abstract. [Context and motivation] In market-driven product development of software 

intensive products large numbers of requirements threaten to overload the development 

organization. It is critical for product management to select the requirements aligned with 

the overall business goals, product strategies and discard others as early as possible. Thus, 

there is a need for an effective and efficient method that deals with this challenge and 

supports product managers in the continuous effort of early requirements triage [1, 2] based 

on product strategies. This paper evaluates such a method – A Method for Early 

Requirements Triage Utilizing Product Strategies (MERTS), which is built based on the 

needs identified in literature and industry. [Question/problem] The research question 

answered in this paper is “If two groups of subjects have a product strategy, one group in 

NL format and one in MERTS format, will there be a difference between the two groups 

with regards to effectiveness and efficiency of requirements triage?” The effectiveness and 

efficiency of the MERTS were evaluated through controlled experiment in a lab 

environment with 50 software engineering graduate students as subjects. [Principal 

ideas/results] It was found through results that MERTS method is highly effective and 

efficient. [Contribution] The contribution of this paper is validation of effectiveness and 

efficiency of the product strategies created through MERTS method for requirements triage, 

prior to industry trials. A major limitation of the results is that the experiment was 

performed with the graduate students and not the product managers. However, the results 

showed that MERTS is ready for industry trials. 

Keywords: Market driven requirements engineering, requirements triage, product strategies, 

MERTS, experiment, effectiveness and efficiency. 

1 Introduction  

Due to the emergence of markets for off-the-shelf or packaged software [3, 4], market-driven 

development is gaining increased interest in comparison to customer-specific system 

development [5, 6]. As a consequence a shift in focus is occurring, affecting software 
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development in general and requirements engineering in particular [6]. In contrast to traditional 

requirements engineering, requirements in market-driven requirements engineering (MDRE) to a 

large extent come from internal sources such as developers, marketing, sales teams, support, bug 

reports, as well as from external sources such as different users, customers from different and 

multiple market segments, and competitors [7]. The result is a large and continuous flow of 

requirements that threaten to overload the development organization [5]. This has two major 

implications. One, the product and domain knowledge reside largely with the development 

company itself. For example a developer of robotics products with many of e.g. car 

manufacturers as customers probably knows more about robotics than any one customer. 

Two, the risk and cost of development is carried by the development organization, meaning 

that the potential revenues depend on selecting the “right” requirements for implementation. The 

selection accuracy is the main success criteria for the development organization, and being able 

to perform the selection in a scalable and cost effective way is crucial to avoid overloading. 

Which requirements to select is a trade-off between different strategic factors such as key-

customer requirements and long-term aspects and innovation efforts. All of these factors, and 

more, need to be explicitly stated and weighed together to reach an optimal strategy for the 

company, which can then be used for selecting the “right” requirements for implementation.  

However, while industry managers regard strategy formulation and use as the most important 

aspect of technology management [8], strategy formulation is usually performed ad-hoc, and a 

systematic approach for formulating strategies is often missing in practice [9]. Even if the 

formulation of strategies was pursued, the factors affecting strategy formulation differ between 

different stakeholders. Strategic and middle management and technical experts all need to share 

one vision. Strategic managers often overlook the technical perspective, and technical experts can 

be unaware of or overlook the strategic managers’ perspective. As a result of these challenges, 

identified both in academia and through industry case studies, a Method for Early Requirements 

Triage and Selection (MERTS) [10] was developed to combine both strategic and technical 

perspectives for the formulation of product strategies that are good-enough to be used for early 

requirements triage and selection. 

This paper presents an experiment testing some key aspects of this method, following a 

stepwise plan to validate MERTS prior to industry piloting.  

MERTS has two main purposes. First, it acts as a stepwise guide to creating product strategies 

taking both strategic and technical views into account thus following a systematic way of 

agreeing on a joint plan. Secondly, the strategies resulting from MERTS can be used by product 

managers to effectively perform requirements triage and requirements selection in a reasonable 

amount of time as spending initial 10 minutes on triage versus 10 hours is super critical for 

industry. The experiment aims at testing the second purpose of MERTS. Thus, the main purpose 

of the experiment is to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of requirements triage utilizing 

strategy formulated and formatted using MERTS prior to industry piloting. Thus, this experiment 

is considered as a lab validation following the research approach suggested by Gorschek et al. 

[11] aimed at producing useable and useful research results and successful technology transfer.  

Before describing the experiment and experiment results an introduction to MERTS is given 

in Section 2. Section 3 details the experiment design. Section 4 lists the validity threats. Section 5 

contains preparation and execution details. Section 6 presents the results and analysis, and finally 

Section 7 presents the conclusions drawn and plans for further work. 
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2 MERTS Background 

MERTS is centered on ensuring that the five strategic questions for a product are answered 

explicitly [10]. Fig. 1 gives an overview of MERTS and the three main parts of the method. The 

goal of MERTS is to offer a clear method detailing how to reach consensus and a homogenous 

understanding of a product strategy. The product managers using the method are required to 

follow these three parts. Each part has several steps (see Fig. 1). 

 

Part One – Early Requirements Triage. This part provides steps to create an initial product 

strategy for use in requirements triage. 

A. Specify. In order to explicitly state the goals and objectives of a product, it is important to 

specify the directions of movement for the product deduced from the organization’s mission 

statement. Thus it is important to answer the three strategic questions ((1) Where we want to go?, 

(2) How to get there?, (3) What will be done?) for each product. 

The output of this step is an explicit understanding of goals and objectives associated with a 

specific product which can be used to perform requirements triage and selection for individual 

products. 

To answer (A.1) “Where to go” the organization’s directions of movement have to be clearly 

stated. An organization can have one or many directions of movement. For example, 

shareholders’ revenue, profit, growth, and market share [10]. The answer to this question 

depends on identified directions of movement and their relative importance.  

The answer to (A.2) “How to get there” will bind the strategy in terms of customer segments 

and competition targeted and differential advantage of the individual product providing a unique 

selling point. In order to answer this question there is a need to specify: 

- Different customer segments targeted by a specific product, e.g. one customer segment can be 

the Asian market and another can be the European market. By explicitly specifying customer 

segments, relative priorities can also be assigned, helping in the selection of requirements. 

Customer segments can be defined either on a higher level of abstraction or refined depending 

on the needs of the organization.  

- Competitors to a product to show which ones to target. This enables features provided by 

relevant competitors to be included in the product offering. Just as customer segments, 

competitors can also be prioritized relatively, giving more importance to features provided by 

high priority competitors. 

- Differential advantage(s) of the product that makes it unique in the market place in relation to 

competitors. The differential advantage can be based on any one (or combination) of 

technology, pricing, strategic alliances and non-functional requirements. These can also be 

prioritized in relation to each other depending on their importance to offering the advantage. By 

identifying the differential advantages and prioritizing them, it is possible to ensure that all 

requirements are weighted against them and requirements providing unique differential 

advantages are not missed. 

For the answer to (A.3) “What to do” a more management centered perspective can be used, 

focusing on product pricing, promotion, distribution, and service. However, since MERTS is 

targeted towards early requirements triage and selection, answers to this question will focus on 

the abstract technical considerations of a requirement. Some of the possible considerations rated 

highest by the technical experts during the interviews have been taken as example here, i.e. 

innovation, core assets, architecture stability, market-pull, technology-push, customization 

flexibility, and use of COTS [10]. Priorities can be assigned to each of these factors showing 

their relative importance with respect to each other. 
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Fig. 1. MERTS Steps 

 

B.  Assign Weights.  The answers from Step 1 are assigned weights. The rule is to assign 

weights to each of the factors based on their relative importance in a way that total weight 

remains 100. This way has been reported to be one of easiest and quickest prioritization methods 

[17].  

C.  Compare Requirements.  The total weights of all the requirements are compared against a 

threshold to select or reject each of the requirements. 

The first three steps of MERTS should be performed at product management level supporting 

the triage of requirements (aiding in the selection). The purpose of step 2 (Assign weights) is not 

requirements prioritization which is usually associated with early project activities during release 

planning. The points assigned to each requirement, against each factor or sub-classification, show 

the level of strategic alignment.  

 

Part Two – Requirements Selection for Release. After a set of requirements (deemed to be 

aligned with the strategy) have been selected, the question in focus is “when to get there”. To 

answer this following two steps are required. 

A.  Specify product-technology roadmap. It has been emphasized in literature [12] to chalk 

out a product-technology roadmap to get an overview of the relationship between product 

releases (product evolvement) and successive technology generations. This means specifying 

what a product tends to achieve along the time axis in term of its evolvement and technology 

trends. This enables placement of requirements in appropriate intervals planned in a roadmap. 
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For example, if a requirement requires expertise in some new technology to be explored in the 

future and this has been planned in the roadmap, the requirement can be postponed or depending 

on the urgency of the requirement, the roadmap can be altered. 

B. Estimate resources. In order to determine the feasibility of the requirements, the 

organization needs to explicitly state financial and effort allowances against each interval in the 

roadmap. Several methods can be used to estimate cost, effort and time, e.g. feature points, 

function points, lines of code, and methods like e.g. COCOMO [13] can be used to support the 

efforts. An alternative could be to perform estimates based on previous development efforts. 

Additionally, requirements prioritization techniques [14] can be used to plan releases for the 

product.  

 

Part Three – Strategy Rationale. Once the strategic questions have been answered, it is 

important to document the reasoning behind the decisions. This way if the decisions (and 

indirectly the answers) result in success (of a product) replication can be achieved, and the 

organization has good examples to follow for future efforts. 

In addition, the strategy formulated through MERTS should be used to share product and 

organizational visions across the organization. In its simplest form it can mean writing a 

paragraph explaining the reason behind the answers, keeping in view the organization’s long 

term goals, financial plans, technology trends and marketing trends. 

In order to implement MERTS method, requirements need to be comparable to the strategies 

formulated. The reasoning is that MERTS is meant to assist in early requirements triage and 

selection. In case of requirements being too technical or too detailed method usage will not be 

efficient because it will be difficult to compare detailed technical requirements with strategies as 

strategies are formulated on a higher level of abstraction. Even if there is some process to 

compare detailed technical requirements with strategies they will still be too many detailed 

requirements to be compared against strategies. Often many detailed requirements form one 

product level feature/requirement therefore it is pointless to compare every detailed requirement 

against the strategies. Any method for abstracting the requirements can be used, e.g. the RAM 

model by Gorschek and Wohlin [6], as long as it produces requirements on an abstraction level 

comparable to product strategies. 

3 Design of the Controlled Experiment 

The usefulness and the usability of MERTS depend on several concepts that need to be assessed; 

the one studied in this controlled experiment is that it should be possible to perform triage of a 

new incoming requirement based on its alignment with the MERTS strategy. This means that a 

MERTS strategy should be usable in an efficient and effective manner for performing 

requirements triage (formally stated as research questions in Section 3.3). 

3.1 Context 

The experiment was conducted in an academic setting, with the help of 50 engineering graduate 

students at Blekinge Institute of Technology. It was conducted as a mandatory although non-

graded exercise at the end of a 7.5 ECTS merits master’s course in research methodology. 

Participation was mandatory and despite the ethical issues of forcing subjects to participate in a 

study, it was believed that the experiment had several pedagogical benefits in the course. The 

students were instead given the option to exclude their individual results from the study, an 
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option not utilized by any student. The intended users of MERTS, however, are product 

managers with several years of experience in a specific domain and product. In the experiment, 

the subjects have no training in using MERTS, they possess limited domain knowledge, are 

under time pressure, and most of them have not seen the product strategies or the requirements 

before. There is thus a considerable gap between the intended target group and the sample used 

in this experiment. The subjects in this experiment can be expected to adapt a more surface 

oriented approach to the problem than product managers. We argue that this works to our 

advantage, since any results that we evaluate are likely to stem from the instrumentation and the 

use of MERTS, rather than previous experiences of the subjects in the study. If MERTS proves to 

be usable in the experiment, it would indicate that it is able to decrease the dependency on 

individual’s experience, product knowledge, and methodology. 

3.2 Subjects 

The group of experiment subjects using MERTS strategy for requirements triage had an average 

of 1.46 years of industrial experience, and only 3 out of 25 subjects had seen project strategies or 

performed requirements triage before. The subjects in the group using a natural language (NL) 

strategy for requirements triage had an average experience of 2.23 years, and 4 subjects out of 25 

had seen product strategies in some form in their companies and 5 had performed requirements 

triage previously. This information was gathered through a post-experiment questionnaire; the 

groups were formed randomly.  

3.3 Research Questions 

The main research question is RQ which is described below along with associated hypotheses 

and independent/dependant variables. 

RQ: If two groups of subjects have a product strategy, one group in NL format and one in 

MERTS format, will there be a difference between the two groups with regards to effectiveness 

and efficiency? 

Hypotheses 

Null hypothesis, Ho Effectiveness: The use of MERTS strategy for requirements triage is not 

significantly different from NL strategy with regards to effectiveness. 

 Alternative hypothesis, H1 Effectiveness: The use of MERTS strategy for requirements triage is 

significantly different from NL strategy with regards to effectiveness. 

Null hypothesis, Ho Efficiency: The use of MERTS strategy for requirements triage is not 

significantly different from NL strategy with regards to efficiency. 

 Alternative hypothesis, H1 Efficiency: The use of MERTS strategy for requirements triage is 

significantly different from NL strategy with regards to efficiency. 

Variables Selection: This experiment has the following independent variables: 

Independent variables 

Product strategy formatted according to MERTS or according to NL. 

Dependant variables 

The dependant variables are effectiveness and efficiency measured through:  

1. Effectiveness: Number of correct requirements triage decisions. 

2. Efficiency: Time taken (in minutes) to perform triage on all requirements. 
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The definition and hypotheses for finding an answer to RQ depict that the design is: one factor 

with two treatments. The factor is the product strategy and treatments are NL and MERTS. 

3.4 Design and Instrumentation 

Prior to the experiment execution one round of validation (pre-test) was performed to refine the 

experiment design and instrumentation. The pre-test was constructed and evaluated with the help 

of 4 colleagues at Blekinge Institute of Technology. Based on the experience from this pre-test, 

the experiment package was revised. Specifically, the initial presentation describing the study 

and running through an example was refined to make it more concrete for describing the 

motivation of the triage decisions taken by the subjects.  

The subjects were divided randomly into two groups, with one treatment per group. The 

experiment consisted of two parts that both ran consecutively without breaks. The first part was a 

preparatory lecture where the concepts of requirements triage and MERTS/NL were introduced, 

together with a presentation of the experiment, research instruments and an example of how to 

take triage decisions and provide motivations. The second part of the experiment consisted of 

filling the forms. All other artifacts like the requirements and forms were the same. 

During the experiment, the following instruments were used: 

- Each subject was given an example of how to perform triage using either NL or MERTS 

(depending on the group).  

- Each subject was given either NL or MERTS formatted strategy for the experiment. The 

product strategy detailed the goals of a new version of a mobile phone targeted for 

entertainment-oriented users in the Asian market. The level of information in the two strategies 

was the same with respect to goals and objectives, targeted customers and competitors, 

differential advantages and technical considerations. NL strategy was formulated based on 

example strategies given in literature. Industrial experience of authors with real product 

strategies was also beneficial to ensure that NL formatted strategy was as close as possible to 

industry practice. The MERTS strategy however, as prescribed by the MERTS method, had 

weights assigned to each of the factors stated in the strategy which was absent in NL strategy 

because in traditional NL strategies the weights to each of the factors is not explicitly given in 

numbers rather stated as subjective statements. 

- The requirements set contained 13 product and 18 feature level requirements. For example, 

messages communication, music playing, enhanced imagining, enhanced display, availability, 

usability, browsing, connectivity, and so on. The requirements were constructed to be of 

moderate to good quality based on industry observation. The appropriateness of the 

requirements and other instruments was also validated in the pre-test.  It is important to 

understand that in lab experimentation, it is not possible to have a large number of requirements 

for triage. There is a limited amount of time where subjects have to understand the method and 

then apply it for requirements triage. The aspects of effectiveness and efficiency as evaluated in 

the experiment are however related to using MERTS strategies vs. NL strategies. The relative 

efficiency and effectiveness is the goal.   

- Each requirement in the set has at least two levels: product and feature, and often also divided 

into functions. Each requirement was formatted and specified using the following attributes; 

Unique Id, Product level requirement, Feature level requirement, Function level requirement, 

Component level requirement (in some cases) and Comments.   

- The instrumentation had a Decision column next to every feature level requirement with two 

options: Accept and Reject. For every triage decision the experiment subject had to specify a 
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rationale behind the triage (Accept or Reject) decision. It was emphasized during the experiment 

training that the motivation had to be deduced from the product strategy and not personal 

judgments and opinions. Last in the experiment, each subject had to answer the questions at the 

end of experiment as a post-test. The experiment materials (NL strategy, MERTS strategy, 

example requirements and the post-test) is not included in the paper as space does not allow, but 

can be obtained online
 
at http://www.bth.se/tek/aps/mkm.nsf/pages/merts-experimentation. 

4 Validity Evaluation 

Internal validity. This threat can have a huge impact on the experiment results if the data 

collection forms and other instruments are poorly designed. To ensure that the research 

instruments, including the posed question, are of a good quality, one pre-test with the material 

was executed before the “live” round. Moreover, all subjects received the same introductory 

lecture, and were given the same material in the same order. It is thus unlikely that the 

instrumentation and the implementation of the treatment influenced the results unduly. That 

being said, since we used the answers of human subjects as measures, the gathered measures are 

of course not 100% repeatable. 

To alleviate author’s bias towards MERTS while designing the experiment, a senior 

researcher (the second author) not involved in the creation of MERTS, was actively involved in 

the design of the experiment to avoid favoritism towards MERTS. 

Construct validity. To reduce the risk of evaluation apprehension among the test subjects, 

they were told that they would be graded on their efforts, but not on the number of correct 

decisions. 

External validity. To ensure the external validity and the ability to generalize the results, we 

use a requirements specification from a fairly mature domain. As discussed in Section 3.2, the 

knowledge and experience of the participants is less than that of the target audience (e.g. product 

managers in industry). To reduce this gap, a system from a domain that is familiar to the subjects 

was used.  

The correlation analysis between the total number of correct triage decisions and the industrial 

experience show that there was no significant difference between performance of subjects with 

more industry experience and those with less experience (both for the group using MERTS 

strategy and group using NL strategy). Thus, the two groups were homogenous in terms of 

industry experience. 

As the intended target of MERTS (e.g. product managers) would have not only a better 

requirement and domain understanding, but also more experience in triage, it can be argued that 

the ability to use MERTS (and the potential positive results obtained in the experiment) should 

be transferrable to industry practice. Moreover, experimentation using state-of-the-art research 

(well-structured method MERTS in this case) also has learning/training benefits for future 

professionals.  

In this study paper printouts were used, which may impact the readability and the ease by 

which the participants may access the information. Hence, any positive effects are also here 

transferable to the target audience and the target environment as the use of tools may increase 

usability. 
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5 Operation 

The subjects were not aware of the aspects intended for study, and were not given any 

information regarding research questions in advance. They were aware of the fact that it was a 

controlled experiment in the area of requirements engineering that was a part of their research 

methodology course. The experiment ran over a period of three hours, and the subjects were 

randomly divided into two groups seated in two different rooms. Introduction to the experiment 

was given during these three hours in the form of a brief slide show presentation. In this 

presentation basic concepts of product strategy and requirements triage were explained along 

with examples.  

The mean time to conduct the experiment was around 60 minutes when using MERTS 

strategy, the shortest time spent was around 33 minutes and the longest was 107 minutes. The 

group using NL strategy had a mean time of around 33 minutes, the shortest time spent was 17 

minutes and the longest was 50 minutes. 

6 Results and Analysis 

6.1 Testing Ho Effectiveness 

 

In each group 18 feature level requirements were given to the subjects and they had to decide 

which of these are to be selected/rejected in accordance with the product strategy (either MERTS 

or NL). According to the experiment design 10 feature level requirements were to be selected and 

8 rejected based on the product strategies. During this analysis, answers that were in line with the 

study design and aptly motivated were treated as “correct”. If an answer is in line with the study 

design but missing a proper motivation (that is the motivation is not based on the given product 

strategy) or if the answer is not in line with the study design, the answer is considered 

“incorrect”.  

Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis for the total number of 

correct decisions for all the 18 feature level requirements for the two strategies: MERTS and NL 

respectively. The results show that the average number of correct decisions using MERTS (Mean 

= 17.72) is more than double the average number of correct decisions using the NL (Mean = 

6.22). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Statistics for total number of 

correct decisions for MERTS and NL 

strategies 

MERTS Natural 

Language 

Statistic Value Statistic Value 

Mean 17.72 Mean 6.22 

Median 17.50 Median 5.00 

Std. 

deviation 

4.456 Std. 

deviation 

4.124 

Skewness -.143 Skewness 1.180 

Kurtosis -1.257 Kurtosis 0.639 

 
Fig. 2. Boxplots for total number of 

correct decisions using the two strategies 
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  Confirmed complementary view is offered by the boxplots in Fig. 2 where the greater number 

of correct triage decisions using MERTS strategy is evident. Through the boxplots, an outlier 

(marked with a small circle and 29) was identified which is discussed below.  

The skewness and kurtosis values for the total number of correct triage decisions show that 

the distributions seem to differ from the normal distribution. To check normalization prior to the 

application of an appropriate statistical test, normality tests were performed on the given data and 

the results are shown in Table 2.  It can been in Table 2 that the total number of correct triage 

decisions for MERTS do not differ significantly from the normal distribution (Significance = 

0.20 > 0.05) but the distribution of the total number of correct triage decisions for NL is not 

normally distributed (Significance = 0.048 < 0.05). Based on this result the Mann-Whitney U test  

Table 2. Normality tests for total number of correct decisions. 

Strategy Kolmogorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic Sig. Statistic Sig. 

MERTS 0.158 0.200 0.923 0.146 

NL 0.203 0.048 0.862 0.013 

 

was used to compare if the two sample distributions (of total number of correct decisions using 

MERTS and NL strategies) come from the same population. 

Looking at overall effectiveness of MERTS versus NL strategy the bar chart in Fig. 3 

confirms that MERTS was more effective for triage decisions than NL.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Percentage of correct decisions in relation to strategy used. 

 

Additionally, the visual inspection of cross tabulations in Table 3 shows that the percentages 

of correct decisions for MERTS are significantly higher than the correct decisions for NL.  For 
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example, looking at second row it is possible to see that 22 subjects (62.9%) using MERTS 

strategy made a correct triage decisions for FE3.2 whereas only 13 subjects (37.1%)  using NL 

strategy made a correct decisions. The difference of the percentages of correct and incorrect 

decisions between the two groups was tested with the chi-square test. For all the requirements the 

difference is significant at 0.025 except the requirement 9.1. This is the same requirement for 

which an outlier has been identified in Fig. 2. The reason behind this is that for this particular 

requirement the total number of correct decisions both for MERTS and NL are equal (16 correct 

decisions).  

Table 3. Significance using Chi-Square Test. 

Requirement Sig. MERTS Natural Language 

  Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct 

  Count % Count % Count % Count % 

FE3.1 0.000 0 0 25 83.3 20 100 5 16.7 

FE3.2 0.002 2 14.3 22 62.9 12 85.7 13 37.1 

FE3.3 0.003 13 36.1 11 84.6 23 63.9 2 15.4 

FE4.1 0.000 0 0 25 65.8 12 100 13 34.2 

FE5.1 0.000 7 25 17 81 21 75 4 19 

FE5.2 0.000 3 15.8 21 70 16 84.2 9 30 

FE6.1 0.000 3 14.3 22 75.9 18 85.7 7 24.1 

FE7.1 0.024 13 38.2 11 73.3 21 61.8 4 26.7 

FE7.2 0.000 9 29 15 83.3 22 71 3 16.7 

FE8.1 0.000 1 4.8 24 82.8 20 95.2 5 17.2 

FE9.1 1.000 9 50 16 50 9 50 16 50 

FE10.1 0.000 6 22.2 18 90 21 77.8 2 10 

FE10.2 0.047 14 42.4 11 73.3 19 57.6 4 26.7 

FE11.1 0.000 1 5.3 23 26.7 18 94.7 7 23.3 

FE12.1 0.000 10 31.2 15 88.2 22 68.8 2 11.8 

FE13.1 0.002 8 29.6 17 73.9 19 70.4 6 26.1 

FE14.1 0.000 3 15 22 75.9 17 85 7 24.1 

FE15.1 0.001 11 33.3 14 82.4 22 66.7 3 17.6 

 

Requirement 9.1 is shown below with its related Function and Product level requirements. 

This requirement is easy to relate to in both strategy formulations, and also during the 

requirements engineering course at the university, students were given an example of a very 

similar requirement. In perfect hindsight it was not surprising that 50% subjects got this 

requirement decision correct both in MERTS strategy and NL strategy. The conclusion drawn 

after analysis was that the use of this particular requirement in the experiment was less than 

optimal. 

 
Requirement 9.1.  

Product: PR9: Usability Internationally 

Feature: FE9.1: The mobile shall support multiple languages. 

Function: 

FN9.1.1: The mobile shall provide Swedish language support 

FN9.1.2: The mobile shall provide Chinese language support 
FN9.1.3: The mobile shall provide Japanese language support. 

Finally to confirm the results, the Mann-Whitney U test is applied in order to check the 

significance of the results. Significance less than 0.001 was attained, indicating that there is a 
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significant difference between the means of the two groups. The null hypothesis: HoEffectiveness is 

rejected and H1Effectiveness is confirmed, i.e. using MERTS is significantly different from NL for 

requirements triage with regards to effectiveness. To conclude, the use of MERTS strategy for 

requirements triage is superior to NL strategy with regards to effectiveness. 

 

6.2 Testing H0 Efficiency 

 

Fig. 4 shows the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis values for the time taken by the 

50 subjects using the MERTS and NL strategies. The results show that average time taken using 

MERTS (Mean = 60.12) is double the average time taken using NL (Mean = 33.44). The outlier 

identified in Fig. 4 contributes to the large mean and standard deviation for the triage time taken 

using MERTS (Std. Deviation 19.10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Number of correct decisions versus time taken. 

 

Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot of the points representing each of the subject’s responses in two 

dimensions (the dependant variables), the total number of correct decisions and the total time 

Table 4. Total time taken (minutes) 

for MERTS and NL strategies. 

 

MERTS Natural Language 

Statistic Value Statistic Value 

Mean 60.12 Mean 33.44 

Median 59.00 Median 34.00 

Std. 

deviation 

19.10 Std. 

deviation 

9.10 

Skewness 0.93 Skewness -0.06 

Kurtosis 0.62 Kurtosis -0.92 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Boxplots for time taken (minutes) 

for the two strategies. 
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taken (in minutes). The spikes show the distance from the centroid. A clear difference between 

the two treatments can be seen. MERTS is characterized by long times and greater number of 

correct decisions whereas NL is characterized by shorter times and fewer correct decisions. 

However, an analysis of the ratios of the total number of correct decisions in relation to total 

time taken using MERTS strategy (ratio value = 0.2355) and NL strategy (ratio value = 0.1937) 

shows that the time taken to perform correct triage decisions utilizing MERTS is only 0.12 times 

more than the time to perform correct triage decisions utilizing NL.  

Using MERTS strategy, the number of correct decisions far outweigh the number of correct 

decisions using NL, thus it can safely be stated that MERTS has a fairly equivalent efficiency 

compared to NL, even if at a first glance MERTS may seem much more resource demanding. 

Nevertheless, the subjects in the experiment that used MERTS did spend more time in total, 

and per correct decision, even if the latter was only marginal. A potential explanation could be 

that the subjects using MERTS had to explicitly write a motivation/explanation referring to the 

strategy for every answer. This qualification of  

their decisions was not present on the NL side to the same extent as the NL strategy formatting 

was less exact the motivations were more of the character “could be good to have”. The main 

motivation for demanding a thorough mapping between answers (choosing to accept or dismiss a 

requirement) and the MERTS formulated strategy was to enable decision traceability, a added 

value of MERTS that is not a part of the evaluation presented in this paper. 

This might not explain the entire time difference, but at least parts of it. Using Mann-Whitney 

U, significance less than 0.001 was attained, indicating that there is a significant difference 

between the means of the two groups. This means that the null hypothesis Ho Efficiency is rejected, 

and thus H1 Efficiency is confirmed i.e. i.e. using MERTS is significantly different from NL for 

requirements triage with regards to efficiency.  However, it cannot be concluded that use of 

MERTS for correct triage decisions is superior to the use of NL strategy with regards to 

efficiency. If the hypothesis was formulated as efficiency per correct answer, and if the time 

taken to write explicit qualification for the MERTS group was taken into consideration we feel 

confident that MERTS would be as efficient as NL, if not more. 

7 Conclusions 

MERTS is intended to aid product managers in performing requirements triage effectively and 

efficiently in a repeatable manner providing traceable decisions.  

In this experiment the effectiveness and efficiency of requirements triage using MERTS was 

compared to using NL formulated strategies, which is the norm in industry. The main motivation 

of the experiment was to validate MERTS prior to industry piloting as such real industry tests 

require valuable and hard to obtain resources.  

The experiment subjects were given 18 feature level requirements and asked to accomplish a 

considerable amount of work in a relatively short amount of time. The subjects were expected to 

form an understanding of the concept of product strategy and requirements triage, understand the 

domain (read and understand the requirements) and then take decisions whether to include or 

exclude a specific requirement based on the strategy supplied. The subjects were offered very 

little training, and they also possessed little prior knowledge regarding the domain compared to 

the level of a product manager in industry. Considering these aspects and the total number of 

correct decisions that resulted in using MERTS we feel that it is safe to draw the conclusion that 

MERTS is far superior to NL when it comes to strategy formulation and utilization for the 

purpose of requirements triage. The only potential drawback is that MERTS seems to be more 

resource intensive to use, although per correct answer we think that MERTS is at least as 
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efficient as the NL option. Moreover, MERTS is essentially a systematic method for thinking and 

making decisions and that is why it takes more time but avoids errors. This systematic work is 

missing when using NL strategies.   

The characteristics of industry are also relevant as real-life requirements triage utilizing 

product strategies would probably be easier for product managers than for the subjects in this 

controlled experiment. In industry, requirements triage and selection is not performed in 

isolation, regular meetings as well as official and unofficial conversations and discussions help in 

sharing views and reaching consensus. The benefit of MERTS is the ability to document the 

strategies (and the consensus) in a way that offers explicit decision support for all decision 

makers when performing requirements triage.  

Considering these aspects, the results revealed through this experiment appear even more 

promising. In addition, product managers in industry are well versed in both their specific 

domain and in the field of requirements engineering. Given this, the use of MERTS would likely 

ensure even greater effectiveness and efficiency than was observed during the controlled 

experiment presented in this paper. 
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ABSTRACT 
Current practices in industry are moving towards the market-driven development of software 

intensive products compared to customer-specific system development. Consequently, product 

management is faced with several challenges that have to be addressed as a part of the market-

driven requirements engineering (MDRE) process. One of the important challenges is how to 

select the right mix of requirements, balancing short-term and long-term gains. One way to 

address this challenge is to utilize product strategies for selecting requirements. However, in 

order to do this the internal success-critical stakeholders (SCS)  involved in strategies creation 

and requirements selection need to be aligned with respect to a product’s strategic goals and 

objectives. This paper presents a method to enable the evaluation of degree of alignment between 

SCS with respect to the understanding and interpretation of a product’s strategy. Further, the 

method not only enables the evaluation of alignment, but also specifically shows misalignment, 

and enables the identification of leading causes. The method has been developed in collaboration 

with industry and the application of it is shown through a case study at Ericsson AB. 

 

Keywords 
Product value, strategy alignment, product strategy, strategic product 

management, technical product management, market-driven software intensive 

product development 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the emergence of markets for off-the-shelf/packaged and embedded 

software [1, 2], market-driven development of software and software intensive 

products is gaining increased interest/attention compared to customer-specific 

system development [3, 4]. Consequently, a shift in focus is occurring, affecting 

software development in general and requirements engineering and product 

management in particular [4].  

In a market-driven environment the development organization takes all the risk 

as development is not contractually bound; rather customers are whole markets 

and there is a large number of potential customers [5]. In addition, the 

requirements coming in are from a wide variety of sources, both external such as 

market surveys and key customers, and internal sources like developers, sales, 

marketing, support, competitor analysis, and management [6]. This presents 

several challenges to the product management organization, which has to be 

handled as a part of the market-driven requirements engineering process 

(MDRE): 

 First, large quantities of requirements, sometimes numbering in the 

thousands or even tens of thousands, risk to overload the development 

organization [3], thus initial triage of requirements is necessary [4, 7].  
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 Second, the analysis and trade-off between requirements dictates long-

term vs. short-term product development, as well as the ability to balance 

functional requirements with non-functional aspects such as architectural 

longevity and maintainability.   

 Third, once analyzed and weighed, the ultimate selection of what 

requirements to realize, and which to postpone and dismiss, are central to 

both short-term and long-term success of a product [8].  

In this environment key-customer requirements, securing short-term revenues, 

are often premiered over long-term requirements, which are generally associated 

with higher risk. The same goes for key-customer requirements in comparison 

with non-functional aspects such as architectural coherence and maintainability, 

even though the non-functional aspects in the long run might enable savings 

equal or greater to the short-term revenues. The ability to balance short-term and 

long-term requirement selection is paramount, but time-to-market pressure, 

dominant in market-driven development, and pressure for quarterly revenues, 

often results in prioritizing key-customer short-term requirements. 

In a market-driven situation, product strategies are the main tool for planning and 

realizing the goals and objectives of a product [4, 7, 9, 10]. Thus, from a value 

creation perspective it is important for product management to evaluate and 

select requirements that not only create value for key-customers, but also value 
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for the product and the company by using product strategies [7, 10, 11]. This 

implies that product strategies need to be formulated to enable product 

management to perform requirements triage, trade-offs, and ultimately 

requirements selection [7]. Equally important is the alignment between the 

company’s upper management, the product management and the project 

(realization) organization, which implies that the overall strategies need to be 

understood homogenously, and the same strategies need to be the basis for both 

the planning and the development of a product [7]. This is especially important 

in relation to the product management organization, as the professionals working 

within are, through the selection of one requirement over another, the executive 

arm of upper management, realizing product strategy during the market-driven 

requirements engineering activities. Thus, it is vital to evaluate the degree of 

alignment between all involved internal success-critical stakeholders (SCS) [12], 

which include upper management, product management, and the realizers in the 

project organization. A homogenous understanding as well as agreement in 

relation to prioritization between SCSs should be achieved to guarantee one 

vision through product strategies.  

This paper presents a Method for Alignment Evaluation of Product Strategies 

among Stakeholders (MASS), which was developed in collaboration with 

industry, and is further illustrated through a case-study at Ericsson AB. MASS 
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enables the evaluation of the degree of alignment between SCS with respect to 

the understanding and interpretation of a product’s strategy. Further, it not only 

enables the evaluation of alignment, but also specifically shows misalignment, 

and enables the identification of leading causes.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work and a brief 

review of relevant literature. Section 2.2 outlines the research objectives and 

corresponding research questions. Section 3 presents the steps involved in 

MASS.  The execution of MASS in an industry case study at Ericsson AB is 

presented in Section 4, and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 

Assessing, achieving and maintaining strategic alignment have been discussed in 

a number of studies [13-18] in the information systems (IS) domain. Table 1 

compares MASS with other methods/frameworks by identifying the aims and 

objectives of each, the focus area (IS or software product), type of strategy used 

to evaluate alignment (business strategy or product strategy) and perspective 

used to evaluate alignment (projects, business and IT or software product). 

Looking at Table 1, it can be seen that the focus (column three) of most 

methods/frameworks is on the alignment of IS to the business strategies of the 

organization using the IS. MASS, on the other hand, focuses on the software 

product and the product strategy created by the development company and not 
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the user’s (or in the market-driven perspective, the customers) business strategy. 

Further, looking at the perspective (column five) the focus of MASS is on the 

product level, not on the limited project perspective, or on any one customer’s 

business perspective.  

A market-driven product development company has to look beyond the view of 

any one customer, but also beyond the internal project perspective, and focus on 

product and company perspectives [10]. This ensures that there is a common 

understanding of the company’s goals and objectives for a particular product. To 

the best of our knowledge no other framework has been presented to assess, 

achieve and maintain strategic alignment within a market-driven software 

product development organization.  

Table 1 – Comparisons of Alignment Evaluation Methods/Frameworks 

Study Aim/Objective Focus 
Type of 

strategy 
Perspective 

[13] Determine alignment levels by means of SA practice IS Business Projects 

[14] Measure existing use of IT in organizations IS Business Business and IT 

[15] 
Measure alignment for small firms and investigate factors that 

influence alignment 
IS Business Business and IT 

[16] 
Identify recommendations for improving alignment based on 

the organization's maturity 
IS Business Business and IT 

[17] Identify specific recommendations for improving alignment IS Business Business and IT 

[18] Measuring the social dimension of alignment IS Business Business and IT 

MASS 
Determine degree of alignment between SCS for creating 

product value aligned with a product’s strategy 

Softwar

e 

product 

Product 

Strategy 

Software 

product 
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2.1 Product Strategy  

The issue of strategy, and in particular the different elements of a product 

strategy, have been visited by a number of authors.  Oliver [21] broadly defined 

business strategy as, “the understanding of an industry structure and dynamics, 

determining the organization’s relative position in that industry and taking 

action either to change the industry’s structure or the organization’s position to 

improve organizational results”. This is quite close to the definition of product 

strategy given by McGarth: “Product strategy begins with a strategic vision that 

states where a company wants to go, how it will get there, and why it will be 

successful.” [19]. 

In order to formulate a product strategy there are a number of questions that 

need to be answered. The first question, “where do we want to go?” requires 

finding out the right balance between the long term opportunities [19] or goals 

[20] and short term objectives [19]. The basic aim of the goals is to set the 

general directions of movement, whereas objectives state the specific measures 

of accomplishment [20]. The goals refer to profit, growth, and market share, 

which potentially can be conflicting.  Therefore, the product strategy normally 

focuses on only one of the goals at a time. As Lehmann and Winer [21] point 

out, if the goal/objective is to achieve a simultaneous increase in growth and 

profits, it is unrealistic. To attain reasonable growth requires either an increase 
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in expenditures or decrease in profit margins [21]. Therefore, depending on the 

products’ life cycle stages, one of the goals would have priority. 

The answer to the second question, “how will we get there?” formulates the 

core of the product strategy [22]. It addresses aspects such as customer targets, 

competitive targets, and differential advantage. The choice of customer targets 

depends on the nature of the goals and objectives selected when answering 

“where an organization wants to go”. For example, if the goal is to increase 

profits, the customer targets are the existing customer groups [21]. However, as 

Krishnan and Karl [23] point out, if the goal is to increase the market 

growth/size, the targeted customers will come from a new segment of 

population. Market segmentation with respect to product’s usage rates, 

customer/user capabilities, technology preferences, demographics, and 

purchasing power are examples of important aspects to be considered when 

selecting customer targets. The choice of customer targets plays an important 

role in the requirements selection as the chosen customer targets set the 

boundaries of a product strategy, and thus sets up the rules for requirements 

triage, trade-off, and selection.  

In order to answer “how will we get there”, it is important to select primary 

competitive targets, thus prioritizing competitors [21, 24]. For determining a 

product’s position in the market it has to be differentiated based on either 
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cost/price or value of product offering. This means that the product has to be 

either low priced backed by low costs or better than competitors’ products as 

seen by customer. 

According to Lehmann and Winer [21] question three, “what to do?” addresses 

specific programs, “rules of the road,” or tactics to be used to achieve goals and 

objectives established in the light of “how will we get there”. This deals with 

the product, pricing, promotion, distribution, and service [21]. This can also be 

in the form of specific considerations posed by upper management. The answer 

to the question also decides the selection of strategic drivers, from amongst the 

technology-push, or market-pull or both. 

McGarth considers question four, “why would we be successful?”, to be the 

most pertinent question to be answered to produce  a competitive product 

strategy [19]. The answer to this question is basically related to the differential 

advantage aspect of the product positioning. A solid product strategy needs to 

provide concrete arguments for the reason of its success in the light of 

customers’ preferences and competitive targets. For example, if the strategy is 

low price, this has to be proven to be an adequate differential advantage with 

regards to competitors.  

Finally, question five, “when will we get there?” can be answered by roadmaps 

as suggested by Kappel [22].  He points out that a roadmap is a relatively 
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common way of representing targets based on development in the context of 

time and releases [22].  

Looking at the five questions none of them answers what important technical 

aspects of a software product should be considered in a product’s strategy. This 

is handled by MERTS [7] , thus MASS also utilizes MERTS. MERTS serves 

two main purposes. First, it acts as a stepwise guide to creating product 

strategies taking both strategic and technical views into account. Secondly, the 

strategies resulting from MERTS can be used by managers to perform 

requirements triage, in essence selecting the “right” requirements for realization 

[7]. 

To summarize, the five central questions are an intricate part of the creation of a 

product strategy, but the understanding and the interpretation of the answers to 

them are at the core of product strategy alignment. Any framework for 

assessing, achieving, and maintaining alignment has to utilize this fact, which 

will become evident in the following sections as MASS is presented and 

validated in the case study. 

  

2.2 Research Questions 

The research questions posed as a part of this paper can be seen as both 

traditional research questions in light of the research being conducted and as the 

core of what is answered in the use of MASS at any company producing 
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software intensive products. Table 2 gives an overview of the research questions 

that are used in the subsequent sections. 

Table 2- Objectives of the case study and corresponding research questions 

Objectives 
Research Questions (and MASS evaluation 

questions) 

Investigate if the SCSs understand and agree on a 

product’s strategic goals and objectives. 

RQ1: How do the SCSs understand and interpret 

different aspects of a product’s strategy? 

Determine the degree of alignment in the priority 

given to the goals and objectives of a product 

strategy between SCSs. This is assessed in three 

parts as follows: 

1. First to understand to what degree the two 

groups are aligned in how they perceive the 

use of the strategic goals and objectives today 

(referred as current from now onwards). And 

to what degree are the SCSs within a group 

aligned in how they currently perceive the use 

of the software product’s strategic goals and 

objectives. 

2. Secondly, to understand to what degree the 

two groups are aligned in how they perceive 

the priority of the current strategic goals and 

objectives; and to what degree are the SCSs 

within a group aligned in how they currently 

perceive the priorities on the software 

product’s strategic goals and objectives 

3. Lastly, to what degree are the SCSs between 

the two groups and among the product 

realization group aligned with respect to ideal 

priorities of a product’s strategic goals and 

objectives? 

RQ2: What is the degree of alignment between and 

among the two groups with respect to the product 

strategy? 

RQ2.1: To what degree are the two groups aligned 

in how they perceive the use of the software 

product’s strategic goals and objectives? 

RQ2.2: To what degree are the SCSs within a 

group aligned in how they perceive the use of the 

software product’s strategic goals and objectives? 

RQ2.3: To what degree are the two groups aligned 

in how they currently perceive the priorities on the 

software product’s strategic goals and objectives? 

RQ2.4: To what degree are the SCSs within a 

group aligned in how they currently perceive the 

priorities on the software product’s strategic goals 

and objectives? 

RQ2.5: What degree are the groups aligned with 

respect to ideal priorities of a product’s strategic 

goals and objectives? 

RQ2.6: What degree are the SCSs within a group 

aligned with respect to ideal priorities of a 

product’s strategic goals and objectives? 

 

 

3. MASS  
 

Figure 1 gives an overview of MASS and its five main steps. The goal of MASS 

is to specify concrete steps to be followed in order to evaluate alignment between 

the SCSs with respect to product strategies, and in case of misalignment, identify 

possible causes. Each step is described in detail below. 
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Figure 1 – MASS Steps 

 

3.1 Step 1 – Design Evaluation Framework 

The first step is to design the evaluation framework making it possible to seek 

answers to RQ1 and RQ2. This is demonstrated in detail in Figure 2, which 

shows that the evaluation framework used in MASS and that it includes both 

qualitative interviews and a quantitative questionnaire. RQ1 is sought through 

qualitative interviews utilizing the VMOST [25], MERTS and roadmapping 

documentation. VMOST, an organizational strategy analysis technique, is widely 

used to deconstruct business/product strategy and understand strategic aspects 

from different groups’ perspectives. It is considered to be the most 

comprehensive technique for capturing and confirming the current strategy of a 

product [19]. MERTS suggests that good product strategies should contain 

answers to the questions stated in Section 2.2. However, the questions in 

VMOST mostly focus on traditional product management (business and market), 

whereas the technical aspects important for software product management are 

missing [4, 26]. Therefore, questions related to technology, architecture, and 

software quality need to be added as suggested in MERTS. A detailed account of 
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the qualitative interview questions (i.e. Part 1 in Figure 2) used in MASS 

evaluation can be seen in Table 3, where the combination of VMOST and 

MERTS is evident. 

 

Figure 2 – Seeking answers to RQ1 and RQ2 

 

In order to cover the second main part (i.e. Part 2 in Figure 2), and answer RQ2, 

documentation tied to the targeted products needs to be studied. To determine if 

SCSs are aligned with respect to a product’s strategy it is required to identify the 

most important product strategy goals (in a product’s strategy), which are 

subsequently used in the questionnaire to be prioritized by the SCSs. It is 

important to ensure that all the goals identified are at the same level of 

abstraction (i.e. strategic); otherwise it becomes difficult to compare them. For 

example, in a product’s strategy, some goals could be at tactical level e.g., 
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increasing strategic alliance, while others might be more abstract (strategic) e.g., 

increasing market share.  

Table 3 – Qualitative interview questions 

Method/ 

Technique 
Corresponding Questions To Answer 

VMOST  

1. What is the ideal end-state towards which the organization strives through the 

case product (vision)? 

2. What is the primary activity that the organization performs to achieve the end-

state? 

Where 

3. How are the responses to questions 1 and 2 (vision and mission) appropriate 

and relevant to the environment? 

4. What are the basic activities and their rationale by which organization 

competes with industry rivals? 

How 

5. Are the responses to questions 1 and 2 (vision and mission) explicit or 

implicit? How? 
Where 

6. What goals does the organization set to determine if it is competing 

successfully? 

7. What activities does the organization perform to achieve the goals in 6? 

8. How do the goals in 6 support the responses to 1? 

9. What are the measurable objectives that indicate achievement of goals 

identified in and what activities does the organization perform to achieve those 

objectives? 

10. How do the objectives identified in 9 support the goals identified in 6?  

How 

MERTS  

 

11. Is technology innovation taken into consideration for a product strategy? 

12. How is technology innovation taken into consideration for a product strategy? 

How and 

What 

13.  Is the existing architecture taken into consideration for a product strategy? 

14. How is the existing architecture taken into consideration for a product 

strategy? For example, through, formal architectural documentation, informal 

discussions, and/or discussions in meetings? 

What 

15. What types of roadmaps are created for a product? 

16. Do you have technology roadmaps in some format? 
When 

 

In the questionnaire, the SCSs should be allowed to add more goals if they 

consider it necessary. Definition of each of the goals needs to be provided in the 
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questionnaire to avoid ambiguity. In order to answer RQ2, MASS requires 

participants to: 

a. Indicate the use of each strategic goal or objective with the values: 0 not 

used at all, 1: occasionally used, 2: almost always used, 3: a must (to 

answer RQ2.1 and RQ2.2).   

b. Utilize 100-dollar method to indicate (1) how important each strategic 

goal or objective currently in the specific product strategy (to answer 

RQ2.3 and RQ2.4) and (2) how important each strategic goals or 

objective ideally (to answer RQ2.5 and RQ2.6). 

Table 4 – Questionnaire template 

 

The 100-dollar method asks participants to spend 100 points across all of the 

goals given, to represent their relative influence. For example, if a participant 

thought a goal e.g. low production cost does not matter at all currently and 

Which of the following goals are used most when creating/realizing a product's value and what is their relative 

importance? 

Value dimension 

Usage Today 

0 = not used, 

1 = used occasionally, 

2 = almost always used, 

3 = is a must. 

Today  Points Ideal  Points 

1. Goal 1          

2. Goal 2          

3. Goal 3          

4. Goal 4          

5. Goal 5          

    Point remaining: 100 

Point 

remaining: 100 
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achieving better quality was twice as important as increasing market share they 

might award these goals zero, 20 and 40 respectively.  The questionnaire 

template is shown in Table 4. 

3.2 Step 2– Identify SCS 

In order to evaluate alignment, the SCS need to be identified and selected for 

participation. The SCS are broken down into three main groups: strategy 

formulators, strategy realizers, and strategy implementers (see Figure 3). The 

managers involved in the formulation of the product portfolio and individual 

product strategies are identified as strategy formulators. Product management, 

which ensures that all decisions related to development are in line with a 

product’s strategy, and communicates these decisions to the development teams, 

are identified as strategy realizers. Finally, since the developments in a product 

should be aligned with the specific product’s strategy the development teams are 

identified as strategy implementers.   

 

Figure 3 - Strategic Pyramid from Formulation to Implementation 
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MASS is focused on studying the alignment between the SCS involved in 

strategic management and product management (see Figure 3). The 

understanding and interpretation of a specific product’s strategic goals and 

objectives are studied, and the alignment of views between strategy formulators 

and strategy realizers are investigated. In addition to this, internal agreement 

(between strategy realizers) is evaluated. 

 

3.3 Step 3 – Perform Evaluation 

After the evaluation framework is prepared and the SCSs are identified, the next 

step is to perform the evaluation itself. It is important to reserve at least one hour 

with each of the SCSs to perform both the qualitative interviews and get the 

questionnaire completed.  

 

3.4 Step 4 – Perform Analysis 

The purpose of this step is to analyze the data collected through the qualitative 

interviews and the quantitative questionnaire. The qualitative interview answers 

of each interviewee are coded using the Matthew/Huberman methodology [27].  

The responses can be categorized as shown in Table 5, with respect to the five 

strategic questions and the important technical aspects previously shown in   

Table 3. 
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With respect to each category similarity/dissimilarity is coded as “similar”, 

“almost similar”, and “not similar” (see the last row). In order to demonstrate 

this Table 5 is populated by a hypothetical example. 

 To what degree the groups are aligned is calculated pair-wise using a Spearman 

rank correlation matrix for the responses collected through the questionnaire. 

The correlation values will help in identifying the degree of 

alignment/misalignment which can be used further to elicit the possible root 

causes of major misalignments. 

Table 5 – Categorizing qualitative interviews data 

SCSs 

Vision and 

mission 

(Where) 

Competitive 

strategy 

(How) 

Documentatio

n 

(Why) 

Measurable 

goals and 

objectives 

(How and 

what) 

Innovation 

(How and 

What) 

Software 

quality 

(How and 

What) 

Architecture 

(What) 

Roadmapping 

(When) 

SCS1 To be the 

leader 

Focus on 

secondary 

competitor 

Product 

strategy 

document 

contains 

statements 

about vision 

and mission 

We do not 

measure 

progress 

towards the 

goals 

Innovation 

should be 

explicitly 

considered 

Should not 

be 

considered 

in a 

product’s 

strategy 

rather it is 

the 

responsibilit

y of 

developmen

t department 

Is informally 

considered 

There are 

product 

roadmaps that 

are followed 

SCS2 To be the 

leader 

Focus on 

secondary 

competitor 

Product 

strategy 

document 

contains 

statements 

about vision 

and mission 

We do not 

measure 

progress 

towards the 

goals 

We do not 

focus on 

innovation 

thus it 

should not 

be explicitly 

considered 

Should be 

stated 

explicitly in 

a product’s 

strategy 

Not 

considered at 

all 

Roadmaps are 

followed to a 

certain extent 

Views Similar Similar Similar Similar Not  similar Not similar Not similar Almost similar 
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3.5 Step 5 – Conduct Follow-up Workshop 
 

The rationale behind potential misalignments, needed to explain and elaborate on 

the reasons leading to the root cause, needs to be collected post-analysis. This is 

the purpose of Step 5. In Step 5 the results of the interviews and the quantitative 

questionnaire are presented to the SCSs in a workshop setting, allowing for 

discussion and the collection of rationale. 

One of the main reasons for the workshop is to discuss misalignments, as a first 

step to gain deeper understanding of the root cause(s), and to begin to 

homogenize interpretations, as well as change the formulations of a product’s 

goals and strategies when relevant.  

As a part of this workshop a follow-up questionnaire is used. An example 

follow-up questionnaire template is shown in Table 6 and Table 7. As 

exemplified in Table 5, first row, the “not similar” views found after 

categorization of the qualitative interview data are listed  in the “Results” 

column, and corresponding questions that can be posed are shown in the second 

“Question” column. This can be done for all the perspectives for which the 

SCSs’ answers are found to be “not similar”. 
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Table 6 – Follow-up questionnaire template for qualitative interview results 

Results Questions 

It has been observed in the study results that on 

innovation perspective, the SCSs did not agree (taken 

from hypothetical example shown in Table 5) 

 

Some think it should be considered explicitly and some 

think it should not be 

Should innovation be explicitly considered or 

not in the product strategy? 

Yes 

No 

Why do you think it should/should not be 

considered in the products strategy? 

What in your view is the reason for this 

misalignment? 

 
Table 7 – Follow-up questionnaire template for questionnaire results 

Results Questions 

 Correlation matrix showing the degree to which  the groups are aligned in 

how they perceive the usage of strategy goals for  Product A 

   

 

Correlation matrix showing the degree to which the groups are  

aligned in how they perceive the priority of strategy goals for  Product A 

Stakeholders SCS1 SCS2 SCS3 SCS4 

SCS1  XX YY ZZ 

SCS2   XY YZ 

SCS3    XZ 

SCS4     

Correlation matrix showing the degree to which the groups are aligned in 

how they perceive the priority of strategy goals for Product A 

Stakeholders SCS1 SCS2 SCS3 SCS4 

SCS1  XX YY ZZ 

SCS2   XY YZ 

SCS3    XZ 

SCS4     
 

Stakeholders SCS1 SCS2 SCS3 SCS3 

SCS1  XX YY ZZ 

SCS2   XY YZ 

SCS3    XZ 

SCS3     

It can be seen from the 

matrices on the left side that 

the SCSs are in most cases 

rather weakly aligned or in 

some cases negatively aligned 

Please tick the reasons for this 

misalignment from your point 

of view 

 

1. Product size and lack 

of communication 

2. Lack of measurable 

objectives translating 

strategy into action 

3. Lack of feedback cycle 

from product/project 

experiences to update 

strategy 

4. Product strategy does 

not explicitly explain 

the strategic factors and 

their prioritization 

5. Lack of a specific 

perspective in a 

strategy (e.g. lacking 

technology 

perspective) 

6. Lack of understanding 

of a company’s 

strategy 

7. Any other…. 
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Results Questions 

Overall prioritization of the five strategic factors according to their 

relative importance currently (from most important to least important). 

1.  Factor A 

2. Factor C 

3. Factor B 

4. Factor E 

5. Factor D 
 

Do you agree A is the most 

important factor? 

Yes 

No 

Why? 

Do you agree D is the least 

important factor? 

Yes 

No 

Why? 

Do you agree B should be 

most important factor? 

Yes 

No 

Overall prioritization of the five strategic factors according to their 

relative importance that should be ideally (from most important to least 

important) 

1.  Factor B 

2. Factor C 

3. Factor D 

4. Factor A 

5. Factor E 
 

Why? 

 

Do you agree E should be the 

least important factor? 

Yes 

No 

Why? 

 

Table 7 shows the correlation results of the quantitative data (from the 

quantitative questionnaire) and the corresponding questions that can be posed in 

the workshop follow-up questionnaire to investigate the root cause for any 

misalignments.  

 

3.5.1 Misalignment Analysis 

 

There can be several interdependent reasons for misalignment. To aid 

participants in Step 5, the following reasons can be presented (as shown in Table 

7) to initiate a discussion. These reasons can be [13-18, 28]:  
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1. Product size and communication quality: Effective exchange of ideas and 

a clear understanding of what it takes to ensure successful strategies are 

high on the list of enablers and inhibitors to alignment [28]. Since for 

larger products more people are involved to manage the product, which 

could be a reason for further impairment of communication quality.  

2. Lack of measurable objectives: Another reason for misalignment could 

be the lack of consensus as to how a strategy should be implemented, and 

how to measure that the strategy goals are being met. Absence of 

measurable objectives at the product management was confirmed by the 

participants. It is understandable that business and technology metrics 

differ because they are different in nature [28], however it is important to 

translate business strategy not only into business measurable objectives 

(i.e., financial) but also into technical measurable objectives. 

3. Missing feedback cycle: It is not enough to have measurable objectives, it 

is equally important to use the metrics and collected data to provide 

feedback on the strategy and make changes accordingly. The 

misalignment between the ideal priorities of strategic goals could 

potentially be due to the fact that there is no mechanism to adjust 

strategies in future based on previous experiences. 
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4. Lack of technical perspective: One of the reasons for misalignment 

between SCSs with respect to the technical goals could be the fact that 

technical aspects are not brought to the table when product strategies are 

formulated. As a result, goals related to the technical aspects e.g. 

software quality, innovation, architectural considerations and technology 

roadmapping are not explicitly represented and prioritized.  

5. Lack of understanding of a company’s strategy: If a company’s vision 

and mission statements in the company’s strategy are not understood at 

each strategic level (strategy formulation level and strategy realization 

level), chances are great that product strategies do not reflects company’s 

direction of movement which can further misalign strategy formulators 

and strategy realizers with respect to a product’s specific goals and 

objectives. 

Participants are allowed to add any additional factors that are not covered 

in the list. Depending on how extensive the follow-up is, the prioritized 

goals with respect to relative current importance can be arranged in 

descending order as shown in last two rows of Table 7. 

. Corresponding follow-up questions can be posed if the participants agree or 

disagree with this prioritization and motivations are caught. Similarly, this can be 
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done for the prioritized goals with respect to their relative importance in a “wish” 

or “ideal” case proposed by the participants.  

The difference and distance between the judged current priorities (“what priority 

do you perceive today”), and the ideal priorities (“how do you think it should 

be”) can also be investigated. Analysis of the priorities and the stated rationale 

can help to identify the root cause for misalignment, as well as jump start 

activities for homogenization.  

After the follow-up the data collected through the questionnaire can be used to 

identify the common causes of misalignments and the dependency between them 

to further identify the root causes. This has been demonstrated in the case study 

(see Section 4.1.5). 

 

4. MASS AT ERICSSON – A CASE STUDY 
 

The case study was conducted during the autumn of 2008 involving three 

Ericsson products (designated Product X, Y, and Z due to reasons of 

confidentiality). Ericsson is a world leader in the telecommunications sector, 

providing a wide range of products and solutions. Products are developed and 

sold as generic solutions offered to an open market, although customized 

versions of the products are also developed for key customers. Case products’ 

characteristics are given in Table 8. It is important to note that the findings 
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through MASS application are specific to the case products and thus cannot be 

generalized for all Ericsson’s products. 

Table 8 – Case Products’ Characteristics 

Products Size Maturity (in terms 

of years) 

Total releases Release 

frequency 

X Large 9 7 1 per year 

Y Small 4 1 1 per 4 years 

Z Medium 9 4 1 per 2 years 

 

4.1 Execution 
 

The subsections below mirror the description of MASS step-by-step as given in 

Section 3. 

 

4.1.1 MASS: Step 1 – Design Evaluation Framework 

An evaluation framework was designed using the method proposed in Section 

4.1. The qualitative questions stated in Table 3 were used. Five strategic goals 

for the quantitative questionnaire were identified using product strategy literature 

and Ericsson’s strategy documentation for the three case products X, Y and Z. 

 

4.1.2 MASS : Step 2 – Identification of SCS 

Members of the strategic product management organization at Ericsson 

supported in the identification of the roles for the two internal groups for this 

case study: strategy formulators and strategy realizers.  For each product there 

was a Upper Product Manager (UPM) who is responsible for the overall 

strategies i.e. strategy formulation. In addition there were 1-4 Strategic Product 
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Managers (SPM), dealing with product release, product market and general 

functionality. A total of ten potential participants were identified, three UPMs, 

one for each product, and seven SPMs (three SPMs for Product X and two SPMs 

each for Product Y and Product Z). 

 

4.1.3 MASS : Step 3 – Perform Evaluation 

A round of semi-structured interviews was conducted with three UPMs and three 

SPMs. It was not possible to interview all the SPMs for the three products due to 

their busy schedules. Since the idea behind the qualitative interviews is to 

investigate how strategy formulators and strategy realizers understand and 

interpret a product’s strategy, it was considered appropriate to interview at least 

one strategy formulator and one strategy realizer for each product, this was 

achieved. The interviews were initiated with the qualitative questions (see Table 

3), and subsequently the questionnaire to prioritize the goals and objectives was 

provided (see Table 4).  All of the UPMs and SPMs (even the ones not being 

interviewed) completed the questionnaire with the prioritizations.   

4.1.4 MASS : Step 4 – Perform Analysis 
 

4.1.4.1 Answering RQ1 

The results of the categorization and similarity analysis are shown in Table 9. 

Each category of responses is discussed to evaluate alignment in relation to the 

defined categories. The specific strategic details are not reported in the paper due 
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to reasons of confidentiality; rather the similarities and differences are discussed 

in a general manner.  

Table 9 - Categorizing qualitative interviews data 

Products 

Vision and 

mission 

(Where) 

Competitive 

strategy 

(How) 

Documentation 

(Why) 

Measurable 

goals and 

objectives 

(How and 

what) 

Innovation 

(How and 

What) 

Software 

quality 

(How and 

What) 

Architecture 

(What) 

Roadmap-

ping 

(When) 

X Similar 

views 

Similar view Similar view Similar view Not similar 

view 

Not similar 

view 

Similar view Similar 

view 

Y Similar view Similar view Similar view Similar view Almost 

Similar 

view 

Not similar 

view 

Similar view Similar 

view 

Z Similar view Similar view Similar view Similar view Almost 

Similar 

view 

Not similar 

view 

Not similar 

view 

Similar 

view  

 

Looking at column two, three and four in Table 9 agreement between the UPMs 

and SPMs can be observed. This is true for each product with respect to the 

product’s vision and mission (“Where”), competitive strategy (“How”) and how 

the strategy for each product is documented (“Why”). They also agreed on the 

measurable goals and objectives (“How”) aspect, stating that they lack 

measurable objectives explicitly linked to the product’s strategic goals. This is 

discussed later in Section 4.1.5 where possible root causes for misalignments are 

elaborated upon. 

Considering the architectural aspect in column eight (“What”), they all agreed 

that they do take the existing architecture of the product into account; however, 

they do it informally through meetings. However, they stated that they have 
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realized the need for more explicit architecture documentation that can serve as 

an input to the formulation of the product strategy, avoiding surprises in the 

longer run.  

From the innovation perspective in column six (“What”), it can be seen that the 

UPMs and SPMs were not completely aligned. The opinions differed on whether 

the innovation aspect was explicitly considered in a product’s strategy. While the 

UPMs were of the opinion that technology innovation is explicitly considered, 

the SPMs were either not sure that it was explicitly considered, or stated that it is 

not considered. In response to the question if technology innovation is taken into 

consideration for a product strategy, the UPMs mentioned that for their 

respective products they are relatively slow in adopting new technologies, and 

one of the UPMs explained: “Innovations are mostly driven by analysts’ reports, 

which discuss the emerging technologies and trends with respect to their 

potential market share”.  

The SPMs were of the view that sources of innovation are: the analysts’ reports, 

Ericsson’s internal research projects and ideas from the development team. 

However, one of the SPMs mentioned: “An important criteria for success is to 

gain market share and if this can be done without being innovative then there is 

no need for innovation”. Moreover, SPMs also agreed that innovative features 
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are not considered as high value, at least not to the degree of being prioritized 

over present customer’s functional requirements.  

Regarding the software quality goals in a product’s strategy (“What”), the UPMs 

and SPMs had divergent views as is evident from Table 9. The UPMs for 

Product X and Product Y stated: “the quality aspect is considered only when 

there are quality issues, otherwise basic qualities are assumed to be taken care 

of as a matter of practice”. The UPM of Product Z mentioned: “we had a 

number of quality requirements stated in the product’s strategy”. While the 

SPMs agreed that quality is not considered explicitly within a product’s strategy, 

they mentioned/agreed that it should be explicitly stated in the product’s 

strategy.  This, they stated, can increase the perceived value and priority of 

quality requirements, which are usually not considered as high value in 

comparison with functional requirements stemming from customers. 

With respect to roadmapping (last column of Table 9), i.e., the “When” part of 

the strategy, the UPMs and SPMs were aligned. They stated that they had 

product roadmap documents that were quite detailed, but they did not know of 

explicit technology roadmaps. However, they acknowledged the importance of 

it. 

Summarizing the qualitative data analysis, it can be concluded that the UPMs 

and SPMs have a common understanding and interpretation with respect to the 
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“Where”, “How” and “When” parts of the strategy, but their understanding 

differs with respect to the “What” part which involves the technical 

considerations of a product. 

4.1.4.2 Answering RQ2 

Since the product strategies are specific to products, the correlation analysis of 

the degree of alignment between the usage and priorities of strategy factors was 

carried out for each product separately. 

Use of Product’s Strategic Goals and Objectives. With respect to the use of 

goals for Product X, it can be seen from the first row of Table 10 that the degree 

of alignment between UPMs and the SPMs is less than 70% in all of the cases. 

None of the correlations are significant, therefore, it can be concluded that the 

degree of alignment is relatively weak. However, it is better in the cases of the 

UPM and SPM1 (66.7%) and the UPM and SPM3 (64.5%). The degree of 

alignment amongst the SPMs who are realizers of the strategy was very low. 

Table 10 shows a similar analysis for Product Y. It shows that the UPM and SPM 

groups are quite aligned (between the UPM and SPM1= 81.1% and correlation 

between UPM1 and SPM2 = 89.5%).  For product Z, the correlation between 

UPM and one SPM1 is strikingly perfect (100%). Similarly, the degree of 

alignment between SPMs is strong (76.1%).  
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Based on the correlations, it can be concluded that degree of alignment between 

UPMs and SPMs in how they perceive the usage of strategic goals for the three 

products (X, Y and Z) is strong (between 66% and 100%), though not very 

strong in every case. The degree of alignment among the SPMs (the realizers of 

strategy) varies between 0% to 97% which shows that in some cases it is very 

strong (Product Y), while for others it is very weak (Product X).  

Table 10 – Correlation matrix showing the degree of alignment between the groups and among SPMs 

in relation to how they perceive the use of strategy goals currently for Product X, Y and Z 

Products Stakeholders UPM SPM1 SPM2 SPM3 

Product X UPM  0.67 0.15 0.64 

SPM1   0.30 0.64 

SPM2    0 

SPM3     

Product Y UPM   0.81 0.89  

SPM1   0.97  

SPM2     

Product Z UPM  1.00 0.76  

SPM1   0.76  

SPM2     

 

Priority of Product’s Strategic Goals and Objectives Currently. Table 11 

shows that the degree of alignment between the UPMs and SPMs, as to how they 

perceive the priority of strategic goals and objectives currently for the three 

products (X, Y and Z), is not so strong (between 63% and 74%). The UPMs and 

SPMs seem to agree on the use of the strategy goals, but not on their relative 

importance.  
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Table 11 - Correlation matrix showing the degree to which the groups are aligned in how they 

perceive the priority of strategy goals currently for Product X, Y, Z 

Products Stakeholders UPM SPM1 SPM2 SPM3 

Product X UPM  0.63 0.13 0.70 

SPM1   0.41 0.56 

SPM2    0.76 

SPM3     

Product Y UPM  0.74 0.60  

SPM1   0.95  

SPM2     

Product Z UPM  0.63 0.81  

SPM1   0.58  

SPM2     

 

The degree of alignment among the SPMs (the realizers of strategy) varies 

between 13% to 95%, which shows that in some cases it is very strong (Product 

Y), while for others it is weaker (Product X).  

Ideal Priority of the Product’s Strategic Goals and Objectives. Finally, Table 

12 shows the degree of alignment between the UPMs and SPMs, in relation to 

their perception of the ideal priority of strategic goals for the three products.  

Here the agreement is rather weak (between -90% and 78%). For Product X, the 

correlation between UPM and SPM1 is negative, implying that they are 

negatively aligned in their perspectives as what should ideally be the priority of 

strategic goals. Among the SPMs, the degree of alignment varies between -100% 

to 95% which shows that in some cases it is very strong (e.g. Product Y) while 

for others it is negative (Products X and Z). 
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Table 12 - Correlation matrix showing the degree to which the groups are aligned in how they 

perceive the ideal priority of strategy goals for Product X, Y, Z   

Products Stakeholders UPM SPM1 SPM2 SPM3 

Product X UPM  -0.90 -0.10 1.00 

SPM1   0.36 0.30 

SPM2    0.56 

SPM3     

Product Y UPM  0.78 0.74  

SPM1   0.95  

SPM2     

Product Z UPM  0.15 -0.60  

SPM1   0.05  

SPM2     

 

Based on the qualitative and quantitative data analysis it is concluded that when 

it comes to slogans of the strategy and general statements, the UPM and SPMs 

generally agree. However, when the strategy is broken down to concrete goals 

and they are the SCSs are asked to indicate use and priorities of strategic factors 

(both current and ideal) the misalignment is evident and in some cases severe.  

4.1.5 MASS: Step 5 – Conduct Follow-up Workshop  

As suggested in Step 5 of MASS, to conduct the workshop a follow-up 

questionnaire was prepared based on the example follow-up questionnaire 

template (see Table 6 and Table 7).  

Two UPMs and three SPMs were presented with the results for their respective 

products and they were asked to identify and discuss potential root causes for the 

misalignments. Due to confidentiality reasons, the exact questionnaire containing 

the results cannot be presented. However, common root causes identified during 
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these feedback sessions are given below. The first and fifth root causes were not 

given in the original follow-up questionnaire but were added by the participants 

during the follow-up workshop as additional important causes for misalignment. 

Using the feedback from participants potential dependencies between the root 

causes are also discussed below. 

C-1. Lack of incentives: According to two SPMs: “no incentives for 

being proactive and innovative are given”. Currently, Ericsson’s 

approach is reactive and not proactive: for an approach to be 

proactive more time and effort is required, however, no time and 

effort is budgeted for proactive and innovative planning. 

C-2. Lack of relevant communication: According to an SPM: “there is 

a lot of daily discussion around the events happening on daily or 

weekly basis but no discussions about long term strategy between 

SPMs”.  All the participants agreed to this reason. 

C-3. Lack of explicit explanation of strategic factors and their 

importance in documented product’s strategy: As the SPMs get 

statements from the UPMs, every SPM understands and acts 

according to his/her own interpretation of the statements. 
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C-4. Incorrect use of product/project experiences to update strategy: 

Mostly working product strategies are written down as an account 

of history, and not as something to be used as a planning tool. 

This is primarily due to the SPMs point of view that there is no 

incentive to work on strategies (C-1 leads to C-4). Moreover, in 

the absence of explicit description of strategic factors and their 

relative importance updating a strategy after learning from 

experiences does not make any sense (C-3 leads to C-4). 

C-5. Event driven decisions: There are two types of strategies: 

documented product strategy (explicit) and working product 

strategy (implicit). The UPMs give equal importance to all the 

strategic factors in the documented product strategies, whereas, 

depending on the current events in the market such as competition 

and customers requirements, each SPM (the strategy realizer) 

reacts to the situation and chooses which strategic factors are 

important at a certain point of time (C-2 and C-3 lead to C-5) 

C-6. Lack of measurable objectives: Everybody agreed that they do not 

have any measurable objectives that translate strategy into action. 

Rather there are key progress indicators that determine personal 

progress and salary. It can be deduced that in the absence of 
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explicit explanation of strategic factors and their importance in 

documented strategies related to products, it is almost impossible 

to state measurable objectives (C-3 leads to C-6). 

Figure 4 shows the dependency diagram of the identified causes. From the 

diagram, it can be deduced that C-1, C-2 and C-3 are the root causes that 

need to be dealt with in order to solve the issue of misalignment. 

 

Figure 4 – Dependency Diagram 

 

4.2 Validity Threats 

In this section, we discuss the threats to the validation of MASS. We base this on 

the discussion of validity and threats as presented in Wohlin et al. [29]. The 

validity threats considered are conclusion, internal and external validity threats 

respectively. 
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4.2.1 Conclusion Validity 

The sampling techniques used for identifying the SCSs can pose a threat to the 

validity of the evaluation. The subjects selected may not be totally representative 

for the role they should represent at Ericsson for the three case products. The 

main assurance that this misrepresentation is minimal is the fact that the subjects 

were selected in cooperation with two senior managers with extensive 

knowledge and experience concerning the development processes and the 

personnel at Ericsson. 

 

4.2.2 Internal Validity 

As the evaluation and feedback sessions of MASS were performed with the 

different interview subjects, they were called upon to voice their opinions and 

views regarding e.g. product strategies formulation in general and results in 

particular. As their answers were registered by the researcher this could have 

constrained people in their answers. This potential problem was alleviated by the 

guarantee of anonymity as to all information divulged during the evaluation and 

feedback sessions, and that recorded answers was only to be used by the 

researcher, i.e. not showed or used by any other party. 

 

4.2.3 External Validity 

The external validity is concerned with the ability to generalize the results, i.e. in 

this case the applicability of MASS in industry outside the case company. 
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MASS can be applied in any company as it is not a one-size fits all method. It 

details the steps to be performed for evaluation of alignment. The evaluation 

framework used in MASS can be tailored based on different product strategies 

and similarly SCSs can be identified based on who performs the roles specified 

by MASS. 

4.3 Case Study Conclusions 

Through the application of MASS at Ericsson, the qualitative interviews data 

analysis shows that the two SCS groups related to strategy formulation and 

strategy realization are aligned with respect to vision and mission statements. 

However, they have divergent views when it comes to the technical product 

aspects (innovation and quality requirements). Some think that technical aspects 

should be explicitly considered in a product strategy while some are of the 

opinion that they should not be. The analysis of the quantitative data further 

revealed: 

1. The degree of alignment between the UPMs and SPMs in how they 

perceived the usage of strategic goals for the three products (X, Y and Z) 

was strong (between 66% and 100%), though not very strong in every 

case. The degree of alignment among the SPMs (the realizers of strategy) 

varied between 0% to 97% which shows that in some cases it was very 

strong (Product Y), while for others it was very weak (Product X).  
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2. The degree of alignment between the UPMs and SPMs as to how they 

perceive the priority of strategic goals and objectives for the three 

products (X, Y and Z) was not so strong (between 63% and 74%). The 

degree of alignment among the SPMs (the realizers of strategy) varied 

between 13% to 95% which shows that in some cases it was very strong 

(Product Y), while for others it was very weak (Product X). 

3. The degree of alignment between the UPMs and SPMs in how they 

perceived the ideal priority of strategic goals for the three products (X, Y 

and Z) was rather weak (between -90% and 78%). Among the SPMs, the 

degree of alignment varied between -100% - 95% which shows that in 

some cases it was very strong (e.g. Product Y) while for others it was 

negative (Products X and Z).  

When these results were presented to the participants according to Step 5 of 

MASS, following possible root causes of misalignment were identified: 

C-1. Lack of incentives. 

C-2. Lack of relevant communication. 

C-3. Lack of explicit explanation of strategic factors and their 

importance in documented product’s strategy. 

The MASS evaluation has helped Ericsson identify misalignments as well as 

the root causes. While for large companies like Ericsson these misalignments 
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are bound to exist (due to large products), mature companies like Ericsson 

can use MASS evaluations as a continuous effort for improving alignment, 

homogenizing understanding and agreeing on future prioritization of factors. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

In market-driven software development, product management is faced with 

several challenges. Requirements overload, selection of a right mix of 

requirements for balancing a product’s short and long terms goals, and time-to-

market pressure, to name a few, all are paramount for product success. Utilizing 

product strategies to perform requirements triage, trade-offs, and ultimately 

requirements selection has proven successful [7, 10, 11]. However, to ensure that 

that the overall strategies are understood and prioritized homogenously, and the 

same strategies are used as the basis for both the planning and the development 

of a product, alignment between the SCS needs to be assured. MASS was 

developed in collaboration with industry, which is illustrated through a case-

study at Ericsson AB, to enables the evaluation of degree of alignment between 

upper management (strategy creators) and the product management (strategy 

realizers) with respect to the understanding and interpretation of a product’s 

strategy. MASS shows misalignment, and enables the identification of leading 

causes.  
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MASS contains five steps that build on established technologies such as 

VMOST and MERTS, which were combined to cover several perspectives 

including the management, marketing and technical views. In addition, MASS is 

the first method of its kind covering the strategy evaluation and refinement for 

development organizations in a market-driven product development context. It 

focuses on the software product and the product strategy of a market-driven 

software development company, unlike the previous studies [13-18] which were 

limited to the project perspective for achievement, assessment and maintenance 

of strategic alignment, and in addition focused on the business strategies of the 

customer organization. 

During the development of MASS we did not adopt a one-size-fit-all philosophy 

with regards to strategies, but rather by choosing the specific product’s strategic 

goals and objectives, a tailoring towards a product (or organization) can be 

achieved prior to use in order to adapt to organizational and product specific 

goals and objectives. This makes it possible for any organization to use MASS to 

the degree needed, making it suitable for larger companies as well as small and 

medium sized enterprises.  

At present MASS has been developed in collaboration, and used in one company 

through a case study where three product organizations were evaluated. Future 

work involves application of MASS in other organizations in industry. During 
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the execution of MASS in the case company, however, we realized that the goals 

stated in the questionnaire, for assigning point to, were on an abstract level and 

as a refinement of MASS, the questionnaire could be divided into a hierarchy of 

strategic, tactical and operation goals. This can help the SCS to understand the 

goals even more clearly. In addition, future research involves looking into 

possible solutions for the identified root causes of misalignments. Moreover, 

currently MASS only focuses on evaluation of alignment and the identification 

of root causes for misalignment, steps needed to maintain alignment still needs to 

be incorporated in MASS. 
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